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ABSTRACT

The production network of automotive industry is a case in lead firm-led. When
automotive lead firms invested in less developed countries, they used to built and
organize their reconfigured production networks with their “follow-source” suppliers
and intermediaries according to the requirements of local government. Accordingly, a
rich body of literature exists on the characteristics of temporal process and spatial
organization of automotive lead firm-led reconfigured production networks because
their organization is directly significant for local economic development. Additionally,
the underlying dynamics mainly emphasize the role of the automotive lead firms or
local government and governance with their “follow-source” suppliers focused on a
firm-centered analysis. However, these studies overlook the different characteristics
of the temporal process and spatial organization of the various automotive lead firmsled reconfigured production networks formed that can dynamically trigger diverse
local economic development. Additionally, the underlying dynamics behind the
formation of reconfigured production networks ignore the intra-firm dynamics such
as assemblers, R&D centers and engines of lead firms and the extra-firm dynamics
such as different lead firms interplaying with various levels of states in host regions.
This thesis employs quantitative methods such as firm-level data analysis and
indicators measuring by Location Quotient index, Global Moran’s I and Geographic
Information System techniques, as well as semi-structured in-depth interviews
analyzing by coding. It examines the temporal process and spatial organization of
Japanese reconfigured production networks, particularly the organization with their
suppliers in the automotive industry led by various lead firms. It illustrates that the
organization of reconfigured production networks of various Japanese lead firms-led
in Guangzhou can be regarded as “exclusive networks” characterized by close
organization with their “follow-source” suppliers in the formation of trust and longterm relationship whilst displaying relatively weak ties with local suppliers, although
the extent of them are different. The most exclusive network is Toyota, followed by
i

Honda and Nissan. Spatially, there exist close inter-firm supply linkages in Japanese
automotive firms, centering on their lead firms, having shaped tripartite confrontation
of Japanese automotive investment within Guangzhou in terms of the extent of
agglomeration, co-location effects, firm-size distribution within the agglomerations,
and the effect of spatial autocorrelation.
Drawing upon the “strategies” concept of global production networks (GPNs) theory,
this thesis further demonstrates the differing extent of exclusive networks led by
various lead firms can be interpreted by the different inter-firm partnership strategies
between Japanese lead firms and their suppliers or intermediaries; the different
agglomeration of spatial organization in the tripartite confrontation can be elucidated
by the different three intra-firm coordination strategy of Japanese lead firms, and
extra-firm bargaining strategy between Japanese firms (usually lead firms and largest
suppliers) and local government. As a result of weak organization with local suppliers,
the reconfigured Japanese automotive production networks cannot substantially
accelerate the development of Guangzhou’s local suppliers industry.

iii
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CHAPTER ONE INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Since the late 1980s, Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) from the Multinational
Corporation (MNCs) has been considered as a crucial factor for economic
development in less developed countries (LDCs) (Pavlínek, 2015). At the forefront of
a FDI-driven industry strategy, the MNCs of automotive industry have experienced
global reorganization in LDCs with large market potential such as China (Liu &
Dicken, 2006), India (Okada & Siddharthan, 2008), Brazil (Humphrey, 2003) or
integrated peripheries such as Spain (Pallares-Barbera, 1998), Mexico (Debrand,
2014), and Central Europe (CE, including Czech, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia)
(Pavlínek, 2015), or export production base such as ASEAN countries. In 2017,
China, India, Mexico, Spain and Brazil ranked 1, 5, 7, 8 and 9 respectively in
vehicles production (www.OICA.net). The automotive industry has become one of
the most globalized industries in the world (Dicken, 2007).
A “build where they sell” strategy of automotive lead firms has encouraged the
dispersion of final assembly widely from Global North to Global South in light of
market saturation, high levels of motorization, low cost, and political pressures
(Sturgeon, Memedovic, Biesebroeck & Gereffi, 2009). In 2006, there were only 11
automotive lead firms1 in the world such as General Motor (G.M.), Toyota, Ford,
Volkswagen (VW), Honda, Peugeot Société Anonyme (PSA), Nissan, Chrysler,
Hyundai, Renault and Fiat (Sturgeon et al., 2009). After the merger of Fiat and
Chrysler in 2014, the number of automotive lead firms was reduced to 10. When
these lead firms invested in host regions, they continuously reconfigured their
production networks through establishing production facilities involving assemblers,
engines and R&D centers with their “follow-source” suppliers and intermediaries,
which means the foreign-affiliated suppliers and intermediaries from the same home
Lead firms in the automotive industry, known as “automakers or original equipment manufacturers,
carry out most aspects of product design, the production of most engines and transmissions and nearly
all vehicle assembly within their own facilities. They are large employers, traders and innovators. They
have substantial coordination and buying power in the chain.” (Sturgeon et al., 2009, p.17).
1

1

countries with their lead firms to host regions (e.g. Humphrey, 2003; Ivarsson &
Alvstam, 2005b).
This phenomenon has aroused great attention from many academics because the
reconfigured production networks can directly create possibilities to enhance value
for economic development (Henderson, Dicken, Hess, Coe &Yeung, 2002; Gereffi,
Humphrey & Sturgeon, 2005). However, the different characteristics of the temporal
process and spatial organization of the various automotive lead firms-led
reconfigured production networks formed were overlooked, which can dynamically
illustrate diverse local economic development. Moreover, the recent efforts on the
entry mode of automotive lead firms in LDCs has transformed from static strategic
coupling to the evolutionary strategic coupling from “decoupling”, “coupling” to
“recoupling” in integrated peripheries (Pavlínek, 2015) or export production base
(Poapongsakorn & Techakanont, 2008) with low cost-capability ratio. However, little
focus has been paid to the evolutionary strategic coupling of various lead firms in
market imperative such as China, which can explore the different characteristics of
the entry mode of various lead firms.
Additionally, the underlying dynamics behind the formation and organization of this
reconfigured production networks led by various lead firms have placed their
emphasis on the role of the automotive lead firms or local government and the
organization with “follow-source” suppliers. However, the literature tends to
underplay the power of lead firms and is primarily focused on the firm-centered level
of analysis while ignoring the extra-firm dynamics, such as different lead firms
interplaying with governments at various levels in host regions, and the intra-firm
dynamics such as assemblers, R&D centers and engines of lead firms.
Contemporary “strategies” concept of GPNs theory has been useful tools in
understanding the reconfigured global production networks (Coe & Yeung, 2015).
Additionally, GPNs theory emphasizes the power of lead firms and lead firm-centric
pattern of global production networks (ibid). So far, this innovative concept has not
been applied to the explanation of the underlying dynamics of the evolutionary
strategic coupling between various lead firms and local assets and different levels of
2

state and the intra-firm coordination of various lead firms in host regions, the effects
of which on the reconfigured global production networks remain in the “black box”.
This thesis attempts to explore the different formation and organization of
reconfiguration production networks led by various lead firms, particularly the
organization with their suppliers and their underlying dynamics by employing the
“strategies” concept of GPNs theory in China. The strategic coupling of global
automotive lead-firms with local assets as led by joint venture regulations between
such firms and the state help establish production facilities involving assemblers,
engines and R&D centers with their “follow-source” suppliers and intermediaries
with larger market potential (Liu &Dicken, 2006). Some academics noticed this
phenomenon and examined the strategic coupling of lead firms and local assets such
as VW in Shanghai (Depner & Bathelt, 2005), Hyundai in Beijing (Sung, 2008) and
Honda in Guangzhou (Liu, 2017) and the governance between lead firms and their
“follow-source” suppliers. However, such literature downplays: (1) the evolutionary
strategic coupling of strategic coupling of lead firms and local assets in the
reconfigured production networks led by other Japanese lead firms such as Honda,
Nissan and Toyota; (2) the different characteristics of the formation and organization
of the three Japanese lead firms, particularly the relationship with their suppliers in
the automotive industry and their underlying dynamics in China.
Japanese automotive production networks led by lead firms are the most competitive
in the world in terms of Just-in-time (JIT) delivery system and vertical keiretsu
organization (Sato, 1982; Sheard, 1983). First, when Japanese lead firms invested
overseas, they tended to reconfigure their organization of production networks in host
regions with their “follow-source” suppliers (Cusumano & Takeishi, 1991). Second,
Japanese automotive industry is one of the largest in the world with rich investment
experience overseas – starting overseas investment in 1960s in ASEAN countries and
since 1980s in Western Europe and North America (JAMA, 2017). Third, Japanese
reconfigured production networks have been formed in China, involving three lead
firms (assemblers, engines and R&D centers), suppliers and intermediaries (JAMA,
2015), and helped trigger local automotive industry development (Liu, 2017).

3

Guangzhou is the only city that has three Japanese reconfigured production networks
led by Toyota, Honda and Nissan in the eastern, northern and southern Guangzhou
with approximately 190 “follow-source” suppliers and intermediaries comprising of
three auto industry agglomeration areas. It has become the biggest Japanese
automotive production base in China. The number of Japanese cars produced in
Guangzhou has exceeded 50% of China’s production since 2011. Therefore, three
Japanese reconfigured global production networks have raised a serious of questions.
Why did the three Japanese lead firms all couple with Guangzhou’s assets in different
districts? What are the differences and similarities of the characteristics of dynamic
temporal process and spatial organization of these three Japanese reconfigured
production networks by Toyota, Honda and Nissan? How did the differences and
similarities of these three Japanese organizations transform? What are the
implications of the gathering of Japanese reconfigured global production networks
hold for the upgrading of the local automotive industry in Guangzhou? All of these
questions have to be answered in order to achieve a comprehensive understanding of
Japanese reconfigured production networks in Guangzhou and its automotive
sustainable development.
Therefore, this study will take Guangzhou as a case study area, and examine the
characteristics of the temporal process and spatial organization of automotive
reconfigured production networks led by Japanese lead firms, but also to observe the
different characteristics led by Toyota, Honda and Nissan through the “strategies”
concept, particularly “extra-firm bargaining strategy and inter-firm partnership
strategy” of GPNs theory in Guangzhou in China.
1.2 Research Scope
The main objective of this study is to explore the temporal process and spatial
organization of reconfigured automobile production networks led by Japanese lead
firms, particularly the organization with suppliers and their underlying dynamics in
Guangzhou in China. To this end, the time period is confined to the period from 1991
to the present based on the list of auto components and parts enterprises in
Guangzhou. The earliest Japanese firms registered in 1991. Additionally, the earliest
4

Japanese lead firm—Honda arrived in Guangzhou in 1997. Therefore, the period
from 1990 to present can represent the overall development trajectory of Japanese
automotive reconfigured production networks in Guangzhou.
This study focuses on Guangzhou, the automotive reconfigured production networks
led by Japanese lead firms such as Honda, Toyota and Nissan cannot exist in one city
alone. Their “follow-source” suppliers and intermediaries also distribute in other
cities of China such as Beijing, Shanghai, Wuhan and even the surrounding areas
such as Foshan, Zhaoqing and Zhongshan (JAMA, 2015). However, this study only
focuses on the “follow-source” suppliers in Guangzhou. Some important “followsource” suppliers and intermediaries in other cities will be mentioned when relevant
to Guangzhou.
1.3 Significance of the Study
Based on the case study of the temporal process and spatial organization of Japanese
automotive investment, this study attempts to acquire evidence regarding the
characteristics of lead firm led reconfigured production networks and aims to
contribute to our understanding of the determinants of such in LDCs. This case study
also aims to add the limited array of case studies of the distinctive temporal process
and spatial organization of Japanese automotive investment in China.
Theoretically, this study attempts to advance our academic understanding of the
potential of LCDs participation in the reconfigured automotive global production
networks and provide some policy suggestions concerning lead firms’ FDI and
reconfigured production networks. Additionally, it evaluates the applicability of
GPNs theory to the reconfigured automotive production networks led by various lead
firms with a particular focus on the concept of “extra-firm bargaining strategy and
inter-firm partnership strategy”.
1.4 Structure of the Thesis
This thesis is organized into six chapters. The present chapter introduces the
background, objectives, and contents of the thesis. This is followed by a review of
existing literature relating to automotive FDI and global automobile production
networks, dynamics, reconfiguration and organization in the field. This is followed by
5

a critical review of recent theoretical insights into the determinants of global
automobile production networks, dynamics, reconfiguration and organization. This
will be followed by a discussion of the limitations of a global value chains (GVCs)
approach and the “embeddedness” concept of GPNs approach, more applicable
“strategies” concept of GPNs theory will also be pursued. The final part presents an
empirical analysis of the transition of reconfigured production networks led by
Japanese lead firms in China.
The third chapter presents the data and method of this study. It begins with a
workable analytical framework built upon the “strategies” concept of GPNs theory
that will guide the empirical analysis in the following chapters. Such a
conceptualization aids a comprehensive understanding of the reconfigured production
networks led by Japanese lead firms beyond past empirical studies with their singular
focus on local government. The chapter then continues by justifying the subjectchoice of Japanese automotive industry in Guangzhou. This study primarily utilizes
firm-level data and semi-structured in-depth interview to examine the temporal
process and spatial organization of reconfigured production networks led by the three
Japanese lead firms in Guangzhou. Accordingly, quantitative and qualitative methods
are employed to analyze the subject-data. With respect to the quantitative analysis a
variety of techniques are utilized such as: the Location Quotient (LQ) index, Global
Moran’s index, and Geographic Information System (GIS) analysis. Such will
enhance our understanding of the temporal process and spatial organization of
Japanese automotive firms within Guangzhou pertaining to specific firm-level data of
Japanese automotive firms. Qualitative analysis helps codify semi-structured in-depth
interviews focusing on the temporal process and spatial organization of Japanese
automotive investment in Guangzhou.
Chapter Four is attempted to elaborate, in great detail, the temporal process of
reconfigured production networks formation led by Japanese automotive lead firms
with their intra-firm: assemblies, engines, R&D centers and inter-firm: suppliers,
intermediaries, particularly emphasis on the linkages with their “follow-source”
suppliers in Guangzhou. It firstly associates temporal process of Japanese automotive
firms’ investment. Then, it is followed by the interpretation of temporal process of
6

them employed the “strategies” concept of GPNs theory, particularly intra-firm
coordination strategy, extra-firm bargaining strategy and inter-firm partnership
strategy. In the third part, the similar and different characteristics of the temporal
process of reconfigured production networks formation led by the three Japanese lead
firms are examined respectively.
Chapter Five uses quantitative methods to explore the spatial organization of
Japanese automotive investment and organization of production networks in
Guangzhou. It firstly explores the pattern of organization between Japanese lead
firms and their suppliers in Guangzhou relating to “exclusive networks” of
organization with Japanese suppliers and the weaker ties with local suppliers. Here
the most exclusive network is identified as Toyota, followed by Honda and Nissan.
The close inter-firm supply linkages between Japanese automotive firms has
manifested it spatially and helped shape a tripartite confrontation of investment in
Guangzhou in terms of: firm-size distribution, co-location attributes, spatial
autocorrelation, and agglomeration characteristics. The third part of this chapter
utilizes the three-fold “strategies” concept of GPNs theory to explore the underlying
forces and factors behind Japanese “exclusive network” relating to Guangzhou, and
explore the effects of such on local suppliers.
The final chapter presents a summary of the main findings of this thesis, and provides
an overview of the major theoretical and practical contributions to the field. It will
further point out certain limitations of this study. It is hoped that such will help direct
future research into automotive investment by lead firms in terms of the reconfigured
production networks.
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CHAPTER TWO LITERAURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
The studies on FDI and its implications for the host-economy’s development have
generally recognized the importance of the reconfigured production networks in
terms of the organization between lead firms and suppliers – especially in LDCs
where technological and managerial expertise can be more effectively transferred to
local firms (e.g. Busser, 2008; Pavlínek, Domański & Guzik, 2009; Pavlínek &
Žížalová, 2014). In China, the prevalence of Japanese automobile investment since
the late 1990s has driven a reconfigured automotive production networks in the big
cities. Given the importance of the structural organization between lead firms and
suppliers, it is notable how little research exists on the reconfigured production
networks in general, and in relation to Japanese lead firms and suppliers in China in
particular. The reasons behind the revealed local sourcing of Japanese “followsource” suppliers and its developmental effect on the local automotive industry in the
specific host regions are still elusive.
Against this backdrop, this chapter begins with a brief literature review pertaining to
automotive FDI due to market imperative dynamics and the reconfigured automotive
production networks. This is followed by a brief discussion on the existing theoretical
perspectives on the formation and determinants of the organizational structure
between lead firms and “follow-source” suppliers in reconfigured production
networks. Special attention is here paid to the recent “governance” concept of GVCs
approach that examines the organizational structure between lead firms and suppliers,
and “embeddedness” of GPNs approach that focuses on the local governments, as
well as their limitations. After introducing a more applicable “strategies” concept of
GPNs theory, the chapter moves on to assess the previous empirical studies of the
reconfigured production networks led by Japanese automotive lead firms in China.
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2.2 Automotive FDI and Global Automobile Production Networks: Dynamics,
Reconfiguration and Organization
2.2.1 Automotive FDI and Market Imperative Dynamics
Automotive FDI has been received massive attention because automotive industry is
a designated industry by local government which can directly promote economic
development of LDCs (Pavlínek, 2015) and become a pillar industry in host regions
such as China. Sturgeon et al. (2009) argued that “China’s automotive industry was
depended almost entirely on Western multinationals (lead firms and suppliers) for
investment” (Sturgeon & Van Biesebroeck, 2011).
Automotive FDI is different from other industrial FDI because the automotive
industry has four distinctive characteristics. First, it is a concentrated space with an
“…extremely concentrated firm structure: a small number of giant companies
exerting an extraordinary amount of power over smaller firms. Eleven lead firms
from three countries, Japan, Germany and the USA, dominate production in the main
markets” (Sturgeon, et al., 2009, p.9). Second, there are geographic considerations
with “final vehicle assembly, and by extension, parts production … largely been kept
close to end markets because of political sensitivities” (ibid). Third, it has a “strong
regional structure. Although the automotive industry has become more integrated
globally since the mid-1980s, it has also developed strong regional-scale patterns of
integration” (ibid). Four, it is specialized with “few fully generic parts or subsystems
that can be used in a wide variety of end products without extensive customization”
(ibid).
The major dynamics of automotive FDI can be considered as “market imperatives”
and “low cost” of host regions (Sturgeon, et al., 2009; Pavlínek, 2015). Among these
two factors, the market imperative is more important because it determines the
automotive FDI. According to the size and distance of the destination market, the
LDCs can be classified into two types. One is the LDCs with large market potential
such as Brazil, Russia, India and China (Pavlínek, 2015), often referred to as “BRIC
program” by firms such as Toyota (Shimokawa, 2010). The other is the LDCs near to
integrated periphery markets such as Mexico, Spain and Central Europe (Pavlínek,
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2015). Smaller developing countries are mainly excluded from the market, unless
their role in regional production is important such as South Africa and Thailand
(Sturgeon, et al., 2009).
Similarly, lead firms’ investment largely on the market imperative dynamics of LDCs
as well. Japanese lead firms shifted Western Europe to Eastern Europe and moved
towards China from ASEAN countries mainly due to China’s large market potential.
Particularly, Shimokawa (2010) observed that the three Japanese lead firms Honda,
Nissan and Toyota adjusted their production strategies in East Asia from ASEAN
countries to China, according to the shanking market of south Asia after the finical
crisis in 1997 and the booming market of China. However, he overlooked the analysis
of the specific market potential of different area of China. For instance, Pearl River
Delta (PRD) market is in the southern coastal area and different from Northern
coastal area and inland area, which can specifically explore the market in different
economic growth area of China and different investment result.
2.2.2 Reconfigured Global Automotive Production Networks
(1) Automotive Lead Firm-led Configuration of Production Networks in home
countries
The automotive industry has been the focus of GVCs for decades as it is a typical
producer-driven chain (Sturgeon, et al., 2009). Memedovic (2007) conceptualized a
simple automotive value chain that placed emphasis on the organization between lead
firms and suppliers with the design, distribution, sales, and even after sales service
activities (Figure 2.1). However, the work ignored the role of extra-firms, such as
local state who have an active role in the designating the policies of automotive
industry. Additionally, the role of lead firms was also downplayed by the work.
Focusing on the geographical aspects of global integration and the design, assembly
and supply-chain organization in the automotive industry, Sturgeon et al. (2009)
proposed a classic “nested” approach in his conceptualization (Figure 2.2). As with
Figure 2.1, the role of local state was ignored as are the role of lead firms. Sturgeon et
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al. (2009) did however place emphasis on such actors in his elaboration of the four
characteristics of the automotive industry.
In GPNs theory, Coe and Yeung (2015) proposed two models of configuration of
production networks involving extra-firms dynamics. One was a “strategic
partnership model” and the other was a “lead firm-centric model”. The configuration
of automotive production networks was a typical “lead firm-centric” model
conveying the organization of global production networks. In this configuration, lead
firms are seen to dominate and hold influence within production networks (Figure
2.3). They were subject to lobbying and other interventions from state and non-state
actors. The lead firm-centric model prioritizes the role of specialized suppliers and
key customers.
Coe and Yeung (2015) contended that in automotive lead firm-centric model, “a
specialized supplier of core components or services possibly take up the role of a
strategic partner through firm-specific initiatives or industry-wide transformations.
This dynamic evolution can lead to a reconfigured the global production network
form a lead firm-centric model to a strategic partnership model (p.61).” Additionally,
Yang (2017) argued that in the laptop computer industry, the power dynamics of
global production networks had changed to strategic partner firms such as Foxconn.
However, in automotive industry, it is nearly impossible for such a transformation to
happen (from the lead firm-centric model into strategic partnership model).
Actually, some academics proposed emergence of global suppliers (Sturgeon &
Lester, 2004) or the increasing role of large suppliers (Sturgeon et al., 2011).
Additionally, 10 automotive components and parts suppliers grew up into World Top
500 such as Bosch, Continental, Denso, ZF, Johnson Controls, Magna, Mobis, Aisin
Seiki, Bridgestone and Michelin including from Germany, Japan, the US, Korea,
French and Canada although their ranking lagged behind their lead firms. However,
these giant suppliers only can supply some core components and parts for their lead
firms while they can be a total solution provider similar to Foxconn or Li & Fung.
That is because they only can play the role as a specialized supplier. Their lead firms
or other suppliers will not follow these component and part giants investing in host
11

regions. Therefore, the configuration of automotive industry should always be lead
firm-centric model.
Coe and Yeung (2015) further put forward that multiple lead firms and other firms
involved in GPNs theory could form an entire industry, which composed of multiple
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Figure 2.1 A simple automotive value chain
Source: Memedovic (2007)
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Figure 2.2 Nested geographic and organizational structure of the automotive industry
Source: Sturgeon et al. (2009)

Interactive relations

----------- Inputs: tangible and intangible

Figure 2.3 lead firm-centric model of organizational configurations
Note: LF: lead firm; C=customer; SS=specialized suppliers; GS=generic supplier
Source: Coe and Yeung (2015, p.60)
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(b) A common specialized supplier

(a) Formation of an industry

Figure 2.4 Multiple global production networks: industry and intra-industry intersection
Note: LF: lead firm; C=customer; SS=specialized suppliers; GS=generic supplier
Source: Coe and Yeung (2015, p.63)

global production networks and localized firms (see Figure 2.4a ). Within the same
industry, specialized suppliers tended to provide manufacturing to multiple lead firms,
which could be conceptualized as intra-industry intersection of multiple global
production networks (see Figure 2.4b). “Denson”, for example, provided products for
both Toyota and Honda.
It is reasonable to consider the automotive lead firm-centric model formulated by Coe
and Yeung (2015) as a suitable model to illustrate the automotive industry in global
production networks due to the crucial role of lead firms and extra-firms such as local
governments.
(2) Automotive Lead Firm-led Reconfigured Production Networks in Host
Regions
Even as automotive lead firms invested in LDCs, their final vehicle assembly centers
had tended to be geographically close to their host markets owing to political
sensitivities. Largely by extension, supply production had been required to follow this
trend (Sturgeon et al., 2011; Liu & Dicken, 2006). Recently, R&D centers have been
built in the large market potential of LDCs according to the regulations of local state
such as China or the intra-firm strategy of lead firms, although R&D activities are
one of the least internationalized organizations of MNCs (e.g. Patel & Vega, 1991;
UNCTAD, 2005). In doing so, the lead firm-led production networks in home
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countries largely reconfigured in host regions as Figure 2.3. Additionally, in China,
the regulation about lead firms can cooperate with two domestic groups. In this case,
according to Figure 2.4, multiple lead firm-led reconfigured global production
networks formed automotive industry in the area.
More specifically, the “follow-source” suppliers showed a strong tendency to colocate or cluster around assembly plants due to the agglomeration benefits of such
(Frigant & Lung, 2002; Pavlínek & Ženka, 2010; Sturgeon, Biesebroeck & Gereffi,
2008). Such spatial proximity played an important role in modular production, and
the JIT delivery system of pre-assembled modules and crucial components (Frigant &
Lung 2002; Mair, Florida & Kenney, 1998; Pavlínek & Janák, 2007). Additionally,
local government used to facilitate the establishment of industrial parks for the
automotive industry, catering for lead firms’ investment assembly, engines and R&D
centers of lead firms, and their “follow-source” suppliers or intermediaries to operate
reconfigured production networks efficiently (Lecler, 2002).
There is strong evidence that automotive FDI prefers agglomeration-composition (e.g.
Depner & Bathelt, 2005; Irawati, 2011; Poapongsakorn & Techakanont, 2008). Such
a tendency can be seen in Shanghai by VW with their “follow-source” suppliers
(Depner & Bathelt, 2005), as well as in industrial estates in Bangkok and the eastern
region of Thailand by Japanese lead firms and their “follow-source” suppliers
(Poapongsakorn and Techakanont, 2008; and Busser (2008).
However, previous studies on automotive lead firm-led reconfigured production
networks overlooked the role of extra-firms such as local state and inter-firms such as
intermediaries—especially logistics, which were an essential part of the configured
production networks. The logistics or other intermediaries such as traders were
known to follow their customers to host regions as demonstrated by Japanese
automotive investment in China (JAMA, 2015). Therefore, Comparative studies on
the differences and similarities of this various automotive lead-firms reconfigured
production networks have been neglected.
(3) Evolutionary Strategic Coupling of Automotive Lead Firms
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As Sturgeon, et al. (2009) concluded, lead firms were relatively powerful in the
automotive industry. Therefore, when automotive investment happened in host
regions, the investment strategies of lead firms in the global market-place has a great
impact. Automotive investment can also be considered “political sensitivities”
because such activity is somewhat guided by the local state. Therefore, the strategic
coupling of automotive lead firms with local firms and institutions has become a
foremost issue for both lead firms and local state. The strict regulatory framework in
states such as China exacerbate this issue, where lead firms could not establish more
than two Joint Ventures (JVs) and the share of domestic automotive enterprise should
be above 50% (The State Council, 1994).
Contemporary GPNs theory focused on “evolutionary strategic coupling” in terms of
“coupling”, “decoupling” and “recoupling” – with emphasis paid on the differing
coupling strategies adopted by lead firms, local firms, and institutions (Mackinnon,
2011; Coe & Yeung, 2015). It can be considered useful for establishing the
connection between firm-specific strategies and extra-regional dynamics. Such can be
seen to facilitate a better understanding of the reconfigured global production
networks (Yang, 2017).
Automotive lead firms’ evolutionary strategic coupling with local firms and
institutions has occurred in LDCs. For instance, when Toyota invested in China, it
firstly coupled with “one Small” – Tianjin Auto but failed due to the lack of
experience of Tianjin Auto. Then, it successfully recoupled with “one Big” – First
Automotive Works (FAW) (Shimokawa, 2010). The most famous successful case of
evolutionary strategic coupling was achieved in Peugeot decoupling with GAC owing
to its huge debt and the subsequent coupling between Honda and GAC in the large
market of PRD. Such can be considered as a classic case of MBA (Yao & Han, 2008).
Additionally, Nissan coupled Dongfeng also on the basis of the decoupling of Taiwan
Yulong with Dongfeng also primary due to the penitential market of PRD (ibid).
Previous studies on evolutionary strategic coupling of automotive lead Firms have
tended to overlooked the connection between firm-specific strategies and extraregional dynamics, and have thereby failed to focus on external factors for
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automotive investment in host regions (Yang, 2017). Such studies have neglected the
evolutionary strategic coupling of different lead firms, as well as such firms’
strategies pertaining to extra-regional dynamics. Incorporating such factors
contributes to an understanding of the failure and success experiences of lead firms in
terms of their relationship with government-actors and automotive FDI development.
2.2.3 Organization between Lead Firms and Suppliers
(1) Organization between Lead Firms and Suppliers in Home Countries
The automotive industry comprises of strong linkages between lead firms and
thousands of suppliers structurally organized in hierarchically production networks
(Humphrey & Memedovic, 2003). Therefore in GVCs and GPNs study, the
organization between lead firms and suppliers is of the upmost importance (Sturgeon,
et al., 2009; Coe &Yeung, 2015), because such directly affects the local sourcing and
local automotive supplier industry development. Previous studies on the
organizational form between the various lead firms and suppliers have proposed a
dichotomy between ‘horizontal/vertical’ networks and ‘closed (exclusive) /open
(inclusive)’ networks (Zysman, Doherty, Schwartz, 1996).
In the automotive industry, “horizontal” and “vertical” network-relationships can
exist simultaneously. In Japanese context, supplier networks are mostly considered
‘vertical’ (Van & Ruigrok, 1998), and are also referred to as vertical keiretsu (Hill,
1989; Sato, 1982; Sheard, 1983) (see Figure 2.5; Figure 2.6). Additionally
‘horizontal/vertical’ networks exist at various levels at lead firms. For example, VW,
Ford, and Honda can be considered as exhibiting ‘medium vertical networks’, while
Toyota and Nissan exhibit ‘strong vertical’ networks (ibid). However, Nissan could
be seen to exhibit ‘medium vertical’ networks after it was acquired by Renault in
1998.
In “closed (exclusive)” networks, tight and long-term relationships tend to exist. Such
are generally not accessible to outsiders whereas "open (inclusive)" networks are
considered to be more easily accessible with shifting interactions of exchange
relations (ibid, p.8). In practice however, many firms operate in the relative “grey
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area” of semi-closed and semi-open networks. A sharp distinction is thereby less
useful. For example, VW, Ford, and Hyundai demonstrate a “medium exclusive”
network-composition, while Toyota can be seen as a rather “closed network”. Honda
comprises of a “medium inclusive” network and Nissan an “exclusive” network (ibid).
Network-configuration changes over time, with previously “exclusive” Japanese
networks such as Nissan becoming more “inclusive” over time (Shimokawa, 2010).
Such changes effected traditional subsidiary business, such as Japanese suppliers in
the global automobile industry (ibid).

Figure 2.5 Tier suppliers of Honda, Toyota and Nissan
Source: Hill (1989)

Figure 2.6 Strong linkages with suppliers in Japan
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Sources: Smika (1991)

(2) Organization between Lead Firms and “Follow-source” Suppliers in Host
Regions
When automotive lead firms invested in LCDs, their “follow-source” suppliers
largely followed them to host regions to operate reconfigured production networks,
with some change in the context of local assets. In the analysis of the organization
between Japanese lead firms and “follow-source” suppliers in Thailand, Maruhashi
(1995) found there are only two layers of subcontracting. The Japanese vertical
keiretsu system of supplier networks had been initiated in Thailand (see Figure 2.7).
Compared with the original subcontracting activities in Japan (see Figure 2.6), such
can be considered “weaker”. Similarly, the analysis of the Tier suppliers of VW in
Shanghai found that Tier2 suppliers were “weak”, because only a few Tier2 suppliers
followed VW to Shanghai (see Figure 2.8) (Depner & Bathelt, 2005).
These figures conveyed how the linkages between lead firm and their Tier suppliers
in home countries turned to weakness in host regions. However, other formations still
required to be further discussed, particularly the strongest Japanese lead firms linkage
with their suppliers in China. If it was weak in China, it implied that more
opportunities for the development of local suppliers. Sometimes, this situation could
be changed due to the growth of production volume of each Japanese engine for the
car export strategy. In the analysis of Japanese lead firms’ procurement strategies in
Thailand, Busser (2008) contended that the 90 per cent locally purchased parts and
components of Toyota delivered by Japanese firms in Thailand in 2008, which was
higher than 10 years ago. This implied that more Japanese suppliers came to Thailand
after the Asian crisis and more Thai suppliers went back from Tier1 suppliers to Tier2
suppliers (ibid).
Local suppliers emerged because they were involved in the reconfigured production
networks, although the status of them was still in the low position and the number of
them was only a few (e.g. Depner & Bathelt, 2005; Poapongsakorn & Techakanont,
2008; Busser, 2008). Figure 2.8 illustrated that the local suppliers had emerged in the
Germany automotive industry production networks in Shanghai, although the number
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of local suppliers was very small (Depner & Bathelt, 2005). Studying on the local
content in the different models of VW, Depner (2003) found that the local content
requirement (LCR) of the Polo of Shanghai Auto Industry Corporation (SAIC) - GM
ranged from 40% to 93% for the Santana. Additionally, GM decided to cooperate
with establish assembly in Shanghai in 1997 to the supplier networks of SVW
(Depner & Bathelt, 2005).

Figure 2.7 Weak linkages with “follow-source” suppliers in Thailand
Sources: Maruhashi (1995)
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Figure 2.8 Weak linkages with follow-Tier supplier
Sources: Depner and Bathelt (2005)

(3) Supply Strategies of “Follow-source” Suppliers
In addition, the “follow-source” suppliers have been more complex in home countries
than host regions. In Thailand, Japanese suppliers provided more assemblers than in
Japan (see Figure 2.6; 2.7) (Maruhashi, 1995). Similarly, on the basis of examining
the local sourcing strategies of Hyundai suppliers’ investment in Beijing, Sung (2008)
found that the Korean suppliers had been trying to develop new sales channels in
China to Korean, foreign firms in China, Chinese local firms and export overseas.
Then, he concluded that the procurement of Korean automotive industry has changed
from ‘the vertical and closed structure in Korea into a more horizontal and open
structure in China with the intensifying completion” (p.331). This meant that the
procurement “with strong exclusiveness would be changed into more open or western
style with the expansion of component sourcing partners” (p.365). Besides, Depner
and Bathelt (2005) proposed that almost all the German suppliers they investigated
sold parts to Shanghai General Motor (SGM) by 2002, although SVW was their
major customer it was the insufficient demand from their SVW.
Although the procurement organization between lead firms and suppliers highly
focused on the previous studies, some drop backs had been ignored. First, previous
studies indicated that the procurement organization between lead firms and their
“follow-source” suppliers in host regions had been changeable in host regions.
However, these studies only observed the change of procurement ratio between a lead
firm and its “follow-source” suppliers respectively, but overlooked it of various lead
firms and their “follow-source” suppliers. Such can directly affected different local
supplier industry development. Moreover, the organization between lead firms and
their suppliers was examined from the supply chain perspective of suppliers.
However, the partnership between lead firms and their suppliers had been overlooked,
which was also an important relationship between them (Coe & Yeung, 2015).
Second, the previous studies indicated that the procurement activities between lead
firms and “follow-source” suppliers in host regions had been become more complex
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and weaker than in home countries. However, this situation had all been analyzed
from the aspect of the insufficient domestic demand of their parents, but overlooked
the attraction of massive potential market in LDCs, such as China. In these countries,
the domestic market of their parents was enough for their “follow-source” suppliers,
but these suppliers still preferred to supply more customers for expanding their
production to gain more profits. This strategy of “follow-source” suppliers should be
an interesting topic in less developing countries with massive potential market such
as China.
Third, as mentioned above, each lead firm had its own distinctive horizontal/vertical
or closed (exclusive)/open (inclusive) supplier network. When it invested LDCs, the
supplier network changed in the host regions. In addition, a comparative study of
different lead firm's supplier networks should also be carried out, because the
relationship of supplier networks directly led to the local economic development.
2.3 Theoretical Opinions on the Determinants of Global Automotive Production
Networks Reconfiguration and Organization
2.3.1 “Governance” Concept of GVCs
GVCs are an important approach to study the global value chains in a specific
territory (Humphrey & Schimtz, 2002). In the original GVCs approach, there are four
dimensions: an input-output structure, a territoriality, a governance structure, and an
institution framework (Gereffi & Korzeniewicz, 1994). In addition, Gereffi and
Korzeniewicz (1994) identified two distinct structures: the buyer-driven chain and
producer-driven chain. The buyer-driven chain regarded the global value chain as
being controlled by the largest retailer, brand-name merchandisers, and trading
companies. In contrast, the producer-driven chain meant that large MNCs controlled
a tightly integrated production system, particularly in capital and technology
intensive industries (ibid). The automotive industry is a typical producer-driven chain
(Sturgeon, et al., 2009), so that it can be analyzed by GVCs approach.
On the basis of analysis on inter-firm linkages, Humphrey and Schimtz (2002) further
emphasized four types of governance: arm’s length, network, quasi hierarchy and
hierarchy. In light of the three variables—the complexities of transitions, the ability
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to codify transactions and the capabilities in the supply-base; Gereffi et al. (2005)
also recommended five new categories of structural governance including market,
modular, relational, captive and hierarchy. These various categories of governance
were useful heuristic tools for understanding automotive FDI investment and
reconfigured production networks in a specific area by providing more delicate
answers. It illustrated that suppliers may be impacted by the specific governance
structure in various categories of GVCs (Gereffi et al., 2005). The Japanese
automotive production networks were composed of multi-tiered subcontracting
hierarchy system (vertical keiretsu) (Pavlínek & Zénka, 2010; Sheard, 1983). This
implied that the relationship between Japanese assemblers and Tier suppliers was
vertical hierarchy. This was also one form of the GVCs’ inter-firm linkages (Gereffi
et al., 2005; Humphrey & Schimtz, 2002). In an empirical study, Sturgeon, et al.
(2008) applied these “governance” structures of GVCs approach to analyze the trend
in the global automotive industry. Although the GVCs approach had significantly
contributed to understanding the determinants of inter-firm linkages with production
networks in light of the insights into the governance structure in various categories of
GVCs, the concept of the inter-firm governance remained oversimplified and
problematic (Hederson et al., 2002).
First, the GVCs approach only focused on the existing chains between lead firms and
suppliers, while the history and nature of lead firms and suppliers in their home
country was not studied (Hederson et al., 2002). This ignorance leaded to the lack of
understanding of the social relations embodied in chains and the importance of “pathdependency” (ibid). In addition, the studies of “business system” in home and host
national contexts were regarded as impact on lead firms and suppliers (Dicken, Kelly,
Olds & Yeung, 2001).
Second, the GVCs approach only concerned the organization between lead firms and
suppliers, but ignored the importance of territory and the institutional function in
specific locations to some extent (ibid). Some recent emerging studies concerned the
role of institutions in the GVCs approach to analyze global automotive industry
(Sturgeon et al., 2008). Literally, the institutions of host and home regions played a
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crucial role in the organization of GVCs (ibid) and shape the inter-firm linkages in
the production network of lead firms.
Third, the existing GVCs framework offered little explanatory power to these extrafirm actors in shaping inter-firm governance; they were often seen as outside the
analytical parameters of industry-specific value chains (Yang, 2017).
2.3.2 “Embeddedness” Concept of GPNs Approach
The “embeddedness” concept of GPNs approach supplied a pragmatic and useful
framework to offer the reasons of reconfigured production networks formed and
organized, by providing three important concepts to explore the formation and
organization of reconfigured production network: “societal embeddedness”, “network
embeddedness” and “territorial embeddedness” (Henderson et al., 2002; Hess, 2004).
The concept of “societal embeddedness” argued that firms were not the atomic
entities, but existed in a social network (Yeung, 2005). This meant that the
investment of lead firms came with their economic, cultural, social and political
backgrounds. The historical backgrounds of lead firms may profoundly impacted on
their ways of organizing their suppliers when invest in the host regions. These
phenomena were called effects of “path-dependency” (Hederson et al., 2002). In
addition, cultural and social backgrounds of lead firms and domestic firms always
brought barriers in setting up the production networks of MNCs. Depner and Bathelt
(2015) found that the cultural differences between Germany automobile lead firms
and domestic firms invoked some issues in their cooperation.
The concept of “network embeddedness” has been generally related to the
distribution of “corporate power” on the network structure (Hederson et al., 2002).
The network embeddedness concept of GPNs approach was different from the
governance of GVCs. The governance concept of GVCs mainly explained the
relationship between lead firms and Tier1 suppliers. However, in the reconfigured
production network, the relationship of Tier suppliers, such as Tier1 and Tier2
suppliers, is also important, because many Tier2 suppliers followed their parents
(Tier1 suppliers) to a host region. The network embeddedness concept can explain
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the relationship of Tier suppliers because it is involved in the network. Specifically,
the network embeddedness in automotive industry still stayed in examination of the
governance of lead firms and their suppliers, which meant that the “network
embeddedness” had not been analyzed. For example, Rutherford (2000) contended
that Japanese automobile firms had “re-embedded” long-term trust relations with
suppliers’ characteristics in Canada.
The concept of “territorial embeddedness” argued that global production networks
were embedded into the territorial-based local institutional environment, particularly
sources and local markets (Hess, 2004). Especially, the national and local government
policies might play crucial roles in embedding particular parts of global production
networks in specific cities or regions, which supported the formation of new nodes in
the global production networks (ibid). In addition, the economic, social and cultural
environments of host regions were the necessary elements of territorial embeddedness.
The social and cultural environment of host regions conflicted with that of home
countries. The economic environment such as original assets might give some
influences on the linkage of lead firms. The lead firms and suppliers were
manipulated by local states and institutions. Poapongsakorn and Techakanont (2008)
elaborated that Japanese lead firms agreed with the regulation to increase the LCR in
the 1980s. These lead firms invited their suppliers to distribute around their assembly
plants in Thailand. In the processes of Japanese suppliers clustering in Thailand,
Lecler (2002) stated that there were many issues in the first stage due to the pertinent
policies of government, land use, the availability and cost of labor, and efficiency of
transport systems. The second stage witnessed great success on the experiences of the
first stage, such as incentives and the availability of modern infrastructure.
The three types of “embeddedness supplied an integrated and alternative conceptual
tool to analyze the multi-faceted and interconnected determinants of the localized
MNCs production networks (Liao, 2007). The concept of “embeddedness” further
interpreted the spatial-temporal outcome of such linkages and the associated
industrial upgrading trajectories of the localized production networks in light of lead
firms’ investment. Yang (2007) used the territorial embeddedness including intuitions
in host regions and corporate strategies and societal embeddedness (home-based
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advantages) to explain the different forms of reconfigured production networks
through Hong Kong and Taiwanese electronics investment. Yang and Liao (2010)
employed this concept to examine the reconfigured production networks of
Taiwanese PC investment in the PRD of China.
However, this concept was too comprehensive due to involving nearly every
dimension, which easily confused people and lost focus when it was employed to
analyze the specific industrial FDI. Therefore, only “network embeddedness” concept
appeared in GPNs theory to stress on the importance of “network” (Coe & Yueng,
2015). It seemed that the organization between lead firms and suppliers was the most
important. However, in some national-designated automotive industry, the local
government had always played a significant role in the automotive industry (Dicken,
2003). Liu and Dicken (2006) proposed two concepts of “obligated embeddedness”
and “active embeddedness” according to the role of the state in the automotive FDI.
They further argued that the character of automotive FDI in China is “obligated
embeddedness”, which meant that the lead firms required to obedient without bargain
to the regulations of local government such as LCR in 1994 and the establishment of
engines and R&D centers in 2004. The automotive lead firms were pressurized to
invite their suppliers following them to China to obey this regulation without bargain.
In fact, the “obligated embeddedness” was not the unique in China, it emerged in
LCR of lead firms’ investment in ASEAN countries in 1980s. Lecler (2002) argued
that the government policies, particularly in banning on completely built up (CBU)
imports and LCR, played important roles in the agglomeration of Japanese suppliers
in the specific area. In Thailand, Japanese lead firms agreed with the regulation of
LCR to increase the local content ratio in the 1980s, through inviting their
components to Thailand and distributed around their assembly plants (Poapongsakorn
& Techakanont, 2008). As the same time as Thai, Philippines state required that LCR
of lead firms should increase steady, which also compelled more suppliers to follow
their customers to Philippines (Sturgeon, et al., 2016). Although Indonesia launched
this LCR until 1996, it still triggered more suppliers moved into Indonesia
(Aswicahyono, 2000).
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The “embeddedness” concept concerned the important role of local government but
ignored the crucial role of lead firms. The role of local government was so important
that it determined the formation of reconfigured production networks. However, lead
firms not only promoted the formation of them, but also determined the organization
of reconfigured production networks, which could trigger the local economic
development (Coe &Yeung, 2015). Likewise, in automotive industry, there were only
ten lead firms from six countries: Japan, Germany, the US, Korea, Italy and France,
dominating production in the world markets. The lead firms were primary dynamics
that drove the organization of their reconfigured production networks and spatial
manifestations (Depner & Bathelt, 2005). In addition, since there are several lead
firms, their features of reconfigured production networks are also varying. Therefore,
it is essential to stress on the role of lead firms, which is as important as the local
government.
Additionally, similar to the “governance” concept, the “embeddedness” concept
overlooked the bargaining process between lead firms and local government, when
lead firms invested in host regions. This bargaining determined temporal process and
spatial pattern of firms’ investment especially the lead firms with local government,
which is so important that it used to involve the central government.
2.3.3 “Strategies” Concept of GPNs Theory
In reviewing the weakness of the “governance” concept of GVCs approach and the
“embeddedness” concept of GPNs approach, the “strategies” concept of GPNs theory
supplies a pragmatic and useful framework. It can explain the reconfigured
production networks formed and organized composed of various actors involving
firms (lead firms and suppliers), extra-firms (local governments) and intermediaries
(logistics providers, traders, finical firms etc.), by providing three important concepts
to explore the formation of reconfigured production networks: “extra-firm bargaining
strategy, inter-firm partnership or control strategy and intra-firm coordination
strategy” (Coe & Yeung, 2015).
The intra-firm coordination strategy of lead firms is crucial because it enables the
lead firms to achieve profit maximization (Coe & Yeung, 2015). Empirically, it was
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employed in explaining the FDI strategies of lead firms in host region. For instance,
Dicken (1987) observed evolutionary intra-firm strategy of Nissan and other Japanese
automotive lead firms in UK. Lecler (2002) described that Japanese automotive lead
firms considered each market of four ASEAN countries and structured their
organization to produce their models in each country. Specifically, he used the
strategies of Toyota and Mitsubishi to explain the changing geography of the clusters
of Japanese assemblers, engines and R&D centers.
Control and partnership are two inter-firm strategy forms (Coe & Yeung, 2015),
which is similar to the governance in GVC, control and cooperative. In Japanese
automotive firms, the inter-firm strategy is partnership between every Japanese lead
firm and its supplier, because every lead firm invest in its strategic partners and
specialized suppliers to develop closer interlocking relationship (ibid). The
partnership inter-firm strategy is so special that it has been broadly to elucidate the
relationship between Japanese lead firms and their “follow-source” suppliers since
1980s.
In the analysis of suppliers in Europe, Dicken (1987) observed when Japanese lead
firms invested in Europe, the suppliers followed their lead firms and located around
them. In addition, in the study on Japanese suppliers in Thailand, Poapongsakorn and
Techakanont (2008) argued that Japanese lead firms invited their suppliers from
Japan to Thailand. Hatani (2010) observed that the specialized Tier1 suppliers of
Toyota Group do not always take the form of conventional follow-up assemblers,
which means they pre-clustered before assemblers. The previous studies all indicated
the partnership strategy between Japanese lead firms and their suppliers was one of
the major dynamics for shaping the process of Japanese automotive investment
cluster. However, the partnership strategies between various Tier suppliers had not
been examined, which also was one of the parts of Japanese automotive investment.
The extra-firm bargaining strategy between firms (lead firms, suppliers and local
governments) and no-firms were crucial because it “provided the crucial analytical
nexus for understanding how economic processes, embodied in firms, intersect with
non-economic issues (for example, political reforms, social justice and security,
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environmental sustainability, and so on). In other words, it took place in all of the
above three firm-specific strategies” (Coe & Yeung, p.151). Similar to the two
strategies, the extra-firm bargaining strategy has been employed to analyze the
temporal process and spatial pattern of firms’ investment, particularly the lead firm.
In the study of the bargaining role of local government in ECE, Pavlínek (2012)
proposed that the local government had been in a weak bargaining position to
persuade lead firms to establish R&D facilities in ECE due to the export-oriented
strategies of automobile lead firms and small domestic markets. Therefore, there were
only lower development functions such as technical support of production for local
assemblers and modifications of products for ECE markets.
In ASEAN countries and China, the role of local government is relative strong. As it
was discussed in the “obligated embeddedness” that lead firms only can be obedient
to the regulations of local state (Liu & Dicken, 2006; Poapongsakorn & Techakanont,
2008). However, in the specific strategic coupling with local firms, lead firms also
had power to strive for more incentives from local government, such as the low land
price, free or low tax and better infrastructure and services.
Sun et al (2010) and Liu (2017) elaborated how Honda and local government
bargained when it coupled with GAC in Guangzhou. The Guangzhou municipality
required Honda to attain some conditions, such as bestselling models and repaying
the debt. It also helped Honda to rebuilt assembly and infrastructure. In addition, He
(2011) observed that the incentives provided from industrial parks and the
Guangzhou municipality were important factors to attract Japanese suppliers to
Guangzhou.
Generally speaking, the three “strategies” concept can be employed to systematically
interpret the temporal process and spatial organization of complex automotive FDI.
However, as analysis above, previous studies only focused on one strategy concept of
them and did not systematically apply the three strategies concepts to explain the
automotive investment. This study will use this concept to systematically elucidate
the temporal process and spatial organization of Japanese automotive investment in
China.
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2.4 Empirical Studies on Japanese Automotive Investment in China
2.4.1 Japanese Automotive Investment in Transition
Japanese automotive lead firms and their “follow-source” suppliers had constantly
invested in ASEAN countries since 1960s, where had been oversea bases of Japanese
reconfigured production networks (Shimokawa, 2010). A burgeoning literature
emerged to discuss about this phenomenon (e.g. Irawati, 2012; Shimokawa, 2010;
Poapongsakorn & Techakanont, 2008).

Table 2.1 Honda investment in China
Firms
Share*
Location
Year
R&D Centers
1.GAC Honda R&D Co., Ltd.
50%
Guangzhou
2007
2.Honda Motor (China) Technology Co., Ltd.
100%
Guangzhou
2013
Assemblers and Engines
3.GAC Honda Co., Ltd.
50%
Guangzhou
1998
4.Dongfeng Honda Co., Ltd.
50%
Wuhan
2003
5.Honda (China) Co., Ltd.
75%
Guangzhou
2003
6.Dongfeng Honda Engine Co.,Ltd.
50%
Guangzhou
1998
Suppliers
7.Dongfeng Honda Auto Parts Co., Ltd.
56%
Huizhou
1994
8.Honda Auto Parts Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
100%
Foshan
2005
9.Honda Engineering (China) Co. Ltd.
100%
Guangzhou
2004
Intermediaries
10.Honda Access (Guangdong ) China Co., Ltd.
80%
Foshan
2002
11.Honda (China) Investment Co., Ltd.
100%
Beijing
2004
*Share: (Japan: China)
Sources: compiled by the author from JAMA (2015) and Honda (China) (www.honda.com.cn)
(Available at: 24th March, 2018).
Table 2.2 Toyota investment in China
Firms
R&D Centers
1.Toyota Motor Technical Center (China) Co., Ltd.
2.Toyota Motor Technical Research Service (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
3. GAC Toyota Motor Co., Ltd. R&D Center
4.Toyota Motor R&D (China) Co., Ltd.
5.FAW Toyota Technical Development Co., Ltd.
Assemblers and Engines
6.Sichuan FAW Toyota Motor Co., Ltd.
7.Tianjin FAW Toyota Co., Ltd.
8.GAC Toyota Motor Co., Ltd.
9.Changchun Fengyue Company of SFTM
10.Tianjin FAW Toyota Engine Co., Ltd.
11.GAC Toyota Engine Co.,Ltd.
12.FAW Toyota Changchun Engine Co., Ltd.
Suppliers
13.Tianjin FAW(Tianjin) Module Co., Ltd.
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Share*

Location

Year

100%
100%
50%
100%
50%

Tianjin
Shanghai
Guangzhou
Changshu
Tianjin

1998
2003
2009
2010
2012

50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%

Chengdu
Tianjin
Guangzhou
Changchun
Tianjin
Guangzhou
Changshu

1998
2000
2004
2005
1995
2004
2004

10%

Tianjin

1995

14.Tianjin Toyota Forging Co., Ltd.
100
Tianjin
1997
15.Toyota FAW (Tianjin) Dies Co., Ltd.
94.7%
Tianjin
2004
16.Toyota Motor (Changshu) Auto Parts Co., Ltd.
100
Changshu
2012
17.Sinogy Toyota Automotive Energy System Co.Ltd.
50%
Changshu
2013
18.Corun PEVE Automotive Battery Co.,Ltd.
50%
Changshu
2014
Intermediaries
19.Toyota Motor (China) Investment Co., Ltd.
100%
Beijing
2001
20.Toyota Motor Warehousing & Trader (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
100%
Shanghai
2001
21.FAW Toyota Motor Sale Co., Ltd.
53%
Beijing
2003
22.Toyota Motor Technical Research Service (Guangzhou) Co., Ltd. 100%
Guangzhou 2004
23.Toyota Motor Finance (China) Co., Ltd.
100%
Beijing
2005
24.Tong Fang Global (Tianjin) Logistics Co., Ltd.
60%
Tianjin
2007
25.Toyota Motor Warehousing & Trader (Changshu) Co., Ltd.
100%
Changshu
2013
26.GAC Toyota Sale Co. Ltd.
50%
Guangzhou 2015
*Share: (Japan: China)
Sources: compiled by the author from JAMA and Toyota (China) (www.Toyota.com.cn) (Available at:
24th March, 2018)
Table 2.3 Nissan investment in China
Firms
Share
Location
Year
R&D Centers
1.Dongfeng Nissan Technical Centre
50%
Guangzhou
2006
2.Nissan Design China
100%
Beijing
2011
3.Dongfeng Nissan Passenger Technology R&D Center
50%
Guangzhou
2016
4.Venucia Modelling Centre
50%
Guangzhou
2016
5.Dongfeng Nissan University
50%
Guangzhou
2016
Assemblers and Engines
6.Dongfeng Motor Co., Ltd.
50%
Wuhan
2003
50%
7.Dongfeng Nissan Passenger Vehicle Company
Guangzhou
2003
50%
8.Dongfeng Nissan Passenger Vehicle Company
Xiangyang
2003
9.Dongfeng Nissan Passenger Vehicle Company
50%
Zhengzhou
2010
10.Dongfeng Nissan Passenger Vehicle Company
50%
Dalian
2014
11.Dongfeng Infiniti Motor Co., Ltd.
50%
Xiangyang
2014
12.Zhengzhou Nissan Automobile Co. Ltd.
50%
Zhengzhou
1993
Intermediaries
13.Nissan (China) Investment Co., Ltd.
100%
Beijing
2004
14.Dongfeng Nissan Motor Finance (China) Co., Ltd.
51%
Shanghai
2007
*Share: (Japan: China)
Sources: compiled by the author from JAMA and Nissan (China) (www.Nissan.com.cn) (Available at:
24th March, 2018)

After the financial crisis in ASEAN countries in 1997, Japanese automotive
investment shifted from ASEAN countries to China. As JAMA (2015) noted, Honda,
Nissan and Toyota had established 11, 14 and 26 facilities respectively in China in
2015 (see Table 2.1; 2.2; 2.3), including R&D centres, engines, assemblers, auto parts,
logistics providers, finance companies, trade companies and sales companies.
Simultaneously, some studies analyzed the underlying dynamics of this transition
from ASEAN countries to China due to the decline of ASEAN countries economics
and market imperative dynamics of China (e.g. Sit & Liu, 2000; Shimokawa, 2010).
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However, the previous studies ignored what the temporal process and spatial
organization of reconfigured production networks shaped by Japanese automotive
investment, transformed from ASEAN countries to a specific area in China such as
Guangzhou. This is an interesting topic because it can illustrate the differential
industrial upgrading and value creation between ASEAN countries and China, which
contributes local economic development (Coe & Yueng, 2015). This issue should be
concluded from further comparative research on the facilities of Japanese investment
in China and ASEAN countries. Additionally, the market imperative dynamics of
China should be further interpreted in specific area, because the market is various in
different regions of China, such as the coastal market is bigger such as in the PRD
and YRD than inner market in 1990s.
2.4.2 Emerging Reconfiguration and Organization of Production Networks Led
by Japanese Lead Firms Investment in China
Although Japanese automobile lead firms invested in China with their “followsource” suppliers and intermediaries to successfully operate their reconfigured
production networks (Shimokawa, 2010), they had not received much attention as
Germany and Korean (Depner & Bathelt, 2005; Jung, 2008). Some studies only
concerned the entry mode of lead firms (Liu & Dicken, 2006; Liu, 2017; Shimokawa,
2010). Combined with analysing the investment of lead firms in China, Liu and
Dicken (2006) listed the investment capital, entry mode and location of Japanese lead
firms in China, and simply explicated the process of Toyota to China and found that
Japanese automotive invested much more in parts making than assembly. In the
observation of Honda investment in Guangzhou, Liu (2012) elaborated that the
reciprocal coupling process of Honda with GAC Auto Group.
In the context of analysing the precaution of Japanese automobile investment in
China due to the unstable automobile industrial policies, Shimokawa (2010)
elaborated that the various processes of three Japanese automobile lead firms entry in
China such as Toyota, Honda and Nissan including cooperation partner, production
and location. Accordingly, Changchun and Tianjin—FAW location, Wuhan and
Xiangyang—Dongfeng Group location, and Guangzhou—GAC Group location, has
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becoming the three agglomeration areas of Japanese automobile firms. This work
further discussed about the processes of Japanese suppliers investment in China with
a relatively orthodox way. It implied that many Japanese suppliers came to China
after the mid-1990s, which just followed and located around their lead firms.
Guangzhou has become the focus area of study, because three Japanese automobile
lead firms and their follow-source clustered in Guangzhou. Kuchiki and Tsukada
(2008) listed the entry time, investor and even product of “follow-source” suppliers
of Honda, Nissan and Toyota respectively and even a few intermediaries of Toyota
before 2006. Additionally, Hatani (2010) also elaborated the name of specialized
Tier1 suppliers of Toyota group in Tianjin and Guangzhou. Moreover, He (2011)
presented that the automotive industry clustered in Guangzhou in light of the GAC
Toyota, GAC Honda and Dongfeng Nissan and their “follow-source” suppliers
respectively. In the observation of Honda investment in Guangzhou, Liu (2012)
elaborated that the reciprocal coupling process of Honda with GAC Auto Group.
All these foregoing studies focused on the temporal process and spatial patterns of
Japanese lead firms and suppliers, but some gaps still required to be fixed in the
following studies. First, all the foregoing studies focused on lead firms and suppliers,
but ignored R&D centres that directly trigger functional upgrading (Pavlínek, 2012)
and other intermediaries that also one of three categories actors in the organization of
production networks (Coe &Yeung, 2015). Second, some studies even proposed that
the geographic distribution of Japanese automotive firms was agglomeration but they
did not further explore the features of cluster patterns and extent of agglomeration of
them in the specific area of China possibly lack of firm-level data, which should be
analyzed with quantitative approach to calculate the specific figures to examine.
Third, they did not analyze the difference and similarity of dynamic temporal process
and spatial patterns of the three Japanese lead firms, which was important for the
explanation of different activities of reconfigured production networks.
Additionally, some studies focused on the supply strategies of few suppliers
(Shimokawa, 2010). Based on the study of delivery partners of two suppliers —
Koito and Yazaki (the former is member of Toyota’s cooperative organization),
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Shimokawa (2010) proposed that proposes that Japanese suppliers are supplying both
Japanese companies and foreign companies or export for production sites of ASEAN
countries due to their excellent technology after they established production in China.
However, this study only explicated the complexity of Japanese suppliers increased in
China, but it did not explore the different group suppliers and tier suppliers of various
Japanese lead firms. In addition, little literature was conducted to analyze the
changing supply chain between Japanese suppliers and their parents as Korean
automotive industry (Jung, 2008) or German automotive industry (Depner & Bathelt,
2005). Moreover, the difference and similarity difference and similarity between
organizations in a specific area such as Guangzhou, such as Honda, Nissan and
Toyota, has been ignored.
2.4.3 Determinants of Japanese Automotive
Reconfiguration and Organization in China

Production

Networks

Studies on interpreting the determinants of Japanese automotive production networks
reconfiguration and organization in China focusing on the roles of local governments
(Shimokawa; 2010) and lead firms.
In the context of analysing the precaution of Japanese lead firms took when they enter
China, Shimokawa (2010) contended that is due to the China’s unstable automotive
industrial situation. Liu and Dicken (2006) proposed that the characteristics of
automotive FDI in China is “obligated embeddedness”, which formulate policies that
the automobile investment required to obedient without bargain to the regulations of
local government such as arriving at LCR in 1994 , establishing engines and R&D
centres in 2004. The automobile lead firms were pressurized to invite their suppliers
following them to China to build cross-border production networks in the context of
this regulation. Additionally, Sun et al. (2010) employed “political embeddedness”
concept to examine the role of local government in automotive FDI of China. Thun
(2004) also emphasizes the effect of the restrictive conditions of Chinese government
on attracting automotive FDI.
Lead firm strategies are another popular topic, explaining of Japanese automotive
investment and even organization of Japanese reconfigured production networks in
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China. In the analysis of Japanese lead firm investment in China, Shimokawa (2010)
elaborated the strategies of Toyota, Honda and Nissan in the entry time, production
and location of China. Additionally, Hatani (2010) focused on the investment
strategies of Toyota in Tianjin and Guangzhou to shape the two cluster areas of China.
Furthermore, Sturgeon and Van Biesebroeck (2011) observed the precaution of lead
firms and Tier suppliers. The strategy of Japanese lead firms and the majority of
Tier1 suppliers on vehicles production in China were entirely designed in Japan. And
some modules are provided by wholly owned foreign subsidiaries (WOS) and the
majority of Tier suppliers also were JVs or sole proprietorship enterprises.
Some studies observed the underlying dynamics of Japanese automotive investment.
However, they still require further research. First, there are four levels of
governments in the hierarchy (central, provincial, municipal and district government)
that all can afford benefits and set strict regulations for FDI firms. Therefore, the
roles of four levels of governments in the hierarchy should be considered in the
research on a specific area of China such as Guangzhou in this study. Second, the
previous studies do not systematically interpret the formation and organization of
Japanese reconfigured production networks in China, and ignore the similar and
different strategies of three Japanese lead firms. Third, these studies do not interpret
the relations between every actor such as extra-firm between firms and local
government, inter-firm between lead firms and suppliers, and intra-firm of lead firms,
which are basic elements of the reconfigured production networks (Coe & Yeung,
2015). This study will employ the “strategies” concept of GPNs theory to
systematically examine the determinants of Japanese automotive production networks
reconfiguration and organization in China.
2.5 Summary
In summary, this chapter reviews the literature on automotive FDI and market
imperative dynamic, reconfigured automotive production networks with special
attention to the organization between lead firms and suppliers. The chapter also
highlights the contribution of the governance concept of GVCs approach and the
embeddedness concept of GPNs approach on the explanation of underlying dynamics
of reconfigured production networks by realizing the determinants of the organization
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between lead firms and suppliers. Following the discussion of the limitations of these
two concepts, the chapter advocates the applicability of “strategies” concept of GPNs
theory to explore such underlying dynamics in the present study. Further, after
identifying the explanatory deficiencies in the empirical studies of Japanese
reconfigured production networks, this chapter highlights that there is still a lack of
detailed and explicit analysis of the distinct organization of Japanese lead firms and
their “follow-source” suppliers in China. This rising gaps will be designated in the
forthcoming chapter.
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CHAPTER THEREE DATA AND METHODOLOGY
3.1 Introduction
As highlighted in the previous chapter, the organization between lead firms and
suppliers in the form of procurement played a crucial role in various reconfigured
production networks driven by different lead firms in LDCs. However, the actual
reasons and effect relationships behind the formation of these organizations were
complicated. Empirically, even though increasing case studies were concerned with
the reconfigured production networks established by Japanese automotive investment
in China, a few explicit empirical studies explored the distinctive organization
between their lead firms and local suppliers, as well as the underlying forces behind
the revealed local sourcing pattern of Japanese automotive lead firms satisfactorily
explained based on a robust framework. In order to fill in this knowledge gap, this
chapter firstly formulates an analytical framework to guide the subsequent empirical
study. Then, it specifies the research objectives, questions and hypotheses. This is
accompanied by an introduction of the study area—Guangzhou, sector selection and
definition. Afterwards, the methods of data collection and analysis are presented.
3.2 Analytical Framework
In order to fill in this gap in the existing literature and achieve a better understanding
of Japanese reconfigured production networks in China in general and in Guangzhou
in particular, this study attempts to develop an analytical framework (see Figure 3.1).
The theory in this framework is from the “strategies” concept of the GPNs,
particularly “intra-firm coordination strategy, inter-firm partnership strategy, and
extra-firm bargaining strategy”. This framework primarily emphases on the power of
lead firms and their coordination role in the relocation of automotive production from
ASEAN countries to China and its organization between lead firms and suppliers in
China. The impacts of the pattern of organization between lead firms and suppliers
will be investigated in terms of the growth of local automotive suppliers in
Guangzhou over past three decades.
Specifically, this study would analyze that Japanese lead firms followed the changing
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dynamics of market imperative from ASEAN countries to China from the global
perspective, although they worried about the risk political environment. Through
extra-firm bargaining strategy between lead firms and local government in China,
Japanese lead firms coupled with Chinese Auto Group. Then, according to the
regulation of local state, lead firms invited their “follow-source” suppliers and
allocated their intra-firm such as engines and R&D centres and inter-firms such as
suppliers and intermediaries through “intra-firm coordination strategy, inter-firm
partnership strategy and extra-firm bargaining strategy”. In this case, reconfigured
production networks were built up, which directly affected the development of local
automotive supply industry.

Figure 3.1 A framework for analyzing the rising power of lead firms in the reconfigured
automotive production networks in Guangzhou
Source: Adapted from Yang (2017)

3.2 Research Questions, Objectives and Hypotheses
3.2.1 Research Questions
This study primarily makes a modest contribution to our knowledge of the distinctive
ways in which automotive lead firms establish their reconfigured production
networks, particularly organization with their “follow-source” and local suppliers in
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LDCs. Using three Japanese automotive lead firms in Guangzhou as an example, the
multi-faceted determinants of organization are to be clarified with the adoption of
GPNs theory and its concept of “strategies”. This study attempts to investigate the
following three questions:
Research Question One: How do Japanese lead firms establish their reconfigured
production networks, particularly the organization with their Japanese and local
suppliers in Guangzhou in the form of local sourcing?
Research Question Two: How to explain the temporal process and spatial
organization of Japanese lead firms led reconfigured production networks,
particularly organization with their Japanese and local suppliers in Guangzhou within
which local suppliers are facing a lot of difficulties when they aim to engage in the
production network led by Japanese automotive lead firms?
Research Question Three: What are the impacts of the temporal process and spatial
organization of Japanese lead firms led reconfigured production networks,
particularly the organization with their Japanese and local suppliers within
Guangzhou area and its implications for the development of the local automotive
suppliers industry in Guangzhou?
3.2.2 Research Objectives
Based on these three research questions, this study is divided into the following three
research objectives:
(1) The first objective is to establish an analytical framework to explain the temporal
process and spatial organization of Japanese lead firms led reconfigured production
networks, particularly the organization with Japanese suppliers and how they forge
supply linkages with their Japanese and local suppliers in Guangzhou and construct
an integrated view of the determinants of organization of Japanese suppliers in LCDs.
(2) The second objective is to examine the organization of Japanese suppliers in
Guangzhou in the form of procurement linkages with Japanese suppliers.
(3) The third objective is to elucidate the underlying multi-faceted forces behind the
revealed temporal process and spatial organization of Japanese lead firms led
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reconfigured production

networks, particularly the pattern concerning the

organization and local sourcing in Guangzhou, and investigate its associated spatial
pattern as well as the implications for the development of Guangzhou’s automotive
supplier industry.
3.2.3 Research Hypotheses
To answer the above research questions and attain the aforementioned research
objectives, three working hypotheses are designated:
Hypothesis I: There exists a significant relationship between Japanese automotive
lead firms and their “follow-source” suppliers or intermediaries.
Hypothesis II: The ways in which different automotive lead firms establish their
intra-firm, such as R&D centers and engines, vary from each other.
Hypothesis III: The ways in which different automotive lead firms establish an
organization between Japanese and local suppliers or intermediaries vary from each
other.
3.3 Sector Selection--Japanese Automotive Industry
In this study, Japanese automotive industry is selected as the case on the basis of
some theoretical considerations. First, automotive industry is the most globalized
industries (Dicken, 2007). Automotive industry has rich experiences in investment
overseas, particularly Japanese automotive industry. It has started to invest worldwide
since 1950s to America, Europe, Asia and Africa and build hundreds of facilities in
China since 1980s (JAMA, 2017).
Second, Japanese automotive industry has the largest number of lead firms in the
world such as Toyota, Honda and Nissan (www.OICA.net). Lead firms in the
automotive industry, known as automakers or original equipment manufacturers,
carried out most aspects of product design, the production of most engines and
transmissions and nearly all vehicle assembly within their own facilities” (Sturgeon et
al., 2009, p.17). They contended that there were eleven lead firms from three
countries, Japan, Germany and the USA in the world such as General Motor (G.M.),
Toyota, Ford, VW, Honda, Peugeot Société Anonyme (PSA), Nissan, Chrysler,
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Hyundai, Renault and Fiat in 2006 on the basis of vehicle production by company
(ibid). In early 2014, Fiat acquired 100% ownership in Chrysler. Since then, there are
only ten lead firms in the world except Chrysler, where three Japanese lead firms:
Toyota, Nissan and Honda (Table 3.1).
Table 3.1 Top 10 lead firms in the world (2000-2017)
(Unit: production million vehicles)
2000
2005
2010
2012
2015
2016
Toyota
5.95(3)
7.34(2)
7.77(1)
10.10(1)
10.08(1)
10.21(1)
VW
5.11(4)
5.21(4)
8.48(3)
9.25(3)
9.87(2)
10.13(2)
G.M.
8.13(1)
9.10(1)
8.56(2)
9.29(2)
7.49(4)
7.79(4)
Hyundai
2.49(11)
3.09(9)
5.76(4)
7.13(4)
7.99(3)
7.89(3)
Ford
7.32(2)
6.50(3)
4.99(5)
5.96(5)
6.40(5)
6.43(5)
Nissan
2.63(8)
3.49(6)
3.98(6)
4.89(6)
5.17(6)
5.56(6)
Fiat
2.64(7)
2.03(12)
2.41(11)
2.13(13)
4.87(7)
4.68(8)
Honda
2.51(10)
3.44(7)
3.64(7)
4.11(7)
4.54(8)
5.00(7)
Renault
2.51(9)
2.62(10)
2.72(10 )
2.68(10)
3.03(9)
3.37(9)
PSA
2.88(6)
3.38(8)
3.61(8)
2.91(8)
2.98(10)
3.15(10)
Total1
11.09
14.27
15.39
19.1
19.79
20.77
Share2
18.99%
21.47%
19.80%
22.67%
21.92%
21.92%
Source: compiled by the author from OICA (www.OICA.net)
1The total production of three Japanese lead firms;
2 Share of three Japanese lead firms’ production in the world.

Third, Japanese automotive industry has the most competitive production networks
composed of JIT logistical operation system (Hill, 1989; Nemoto, Hayashi &
Hashimoto, 2010), traditional trust and long-term hierarchical tight and stable
relationship with their suppliers (vertical keiretsu) (Hill, 1989; Sato, 1982; Sheard,
1983). When they invested in other countries, Japanese automotive lead firms
actively assisted their keiretsu component suppliers to build plants near their
assembly operations abroad (Cusumano & Takeishi, 1991). Simultaneously, they
operated the JIT delivery system in host regions (Mair et al, 1998; Nemoto et al.,
2010; Rutherford, 2000). This implied that they operated their reconfigured
production networks in host regions.
Fourth, the three Japanese lead firms established their reconfigured production
networks with their R&D centers, engines, suppliers and intermediaries in China
(JAMA, 2015). Their output reached 3.64 million vehicles, accounting for 16.59% of
the total in the world in 2017 (http://db.auto.sohu.com).
Last, the reconfigured production networks of Japanese automotive investment had
not been examined systematically, although they were formed in China. Conversely,
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those of German or Korean automotive investment in China had already been
elucidated by Depner and Bathelt (2005), and Sung (2008) respectively due to its
importance for local economic development. Additionally, the production networks of
the three Japanese lead firms are various in Japan. The organization of Toyota is the
tightest is vertical keiretsu so that the number of its group suppliers is largest. The
organization of Nissan was tight as Toyota but it changed into open after cooperated
with Renault, so that the number of its group suppliers was the smallest. The
organization of Honda is modest, so that the number of its suppliers is modest. When
the three lead firms invested in host regions, these different organizations possibly led
to various reconfigured production networks and various local economic
development.
In general, it is significant and possible to explore Japanese automotive investment
and its reconfigured production networks in China, because it can represent the
advanced automotive industry with different lead firms and production networks,
competitive production networks, and rich investment experience in the world.
Importantly, the differences and similarities of the reconfigured production networks
led by three lead firms are still waiting to be studied in LDCs such as China.
3.4 Study Area - Guangzhou
Guangzhou is the capital city of Guangdong province and the core city of the Pearl
River Delta (PRD), which is also the third largest city of China in terms of GDP (see
Figure 3.1). Guangzhou has an area of 7,434 square kilometers and a population of
14.50 million at the end of 2017 (Guangzhou Statistics Bureau, 2018). It consists of
11 districts (Yuexiu, Liwan, Tianhe, Haizhu, Panyu, Nansha, Huangpu, Zengcheng,
Baiyun, Huadu and Conghua), 136 Jiedaos and 34 Towns in the same year (ibid, see
Figure 3.2)2.
Guangzhou has been an automotive industrial base since 1950s after new China
established. From 1969 to 1978, Hongwei brand truck got succeed in China. After
In 2017, there are 170 Jiedaos and Towns in Guangzhou. The number of Jiedaos and Towns changed
from 2000 to 2017 due to continuous administrative division adjustment of Guangzhou. However, the
biggest adjustment was in 2005, which combined and separated nearly 1/3 Guangzhou area.
Afterwards, there is some minor adjustment. Therefore, to use the electronic map in 2005 is more
reasonable, which only has 164 Jiedaos and Towns.
2
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that, it bankrupted due to inadequate investment and backward technology. From
1980, Guangzhou began to produce coach to arrange the laid-off workers but this
production was moderate. During this period, China has undergone the economic
reform and opening era. Large FDI flowed into China and continued to restrict
Chinese automotive industry. In 1984, Guangzhou Automotive Industrial Group
(GAIG)3 became one of the nationally designated automotive groups. In 1985, it
cooperated with French Peugeot to build Guangzhou Peugeot, which was one of
“Three Small” in China.
Guangzhou Peugeot had undergone a glorious period from 1985 to 1992, because it
was born in the PRD with the large market. When it produced cars in Guangzhou, the
production output in China was very small. Therefore, its production in brief supplied
to the domestic market. However, after 1993, it had a backlog so that it had a loss in
1994. The major reason was that the French Peugeot only takes 22% of the shares.
This made French Peugeot short-term vision without positive and only provided
backward models with slow localization and expensive accessories, which resulted in
high production and maintenance costs. Others reasons included capital structures
unreasonable, small investment, unreasonable sales system, few maintenance outlets,
backwards management, insufficient support from local government and the rise of
other competitive car models such as Santana of SAIC-VW. In 1997, Honda took
place of Peugeot and became the first Japanese lead firm in Guangzhou and even
China, followed by Nissan in 2003 and Toyota in 2004.
Then, Guangzhou, a city with geographical concentration of three Japanese
automotive lead firms—Honda, Nissan, Toyota, has become the largest Japanese
automotive production base in China. It has accounted for over half of Japanese
automotive production in China since 2011 (see Figure3.3). The share of Nissan was
the highest, which reached 83.05% in 2013. The following was Honda, which
accounted for 64.22% in 2009. The last one was Toyota with the highest share
39.47% in 2016 (see Figure 3.4). Additionally, Japanese automotive production
increased by 9.68% annual growth rate.

3

Its name changed to Guangzhou Automotive Group Co. Ltd. (GAC) in 2005.
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Figure 3.2 Location of Guangzhou
Source: Compiled by the author

Simultaneously, three Japanese automotive reconfigured production networks have
formed and organized in Guangzhou. When Honda, Nissan and Toyota invested in
Guangzhou, their R&D centres, component and part suppliers, basic material
suppliers, engineering services die and machinery, and even intermediaries all
followed them to Guangzhou to organize their reconfigured production networks. At
the end of 2017, around 190 Japanese investment assemblers (engines and R&D
centres), suppliers and intermediaries companies clustered in Guangzhou.
Over the past two decades, driven by the substantial influx of foreign investment,
particularly from Japan, the automotive industry has become the first pillar industry
of Guangzhou since 2004. Guangzhou has transformed from one of the “three small”
of China into the third place of China in the car production volume of 2017.
Particularly, car output of Guangzhou ranked first in China in 2008 (National Bureau
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of Statistics, 2009).
Therefore, it is possible to explore the similar and different features of the temporal
process and spatial organization of Japanese reconfigured production networks,
particularly shaped by the three Japanese lead firms respectively through the case
study of Guangzhou.

Figure 3.3 Three Japanese car production in Guangzhou and share of China (2007-2017)
Sources: Compiled by the author from http://db.auto.sohu.com (Available at: 6th April, 2018)

Figure 3.4 Production of Honda, Toyota and Nissan in Guangzhou and share of China (2007-2017)
Sources: Compiled by the author from http://db.auto.sohu.com (Available at: 6th April, 2018)

3.5 Data Collection
The data in previous studies analyzing the formation and activities of lead firms and
their “follow-source” suppliers and intermediaries in reconfigured production
network through automotive firms investment, involves firm-level statistical data
(Pavlínek & Zénka, 2010) and semi-structure in-depth interview data (Depner
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&Bathelt, 2005). The questionnaire data was seldom used largely due to the fact that
feedback rate of questionnaire used to be relatively low to 7.8% in the investigation
on automotive firms (Techakanont, 2008). According to this returned rate, if using the
questionnaire method and the number of Japanese investment automotive firms in
Guangzhou, the number of responses will be about 15. Therefore, this study also
employs firm-level statistical data and semi-structure in-depth interview data instead
of questionnaire data.
3.5.1 Statistical Firm-level Data
To explore the formation and organization of reconfigured production networks
shaped by Japanese lead firms and their “follow-source” suppliers and intermediaries
in Guangzhou, some information of these firms is the most important issue such as
each firm’s registered time, registered capital, locations and major production, Tier
supplier or even shareholders. The firm-level database of foreign enterprises in
Guangzhou used to be attained from Guangzhou Municipal Commission of
Commerce (GZCC) that charges the investment source. However, when I interviewed
with the officials of this department, they claimed that the investment capital cannot
be available in light of some special reasons. For instance, when Honda invested in
Guangzhou, they took place of Peugeot debt instead of capital influx. Additionally,
when Nissan coupled with Dongfeng4, the name of previous registered company
(Fengshen Auto Co., Ltd.) has not been changed because this company owns
passenger car production quota that was permitted from the state. Therefore, the
investment source of Dongfeng Nissan has remained as Taiwan investment.
Instead, the firm-level database was collected from Guangzhou Municipal Industrial
and Commercial Bureau (GZMICB) on the base of the key word of “core business of
automotive”. However, this database still missed some Japanese investment firms
because they were registered as other core business when the interviews conducted
with district level governments or industrial parks.
Therefore, the further investigation were conducted in the related district level
governments and industrial parks to collect their automotive firm name list, such as
4

It is also called China Second Auto Workshop Group (SAW).
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Guangzhou Municipal Statistical Bureau (GZSB), Administrations Committees of
Automotive (Industrial) Parks such as Guangzhou Development Zone (GZDZ),
Huadu International Auto Parks (HDIAP), Zengcheng Development Zone (ZCDZ),
Huangpu and Nansha Science and Technology and Information Technology Bureau
(HPSTITB; NSTITB) to collect the specific firms for amending the data from the
GZMICB. Furthermore, the name list of intermediaries and suppliers was obtained
from Guangzhou Automotive Group Co. Ltd.
After collecting the automotive firms from the various Guangzhou governments,
National Enterprise Credit Information Publicity System was firstly used to choose
and categorize Japanese automotive investment firms on the basis of the registered
nature and shareholders. Then, basic information about each Japanese automotive
firm’s registered time, registered capital and locations was collected. Afterwards, the
major production of them was collected from the profile of these firms and
categorized into different tiers based on their major production. Finally, shareholders
and major production from the profile of their parent firms in Japan were checked out,
the Automotive Industry Portal - MARKLINES (www.marklines. com) and 4-traders
(www.4-traders.com).
Until then, the data set is prepared for further quantitative analysis on the formation
of temporal process and spatial organization of Japanese automotive investment.
Additionally, it is reliable because it is directly from Guangzhou governments and
can be identified from National Enterprise Credit Information Publicity System.
3.5.2 Semi-structured In-depth Interview Data
The semi-structured in-depth interview data are also essential for explaining the time,
location and activities of Japanese automotive firms invested in Guangzhou that
cannot be presented by firm-level statistical data. This study conducts the semistructured in-depth face-to-face interviews with 14 local governments, and 24 firms
involving assemblers and suppliers in Guangzhou (see Table 3.3). The amount of
interviewees involved is around 90.
(1) Guangzhou Municipality
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Interviews with the Guangzhou municipality personnel aim to understand the active
embeddedness and obligated embeddedness of local government in formation and
activities of reconfigured production networks through Japanese automotive firms’
investment. Fourteen interviews with heterogeneous levels of government officials
were conducted on the effect of policies of local government on Japanese automotive
investment in Guangzhou simultaneously, including eight departments of four
municipal governments, seven district governments, and four administrations
committees of (automotive) industrial parks. Particularly, the development of
automotive industry in specific industrial parks was acquired from the officials of
district governments and industrial parks (see syllabus in appendix one).
Additionally, the government documents were collected during the interview and
from relevant websites. They provided massive information about the obligated
regulations and incentive policies for Japanese automotive investment. Some fieldstudies were also conducted through governmental organized meetings and walking
tours through the production facilities of the firms.
(2) GAC Group
Interviews with three domestic automotive groups aim to understand how they
cooperate with Japanese automotive firms, why JV assemblers and suppliers locate,
and the relationship between JV assemblers and their suppliers. In this study, GAC
Group, GAC Automotive Parts Group and GAC Business Group are interviewed.
They are the agencies of the Guangzhou municipality, cooperated with Japanese
automotive firms.
(3) Lead Firms and Their Suppliers
Interviews with JV assemblers aim to understand the power of assemblers, the
position of assemblers in automotive pattern and power relations. In this study,
Dongfeng Nissan Motors Co. Ltd, GAC Honda Automotive Co., Ltd, GAC Toyota
Motors Co. Ltd., interviewed respectively. Additionally, interviews with suppliers
firms aim to understand the relationship between suppliers and assemblers, the
pattern of suppliers around various assemblers.
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Table 3.2 List of all interviewees in Guangzhou
Interviewees
Institutions or Companies
Government
Administrative Offices of GZCC, Guangzhou Municipal Development
Agencies
and Reform Commission(GZDRC), GZDZ, Guangzhou Municipal
Industry and Information Technology Commission(GZIITC),
Guangzhou Science Technology and Innovation Commission(GZSTIC),
Huadu International Automobile City(HDIAC), Huangpu District
Development and Reform Bureau(HPDRB), Huangpu Distict Industry
and Information Technology Commission(HDIITC), Nansha District
Development and Reform Bureau (NSDRB), Nansha Industrial Park
Development and Construction Office (NSIPDCO), Nansha District
Industry and Information Technology Commission (NSIITC), Nansha
District Investment Promotion Bureau (NSDIPB), Zengcheng District
Development and Reform Bureau (ZDDRB), ZCDZ
GAC Group
Guangzhou Auto Group Co. Ltd.
GAC Automotive Parts Co., Ltd.
GAC Business Co., Ltd.
Assemblers
Dongfeng Nissan Motors Co., Ltd.
GAC Honda Automotive Co., Ltd.
GAC Toyota Motors Co. Ltd.
Engines
GAC Toyota Engines Co., Ltd.
GAC Honda Engines Co., Ltd.
Source: Compiled by the author

No.
14

3
3
2

In this study, ten Japanese suppliers were interviewed. These suppliers are typical due
to three reasons. First, every lead firm has one or two Tier1 suppliers or Tier2
suppliers, which means the relationship between every lead firm and its suppliers can
be examined. Second, the time in these suppliers is later, earlier or simultaneous than
their parents, which not only implies the extent relationship between every lead firms
and its suppliers. Third, whether the location of these suppliers is close their parents
also indicate the extent relationship between the suppliers with their lead firm (see
Table 3.3).
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Table 3.3 Company profiles of interviewed Japanese automotive firms in Guangzhou in 2017
Lead firm Role
Registered Registered
Share Main Business
Location
Time
Capital
(%)
(million$)
GAC
SS
2001
30
100
Frame
GZDZ
Honda
Tier1
SS
2001
20
100
Frame
HDAP
Tier1
SS
2003
5
100
Valve
GZDZ
Tier2
Dongfeng SS
2007
75
100
Transmission Box GZDZ
Nisssan
Tier1
SS
2002
13
48
Propeller Shaft
GZDZ
Tier1
SS
2005
10
100
Aluminium Die GZDZ
Tier2
castings
GS
2004
22
100
Lock and handle
HDAP
Tier1
GS
2004
5
100
Steel processing
HDAP
Tier2
GAC
SS
2004
47
100
Air-condition
NSAP
Toyota
Tier1
GS
2012
2
100
Module
HDAP
Tier2
Source: Compiled by the author from interview, company profile website and National Enterprise
Credit Information Publicity System (Available at: 16th March, 2018)

Additionally, six indigenous suppliers were interviewed (see Table 3.4). Three of
them were of the generic Tier1 suppliers of GAC Honda, while two of them had no
core lead firms because they belonged to electronic suppliers and one of them was not
the supplier of Japanese lead firms. Interviewed with them was to understand the
organization with local suppliers and the impact on development of Guangzhou’s
automotive supplier industry.
Table 3.4 Company profiles of interviewed local automotive firms in Guangzhou in 2017
Lead firm
Role
Registered
Registered
Main Business
Time
Capital (million$)
Dongfeng Nissan GS Tier1
2003
291
Mold
GAC Honda and GS Tier1
2010
146
Pipe
Dongfeng Nissan
GAC Honda and GS Tier1
2006
7500
Glass
GAC Toyota
No core lead GS Tier1
2003
294
Electronics
firms
GS Tier1
2007
882
Electronics
No lead firm
Local supplier 2006
17
Air-conditioning
Source: Compiled by the author from interview, company profile website and National Enterprise
Credit Information Publicity System (Available at: 16th March, 2018)

These firms were interviewed in the various conferences and automotive shows such
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as Guangdong Automotive Annually Conference, Chinese Automotive Annually
Conference, Guangzhou Investment Annual Conference and Guangzhou International
Automotive Show (see Figure 3.5).

A: Interview with Jatco

B: Interview with GAC Component

C: 2016 Guangzhou International Auto Parts Exhibition

E: Guangzhou Auto Parts Forum

D: China Auto Parts Forum

F: 2017 Guangzhou International Investment Conference

Figure 3.5 Interview Places
Source: Pictures were taken by the author during interview

The content of the interview involved heterogeneous aspects of the strategies of
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Japanese automotive firms in Guangzhou. Ten questions were asked about the time
and location of their investment, the R&D, procurement and logistics activities of
them (see syllabus in appendix two). For lead firms, the basic information was
prepared before interviews. The suppliers that were interviewed in the heterogeneous
conferences and shows instead of in purpose, we could not predict what supplier
could be met. Each interview lasted from half an hour to an hour.
It should be said that it was very tough to contact these firms due to the conservative
culture. Therefore, we also introduced some latest incentives policies and talked
about the automotive development trends for the interviewees, which invoked their
great interests to communicate with us. However, the interviews with the CEOs of
Japanese lead firms could only be obtained from existing interviews in the book “Ten
Years of Guangzhou Automotive Industrial Development” due to the unavailable
access to them.
Sometimes, during the interview, interviewees have different answers to the same
problem due to their own knowledge. At this point, I consult with automobile experts,
government officials and further check with documents and literature to find the
correct answer. For example, to answer the reason that a domestic supplier entered
into the procurement system of Japanese JVs, one interviewee claims that it is
because they gave shares to Japanese Joint Ventures, one interviewee regards that it is
because of the bargain between Guangzhou municipal government and Japanese lead
firms, one interviewee hold that it is because they had been supplying for GAC, and
one interviewee consider that it is because of the quality of the products. After further
interviewing with the automotive industry association, officials of local government,
Japanese JVs and studying on some literature, it is concluded that the above factors
should be integrated.
3.6 Data analysis
Both qualitative and quantitative approaches were employed to analyze the collected
the firm-level data and semi-structure interview data. Particularly, LQ and co-location
Global Moran’s I was presented by GIS technique respectively. Additionally, coding
method used to categories and codifies the interview transcripts.
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3.6.1 Quantitative Analysis for Firm-level Data
The purpose of this study is to testify the distinctive spatial distribution character of
Japanese automotive investment from visible map and precise figure instead of
quantitative analysis. Several quantitative methods were chosen in this study, such as
3D map to visualize the spatial organization evolution of Japanese automotive
investment, LQ thematic map to illustrate the spatial agglomeration evolution of
Japanese automotive investment.
The LQ is the measure widely used for exploring the spatial organization of specific
industries (Blair, 1995; Stimson, Stough & Roberts, 2006), which has been applied in
the studies in overseas and domestic (Carroll, et al. 2008; Jing & Cai, 2010; Yang &
Liao, 2010). The equation of the LQ is
ei
)
e
LQ 
E
( i)
E
(

(1)

In this study, where ei is automotive firm’s registered capital of Japanese investment
in Jiedao i, e is of total Japanese automotive registered capital in Guangzhou; Ei is
automotive firm’s registered capital in Jiedao i; E is of total automotive registered
capital in Guangzhou. The result of LQ is higher, which means more specialization of
automotive manufacturing in Jiedao i. When LQ > 1 in Jiedao i, it reflects that Jiedao
i has a larger scale and higher degree of specialization in automotive industry of
Japanese investment than the average of Guangzhou.
Global Moran’s I is the method to account for spatial autocorrelation or association
and spatial co-correlation or co-association of industries. In this study, Global
Moran’s I is used to explore the spatial autocorrelation of Japanese automotive
investment industry and the spatial co-correlation between assemblers and their
suppliers or intermediaries. The formula of Global Moran’s I is defined as follows:
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In this study, where n is the number of geographic units, namely Jiedaos in
Guangzhou, i and j are indices for geographical units; wij is the element of the spatial
weights matrix for Jiedao pair i and j, xi is the number of automotive industrial
employment at Jiedao i, and

is the average of x. The Moran’s I index has similar a

theoretical background to a correlation coefficient and has a similar range of (-1, 1)
(Bailey & Gatrell, 1995). A positive Moran’s I value means high value units are close
to high value units and low value units are close to low value units, while a negative
value indicates the opposite, with high value units surrounded by low value units and
low value units surrounded by high value units. Actually, the Global Moran’s I value
can be visualized as the slope in a Moran scatter plot of the spatially lagged variable
wx on the original variable (x) (Anselin, 1995).
Finally, with respect to this basic information in the sub-district electronic map, the
distinctive trajectories of geographical patterns of automotive FDI can be analyzed.
3.6.2 Validity Analysis of Semi-structure In-depth Interview Data
“ Validity” have been attached to the quantitative research (Johnson, 1997). He
regards that two types of validity related to the information gather from the
interviews: descriptive validity and interpretive validity. The former means the
accuracy of the account as reported by the researchers and the latter refers to the
degree that the interviewees’ viewpoints, thoughts, intentions and experience are
accurately understood and described by the researcher. To maximize validity in
quantitative research, he further develops some strategies. In this study, four
strategies of them are used: data triangulation, participant feedback, peer review and
methods triangulation.
During the interview, interviewees may hold various viewpoints to the same problem
due to their own knowledge. At this point, I continued to consult with automobile
experts, government officials and further check with documents and literature to draw
a conclusion to the interviewees and experts to further discuss. For example, to
answer the reason that a domestic supplier entered into the procurement system of
Japanese JV assemblers, one interviewee claimed that it was because they gave shares
to Japanese Joint Ventures, one interviewee regarded that it was because of the
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bargaining between the Guangzhou municipality and Japanese lead firms; one
interviewee hold that it is because they had been supplying for GAC; and one
interviewee considered that it was because of the quality of the products. After further
interviewing with the automobile industry association, officials of local government,
Japanese JVs and studying on some literature, it was concluded that the above factors
should be integrated. Besides, I gave this conclusion to the interviewees and experts
to ask for their advice. After they agreed with it,
Additionally, to analyze semi-structure in-depth interview data, expect description
and interpretation methods, coding by NVivo software was utilized to analyze
because electronic coding process was quicker and more concise than manual work.
It could enhance the quality and trustworthiness of the research (Welsh, 2002).
According to the procedures of thematic analysis via NVivo presented by Bazeley
and Jackson (2013), I adapted fifth steps to code the in-depth interview data.
First, an NVivo database was designed by storing every interview transcript in NVivo.
Second, NVivo stored the raw data to code into nodes and extract the related
narratives from the importing interview transcript. Three layers nodes were
established on the basis of the semi-structure questions in this study. For example,
supplier’s investment included time and location two sub-nodes. Then, time was
divided into three sub-nodes: with their parents, before their parents and later than
their parents; location consists of two sub-nodes: next to their parents and away from
their parents. Fourth, it defined themes among codes (nodes) that are related to
questions. For instance, from the different time and location of suppliers’ investment
with their parents, the themes could be concluded that the different temporal process
and spatial organization between suppliers and their parents. Last, the theories could
be summarized from themes. Finally, the extent of relationship between these
suppliers and their parents could be observed.
3.7 Summary
In sum, in order to fill the gap in the existing literature to guide the empirical analysis
in the following research, the chapter has designed a specific analytical framework to
explore the different formation and organization characteristics of reconfigured
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production networks led by various lead firms through the case of Japanese
automotive industry in Guangzhou, particularly the organization with their suppliers
and their underlying dynamics by employing “strategies” concept of GPNs theory,
particularly “intra-firm coordination strategy, inter-firm partnership strategy, and
extra-firm bargaining strategy”.
To attain this aim, it mainly depends on firm-level data and semi-structure in-depth
interview data due to the low return rate of the questionnaire. Accordingly, both
quantitative and qualitative methods were used to analyze these two categories of
data respectively to present the findings meeting with the research aim and objects.
During the data collecting, research ethnics should be paid attention to making data
precisely, validity and confidential.
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CHAPTER FOUR TEMPORAL PROCESS OF JAPANESE
AUTOMOTIVE INVESTMENT IN GUANGZHOU

4.1 Introduction
This chapter explores the characteristics of the temporal process of Japanese
automotive investment in Guangzhou with special attention to Japanese lead firms
(including R&D centers and engines) and their “follow-source” suppliers or
intermediaries in the form of reconfigured production networks in the analytical
framework established in Chapter Three from qualitative perspectives (see Figure 31). This chapter consists of four sections. The second section is going to revisit and
interpret the temporal process of Japanese automotive investment in Guangzhou,
including the evolution of Japanese automotive investment shifting from ASEAN
countries to Guangzhou countries over the period from 1991 to 2017. The third
section will compare the differences and similarities of the temporal process of the
reconfigured the three lead firm-led production networks and the underlying
dynamics with the “strategies” concept of GPNs theory. Key findings and theoretical
implications are summarized in the last section.
4.2 Temporal Process of Japanese Automotive Investment in Guangzhou
4.2.1 Japanese Automotive Investment from ASEAN Countries to Guangzhou
Since the late 1960s, Japanese automotive industry has started to expand international
production, especially in ASEAN countries (Shimokawa, 2010) such as Thailand in
1962 (Lecler, 2002), Philippine in 1963 (Sturgeon, Daly, Frederick, Bamber &
Gereffi, 2016), Malaysia in 1968 (Wad & Govindaraju, 2011), Indonesia in 1971
(Irawati, 2011). Before the Asian financial crisis, the three Japanese lead firms all
invested in ASEAN countries respectively (Table 4.1). It seems that the temporal
process of suppliers followed their lead firms and there were no R&D centers. These
reconfigured production networks have been established by Japanese lead firms and
their “follow-source” suppliers in these countries (Irawati, 2011; Poapongsakorn
&Techakanont, 2008).
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Since 1990s, the world automotive industry has confronted increasingly global
competition due to the deregulation of investment, trade liberalization and the
improvement of information and communication technology. After the recession of
Japanese economy since the early 1990s and the Asian financial crisis in 1997,
Japanese automotive lead firms decided to develop production in ASEAN countries
toward a global strategic base and ramp up to China.
However, unlike in ASEAN countries, the strategies of Japanese automotive lead
firms towards the Chinese market were more cautions (Sit & Liu, 2000; Shimokawa,
2010). Toyota acknowledged China’s market potential and development policy and
decided to produce cars in 1994, although it was said that Toyota refused to invest in
China when Chinese assemblers and governments approached it for partnership in the
1980s (Liu & Dicken, 2006). The reason of it mainly was more possible due to the
uncertainty and complexity of the business environment in China (Hinata, 2002;
Shimokawa, 2010) or the policies of the central government (Shimokawa, 2010)
rather than Toyota’s attention on Western markets (Liu & Dicken, 2006). Honda
established a parts company with Dongfeng in 1991, but it was not until 1997 that it
established a vehicle company with GAC. Nissan also decided to invest in
Guangzhou after seeing the success of Yulong. It can be said that Japan’s entry into
the Chinese market has lagged behind Europe, the United States, and even South
Korea (the time of Hyundai contacted with the Guangzhou municipality was earlier
than that of Honda).
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Table 4.1 Toyota, Nissan and Honda investment in ASEAN countries before 1997
Lead Firms
Name
Year
Share
Toyota
Thailand
Toyota Motor Thailand Co., Ltd.
1962
86%
Toyota Auto Works Co., Ltd.
1988
33%
Siam Toyota Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
1987
96%
Philippines Toyota Motor Philippines Corp.
1988
34%
Toyota Auto parts Philippines Inc.
1991
61%
Malaysia
Assembly Services Sdn. Bhd.
1992
39%
Indonesia
P. T. Toyota Motor Manufacturing (engine) 1971
95%
Nissan
Thailand
Nissan Motor (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
1977
75%
Nissan Powertrain (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
1987
90%
SNN Tools & Dies Co., Ltd.
1989
28%
Malaysia
Tan Chong Motor Assemblies Sdn. Bhd.
1976
Indonesia
P. T. Nissan Motor Indonesia
1995
75%
Honda
Philippines Honda Cars Philippines Inc.
1991
74%
Honda Parts Manufacturing Corp.
1992
100%
Malaysia
Honda Auto Parts Manufacturing Sdn. 1992
51%
Bhd.
Sources: JAMA (2017)

Volume
0.79
0.02
0.05
0.08
2.5
0.28
0.65
1.76
0.15
-

4.2.2 Evolution of Japanese Automotive Investment in Guangzhou
Japanese automotive investment in Guangzhou started from 1991 on the basis of firm
level data analysis (see Figure 4.1). Although Honda entered in Guangzhou in 1998,
some suppliers came to Guangzhou before Honda Motor to supply for Honda
Motorcycle such as Guangzhou Showa in 1991. After Honda established its
assembler, these suppliers started to provide components or parts for Honda Motor.
However, Japanese automotive investment has been unbalanced and discontinuous
during three decades. The majority of Japanese automotive investment was from
2003 to 2006. The top year was 2004 with 41 firms and 829.97 million US$.
Additionally, Japanese automotive investment stopped in 2000.
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Figure 4.1 Temporal process of Japanese Automotive Investment in Guangzhou
Sources: Compiled by the author from Guangzhou Municipality and National Enterprise Credit
(Available at: 26th March, 2018).

Through influx investment in three decades, there are 189 Japanese investment firms
with 3440.54 million US$ at the end of 2017 in Guangzhou, including three joint
ventures (JVs), eight assemblers, four engines, nine R&D centers, 151 suppliers and
17 intermediaries. Specifically, the number of independent capital companies of them
is 101, which is more than one of JVs with 88 (see Table 4.3).
The suppliers from Japan can be divided into four categories and three tiers according
to the categories and tiers figure of Hill (1989) in Figure 3.2 in Chapter Three (see
Table 4.4). The majorities of them are component and part suppliers with 87.42%.
Only one basic material supplier stands in Guangzhou, which is Guangzhou JEF Steel
Co., Ltd. 11.92% of them are dies and machinery engineering services. Additionally,
three Tier suppliers perform in Guangzhou. The majority of them are Tier1 suppliers
with 86.29%, following by Tier2 suppliers with 36.42% and Tier3 suppliers with
6.62%.
Seventeen intermediaries came from Japanese investment. The majority of them are
JVs with 58.82%. They can be divided into seven categories of intermediaries of
Japanese automotive investment came from Japan, including trade, logistics, finance,
sale, technique support companies and services (see Table 4.5).
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Table 4.2 Firm categories of Japanese automotive firms’ investment (2017)
Firms
Registered Capital
Share
Number
Share
(US $million)
Assemblers and their engines
1179.74
34.29%
12
6.35%
Suppliers
1959.79
56.96%
151
79.89%
R&D centres and intermediaries
301.01
8.75%
26
13.76%
Total
3440.54
100%
189
100%
Source: Compiled by the author from Guangzhou Municipality and National Enterprise Credit
information Publicity System (Available at: 26th March, 2018)
Table 4.3 Firm nature of Japanese automotive firms’ investment (2017)
Firms
R&D
Assemblers
Engines
Suppliers
Intermediaries
Total
centers
Sole
2
0
0
92
7
101
Proprientorshi
p
JVs
7
8
4
59
10
88
Total
9
8
4
151
17
189
Source: Compiled by the author from Guangzhou Municipality and National Enterprise Credit
information Publicity System (Available at: 26th March, 2018)
Table 4.4 Tiers and categories of Japanese suppliers’ investment (2017)
Suppliers
JVs
Sole Proprietorship
Total
Basic Material Suppliers
1
0
1
Engineering Services
7
11
18
Dies and Machinery
Auto Components and Parts
51
81
132
Total
59
92
151
Tier1*
39
46
85
Tier2
36
20
55
Tier3
4
6
10
Total
59
92
151
Source: Compiled by the author from Guangzhou Municipality and National Enterprise Credit
information Publicity System (Available at: 26th March, 2018)
*Tier suppliers are classified on the basis of Japanese auto production system (Hill, 1989, p.465),
where the basic material suppliers do not belong to Tier suppliers.
Table 4.5 Firm nature of Japanese intermediaries’ investment (2017)
Intermediaries
Trade
Logistics Finance Sales Technique Green
Total
company
Support
Service
Sole Proprietorship
4
1
1
0
1
0
7
JVs
1
4
1
3
0
1
10
Total
5
5
2
3
1
1
17
Source: Compiled by the author from Guangzhou Municipality and National Enterprise Credit
information Publicity System (Available at: 26th March, 2018)

4.2.3 Developmental Stages of Japanese Automotive Firms
Based on the firm level data released from the Guangzhou municipality, the
developmental trajectory of Japanese automotive firms in Guangzhou can be divided
into two stages with respect to the emergency of intermediaries and three lead firms
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from 2005. The stage I was assembler and supplier investment and it could be
composed of an initial and rapid growth phases, which is similar to the process of
Japanese automotive investment in USA (Mair et al., 1998). The initial phases were
only followed by a few suppliers while the majority of suppliers transplanted with
three Japanese automotive lead firms in stage II.
(1) Stage I (1991-2004) - manufacturing growth: three lead firms and supplier
investment
Before 2000 - initial growth with Honda and few suppliers’ investment
The initial growth stage of Japanese automotive investment in Guangzhou is confined
to the period before 2000. In this stage, there were only over ten suppliers’ investment
from Japan in Guangzhou and the majority of them were the suppliers of Wuyang
Honda motorcycle that was built-in 1992. These suppliers also supplied components
and parts for Honda Motor in Japan. Thus, after Honda came to Guangzhou in 1998,
they also became the suppliers of Honda.
However, Honda suppliers did not follow with their parents simultaneously. Only five
suppliers invested in Guangzhou from 1998 to 2000 (see Figure 4.2). The main
reason was the uncertain domestic political environment. The managers of two
Honda’s specialized suppliers both admitted:
“Our company established Guangzhou in 2001. Our major business was about frames, inside sills, and

module for components and parts. Our parent company used to follow Honda where it built assemblers
as we were the strategic partner of Honda and Honda held shares in our company. Honda did invite our
parent company to come with it to Guangzhou together. However, it cannot be sure of the future
market and the relationship between China and Japan so that we were afraid of following with Honda
to Guangzhou. The parent company started with a small investment amount, and then increased several
times due to the expansion of Honda production. The output of our company also grew from several
millions to several billions during these over two decades”. (Interview in Guangzhou, September
2017).

Another reason is the insufficient market demand. The manager of a Honda’s Tier2
specialized supplier reported:
“Our company established in Guangzhou in 2003 because Honda engine came to Guangzhou.
However, our parent company did not follow it when it produced in 1999. Initially, the production was
not enough to trigger us to build a factory here. However, it continuously expanded its business yearly
so that our company could have enough order in Guangzhou.” (Interview in Guangzhou, September
2017).

From 2001 to 2004 - Rapid growth with three lead firms and their suppliers’
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investment
In this stage, the three lead firms with their suppliers successively invested in
Guangzhou with respect to the rapid increase of China’s market in particular South
China. With Nissan and Toyota coming to Guangzhou in 2003 and 2004 respectively,
Japanese suppliers increased steadily from 2001 to 2004. During this period, the
number of them and registered capital arrived at 68 and 453.61US$ respectively,
which yielded 45.03% and 54.59% of total suppliers. Especially in 2004, the number
of Japanese suppliers was 38 and the registered capital was 368.64 US$, which
yielded 25.17% and 21.02% of total suppliers (see Figure 4.4; Figure 4.5). In addition,
intermediaries emerged in 2004 mainly due to the Toyota group investments.
Therefore, the percentage of number of assembler (engines) and its suppliers were
6.52% and 91.30% (see Figure 4.4), while the percentage of registered capital of
them were 35.95% and 63.78% at the end of 2004 (see Figure 4.5). There was only
one intermediary of Japanese investment in 1997.
The influx of Japanese automotive investment into Guangzhou was characterized by
a pattern called vertical networks of keiretsu-based investment for Japanese
automotive production or vertical keiretsu-based agglomerations, which were more
specific than “group investment” (Kuchiki &Tsukada, 2008) or “network-based
entry” (Hatani, 2010). Japanese automotive lead firms tended to rely on their longterm vertical keiretsu affiliates in Guangzhou to supply some major portions of their
components and services. This was similar to the phenomena of Japanese automotive
investment in Thailand (Poapongsakorn & Techakanont, 2008).
The effort of administration of auto industrial parks or district government
accelerated Japanese suppliers to Guangzhou. One manager of a SS supplier of
Honda confirmed that:
“Our company built in Guangzhou in 2001 but it would postpone several years until the output reaches
a certain quantity, if there is no invitation from the administration of GZDZ. After all, it is a good
value to produce in Guangzhou to save cost.” (Interview in Guangzhou, September 2017).

(2) Stage II (2005-2017) - Services growth: R&D centers and intermediaries
investment
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The second stage of Japanese automotive investment was confined to the period after
2005 as the investment focused more on R&D centers and intermediaries (Figure 4.2).
Conversely, whatever the number and registered capital of Japanese automotive
investment slowed down in suppliers. Japanese suppliers even stopped investing in
2014 and 2016. Only a few suppliers continued to Guangzhou due to the expansion
business of their parents. A manager of a Toyota’s Tier2 supplier reported:
“Our company came to Guangzhou in 2012. It was late to Guangzhou because our parent company
firstly invested in Tianjin and our main business is to make molds for customs that need not locate
proximity to its customs. To build the second company in Guangzhou was because the business here
increased.” (Interview in Guangzhou, November 2017).

Another aim is to improve the supply chain. One official of HDIAP highlighted:
“Japanese suppliers mainly followed with their parents to Guangzhou or the surrounding areas from
2003 to 2006. Core suppliers all came. In recent years, few Japanese spare parts companies invested in
Guangzhou only to supplement the supply chain. For example, Dongfeng Unipres established in 2017
to satisfy the requirement of Dongfeng Nissan on some specifically stamping parts”. (Interview in
Guangzhou, March 2018).

The Guangzhou municipality had encouraged the development of the automobile
service industry and issued preferential policies such as land use, electric security,
technological transformation, capital subsidies, and low interest rates, to cultivate a
batch of billion-dollar automobile service dragon enterprises. Accordingly, GAC
Toyota and GAC Honda established their sales companies respectively. The manager
of GAC Toyota confirmed that:
“There were two reasons for GAC Toyota to establish sales company. First, it responded to the policy
of the Guangzhou municipality to develop producer services. Second, it attempted to reduce the costs
of production to achieve the sale profit. ” (Interview in Guangzhou, September 2017).

At the end of 2017, the percentage of Japanese automotive services increased by
13.76% and 8.68% in number and registered capital respectively, while the
percentage of assemblers and suppliers both decreased (see Figure 4.4; 4.5).
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Figure 4.2 Changing actors of Japanese invested automotive number in Guangzhou, 1991-2017

Source: Compiled from Guangzhou Municipal Statistics Bureau and National Enterprise Credit Information
Publicity System

Figure 4.3 Changing actors of Japanese invested automotive registered capital in Guangzhou,
1991-2017

Source: Compiled from Guangzhou Municipal Statistics Bureau and National Enterprise Credit Information
Publicity System
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Figure 4.4 Changing actors of Japanese invested automotive accumulative number in
Guangzhou, 1991-2017
Source: Compiled from Guangzhou Municipal Statistics Bureau and National Enterprise Credit
Information Publicity System

Figure 4.5 Changing actors of Japanese invested automotive accumulative registered capital in
Guangzhou, 1991-2017
Source: Compiled from Guangzhou Municipal Statistics Bureau and National Enterprise Credit
Information Publicity System

4.3 Difference and Similarity of the Temporal Process of Three Lead Firms-led
Production Networks Formation
4.3.1 Temporal Process of Honda-led Production Networks Formation
(1) Strategic coupling of Honda with GAC
To save Guangzhou-Peugeot and continue to develop the automotive industry in
Guangzhou, the Guangzhou municipality intended to change partners in 1994, which
had attracted great attention from the automotive lead firms in the world. The reason
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for it was that Guangzhou Peugeot was in debt 300 million RMB, but it had the
“passes for the production of cars”—“Three Big Three Small5” admission tickets.
Additionally, Guangzhou had other advantages and assets to become car production
base, such as many years of experience in the production of cars, more than 2,000
employees and a huge consumer market of PRD.
From the first contact with BMW in May 1994 to the first visit of Honda in March
1997, a total of 12 companies wanted to participate in this project. After a preliminary
comparison, Opel, Hyundai and Honda stayed. The Guangzhou municipality put
forward more than 20 indicators for comparison and scoring, leaving Opel and Honda
starting a new round of competition.
Opel submitted new cooperation conditions (amendments) to the Guangzhou
municipality, which increased the total capital investment to US$170 million for the
purchase of 50% of Guangzhou Peugeot’s shares, restructuring of debts, and
placement of wide-ranging personnel. However, the Guangzhou municipality
considered that the investment of US$170 million was not enough, which wished that
Opel could provide better conditions and talk again after the new model. However,
Opel proposed this solution to their bottom line.
At that time, the Guangzhou municipality summarized the conditions of Opel and
Honda as the 20 most critical factors such as automotive technology, models, ability
to transform "Guangzhou Peugeot", capital investment, localization plan, R&D
ability. Once again, the results were that Honda was better than Opel. In the end,
Guangzhou decided to choose Honda as a new partner.
Actually, the state agreed to choose Honda because there were no Japanese lead firms
in China until 1997 and those invested lead firms were all from Europe and America.
It also wished that Dongfeng participated in this restructuring in Guangzhou because
it worried if GAC had ability to rejuvenate the automotive industry due to the failure
of Guangzhou Peugeot. Therefore, the state considered that the development of GAC
Honda with Honda would require the help with bigger auto group. Additionally,
The “three big” were First Auto Workshop (FAW), Second Auto Workshop (SAW), and Shanghai
Volkswagen (SVW); and the `three small' referred to Beijing Jeep (BJC), the Tianjin Auto-mobile
Plant (TAP) and Guangzhou-Peugeot.
5
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Dongfeng established a component production base with Honda in Huizhou in 1991.
Moreover, Dongfeng Honda engine project was approved by the state in 1997.
Finally, there were two domestic partners in the cooperation project with Honda.
However, during the negotiation process, shares of Dongfeng and GAC were difficult
to allocate. The state convened a special meeting to decide that GAC with Honda set
up the GAC Honda assembler with 50% share, and Dongfeng with Honda established
Dongfeng Honda engine factory with 50% share.
Although Guangzhou Peugeot was in debt of nearly 300 million RMB, French
Peugeot did not want to easily withdraw from Guangzhou Peugeot because it
believed that the Guangzhou municipality would not let the Guangzhou Peugeot
bankrupt and find ways to solve the financial difficulties. Therefore, the Guangzhou
municipality claimed that if French Peugeot did not withdraw, the company would
declare bankruptcy. The state also promised if French Peugeot withdrew, it would be
provided other cooperative opportunities with China’s auto groups. Finally, French
Peugeot agreed to withdraw and use 1 franc to transfer the equity. Additionally, after
Honda took place of Peugeot, the Guangzhou municipality spent 15 days to establish
GAC Honda and reconstructed projects within nine months.
Honda was eager to enter China because it realized the Chinese market potential, but
suffered from not being allowed to enter. The first Japanese general manager of GAC
Honda explained the process of Honda’s investment in Guangzhou:
“In 1991, Honda invested in Huizhou to establish components and parts firms with Dongfeng and
planned to build an assembler. Wuyang Honda motorcycle produced in 1993 in Guangzhou. In 1996,
the localization rate of it overpassed 80%. Parts manufacturers of many Japanese parent plants came to
Guangdong one after another. These Japanese manufacturers provided not only motorcycle parts but
also auto parts and components in Japan. If Honda established assemblers in Guangzhou, it could use
the supplier networks and experience of motorcycle to arrive at 40% localization rate easily. Therefore,
Honda’s executives contacted with Guangzhou Municipality as soon as they knew that the French
Peugeot prepared to retreat from Guangzhou Peugeot.” (Interview in Guangzhou, September 2007,
cited in Yao & Han, 2008, p167).

Additionally, in 2003, Honda further established Honda (China) in Guangzhou
Export Processing Zone, where Honda held 75% share (see Table 4.9). Its products
had been exported to the European market. However, its production volume
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decreased yearly and finally in 2017 it went bankruptcy. The senior engineer of GAC
explained that:
“Honda China's design capacity is 60,000 vehicles, but it had never reached that capacity. Last year its
production volume decreased to 10,000 vehicles. The major reason for the bankruptcy of Honda
(China) was that the car models such as Fit in Honda (China) were not popular in the European market
instead of other reasons such as labor or land cost”. (Interview in Guangzhou, September 2017).

According to bargaining with the Guangzhou municipality, Honda took the bestselling car model—Accord to China so that GAC Honda has created a wide miracle.
It started from 0.01 million vehicles in 1998 and reached 0.24 million vehicles in
2004. It started to construct the second plant in 2006 with capacity of 0.48 million
vehicles. In 2016, it built the third plant with capacity of 0.72 million vehicles. In
2017, after purchasing Honda (China), its production capacity reached 0.78 million
(see Table 4.10). Additionally, Honda released nine popular models to fit the needs
of China’s consumers and government (see Table 4.11). The manager of GAC Honda
explained that:
“Our models should be in sync with the world because China’s consumer market was also
internationalized.” (Interview in Guangzhou, September 2017).

(2) Temporal process of suppliers’ investment
The temporal process of Honda suppliers mainly presented three distinctive features.
First, nine suppliers came to Guangzhou before Honda. For example, history of
Guangzhou Showa presented its produced absorber for two wheels of Wuyang Honda
in 1995 and started to produce four wheels of GAC Honda in 1999. Second, they
experienced the longest period from 1991 to 2017. It was because Honda’s suppliers
worried about the sensitive politics and insufficient market between China and Japan
that mentioned above. Lastly, over half of them were in Tier1 and sole proprietorship.
In 2017, there were 40 Japanese suppliers of Honda. 62.5% were Tier1 and 37.5%
were Tier2; 55% of them were the sole proprietorship and 45% of them were JV (see
Table 4.12). Approximately 80% of them came to Guangzhou before 2005 with
Honda.
In the whole temporal process of Honda’s different tiers, the inter-firm partnership
played the crucial roles. Honda had its suppliers and intermediaries groups, holds a
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share of some suppliers and belonged to Mitsubishi Consortia. Suppliers followed
Honda where Honda invested in host regions (see Extract 4.1; Table 4.6). There are
eight of Honda’s group members invested in 11 suppliers and two intermediaries.
Additionally, six shareholder suppliers followed them but only one supplier belongs
to Mitsubishi Consortia invested two core suppliers in Guangzhou. Nineteen
suppliers and two intermediaries in total were related to Honda. Similar to Toyota, 12
suppliers of Honda Group invested in Foshan. It can be implied that the inter-firm
partnership between Honda and its suppliers had developed and surpassed Nissan not
only in Japan but also in Guangzhou. Moreover, the inter-firm partnership of Tier2
suppliers and Tier1 suppliers also compelled to Tier2 suppliers to follow with its
parent Tier1 suppliers to Guangzhou (see Extract 4.1)
Table 4.6 Honda group investments in Guangzhou
Lead Firm
Japan
Guangzhou
Honda Group
F-Tech Inc.
F.tech R&D (Guangzhou) Inc.
Ts Tech
Guangzhou Ts Tech
Guangzhou Tech Interior Trim Manufacturing
Guangzhou Guang Ai Xing Auto Parts
Steel Center
Guangzhou Pearl Steel Center
Showa
Guangzhou Showa Corporation
Showa Auto Parts R&D (Guangzhou)
H-one
GH Auto Parts Industries Inc.
G-Tekt
Auto Parts Alliance (China)
Conghua K&S Auto Parts
Honda Foundry
Guangzhou Honda Foundry Electrical Equipment
Honda Trading
Honda Trading (China)
Honda Logistics
GAC Honda Logistics
Share holder
Marujun
Guangzhou Marujun
Mitsuba
Guangzhou Mitsuba Corporation
Stanley Electric
Guangzhou Stanley Electric
HI-LEX
Guangzhou HI-LEX
Imasen Electric
Guangzhou Imasen Electric
Nittan Valve
Guangzhou Nittan Valve
Consortia
Ahresty
(Toyota Ahresty Precision Mold (Guangzhou)
(Mitsubishi)
Mitsubishi Bank)
Guangzhou Ahresty
Sources: Compiled by the author from https://global.honda; www.marklines.com; www.4-traders.com
(Available at: 10th April, 2018)

(3) Temporal process of R&D centers and intermediaries’ investment
Honda established two R&D centers in 2007 and 2013 respectively. One is GAC
Honda Automobile R&D Co., Ltd. with 50% Japanese share in 2007, which the first
dependent R&D company was built by automobile JVs in China according to the
regulation of the revision version of 2004 “China Automotive industry Policy”. It was
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promulgated by the state specifically noted that every JV should spend 0.5 billion
RMB on building R&D centers. It created China’s first joint-venture car company
with its own brand called “Everus” in 2008. Another one was Honda Motor (China)
Technology Co., Ltd. established by 100% of Honda in 2013, which was the only one
R&D center by Honda in China (see Table 4.13).
Honda only had three related intermediaries in Guangzhou: GAC Trader (China) Co.,
Ltd.in 2006, GAC Honda Logistics Co., Ltd. in 2007 and GAC Honda Auto Sale Co.,
Ltd. in 2015. However, only the trader company was invested by Honda directly
while the logistics company was built by Honda Logistics of Honda groups. GAC
Honda One manager of GAC Honda explained that:
“Our company had no self-logistics so we used the third party logistics. GAC Honda’s logistics was
not invested by GAC Honda. It was cooperated by Guangzhou Business Co., Ltd. and Honda Logistics
Corporation. It only served components and parts for transportation in China basically according to the
requirements and to GAC Honda tire assembly.” (Interview in Guangzhou, November 2016).

4.3.2 Temporal Process of Nissan-led Production Networks Formation
(1) Strategic coupling of Nissan with Dongfeng
Dongfeng was originally located in Shiyan City of Hubei Province, an inland area.
After China's reform and opening up in the 1980s, it was eager to step out of the
inland area to find new active place for development. At that time, the Yangtze River
Delta (YRD) in the eastern coastal areas and the PRD in the southern coastal areas
were the most active regions of reform and opening up in China. After taking into
account the fact that SAIC was located in the eastern coastal areas, but the PRD had
no large automotive companies other than GAC. Therefore, Dongfeng decided to
Huizhou of PRD in 1993 because there was a scrap car base. It planned to establish a
car production base with Honda. However, this project stopped during the period of
the limitation automotive industry development of the state. Dongfeng could only
participate in Guangzhou auto restructuring project to build an engine factory in 1998.
Finally, in 2000, Dongfeng found an opportunity to cooperate with Taiwan Yulong to
establish Fengshen Auto Co., Ltd.
Fengshen was initially established in Shenzhen, but at that time Shenzhen did not
decide to develop automotive industry and Fengshen was therefore unable to register
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in Shenzhen. At that time, the Guangzhou municipality sent an invitation to Fengshen
and let it registered in Guangzhou within a week. Therefore, at the end of 2001,
Fengshen moved from Shenzhen to Guangzhou. In order to set up Fengshen in
Guangzhou, the Guangzhou municipality organized a working group to solve all
problems of Fengshen within one month, including infrastructure and living facilities,
as well as the form of reorganization and the acquisition of Yunbao Auto in Huadu
district of Guangzhou City. Yunbao was established in 1992 and went bankrupt in
1999.
Similar to GAC Honda, Fengshen also created a miracle. Automotive production and
sales increased from three thousand vehicles in 2000 to 41 thousand vehicles in 2002.
This success caused Nissan to pay attention to China's huge market. The vice general
manager of Dongfeng Nissan explicated that Nissan came to Guangzhou:
“Dongfeng purchased a broken assembler line in Huadu and acquired technological property right of
Bluebird of Nissan. However, it was impossible for Dongfeng to couple with Nissan instead of Yulong
to establish Fengshen to produce Bluebird due to high R&D fee. Bluebird achieved so great success
that it triggered that Nissan observed the growth trend of Chinese automotive market. Therefore, it
insisted on investment with Fengshen. However, the central government intended to promote greater
cooperation with Dongfeng. Finally, Nissan coupled with Dongfeng in 2003 and Dongfeng Nissan
Passenger Car Co., Ltd. established in the same year. Actually, the Guangzhou municipality invited
Nissan in 2000 but it had no plan to invest in China at that time.” (Interview in Guangzhou, September
2007, cited in Yao & Han, 2008, p.283).

In order to support the development of Dongfeng Passenger Motor, Guangdong
provincipality planned an international auto city with 50 Km2 for it and its “followsource” suppliers and intermediaries in 2003. Additionally, the Guangdong
provincipality established Guangdong Province Automotive Talent Market and South
China (Huadu) Automotive Talent Market, the Guangzhou municipality built
Guangzhou Auto College of South China to provide professionals for Dongfeng
Nissan.
However, it did not establish an engine factory instead of an engine workshop until
2006 (Table 4.9). The revision version of 2004 “China Automotive industry Policy”
released by the state specifically laid out every JV assembler should have an engine
factory. To obey the regulations of the state, it built Dongfeng Nissan engine factory.
One manager of Dongfeng Nissan confirmed that:
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“We only had the engine assembly workshop before the engine factory set up in 2006 according to the
national requirements.” (Interview in Guangzhou, February 2017).

Similar to Honda, Nissan experienced four times of expansions in the 1st plant from
0.065 million in 2003 to 0.36 million in 2007 (see Table 4.10). Until 2011, Nissan
established its 2nd plant as it dispersed its production in the other three cities:
Xiangfan (middle inland), Zhengzhou (middle inland) and Dalian (north coastal area).
Therefore, its production capability only was only 0.60 million. Simultaneously, it
produced six models in Huadu plants (see Table 4.11).
(2) Temporal process of suppliers’ investment
The temporal process of Nissan’s suppliers was little different from Honda’s. First,
seven suppliers came to Guangzhou before Nissan to be the suppliers for Yulong from
2002 to 2003, which was similar to Honda. One manager of SS Tier1 of Nissan
admitted that:
“Our parent company has cooperated with Yulong in Taiwan for more than 20 years to supply for
Taiwan Yulong. Thus, when our parent company planned to invest in Guangzhou to supply for
Fengshen in 2000, it invited Yulong to continue their cooperation. ” (Interview in Guangzhou,
November 2017).

Second, investment period of Nissan’s suppliers was from 2002 to 2017, which was
shorter than the period of Honda’s. Lastly, over half of them were Tier1 and sole
proprietorship, which was also similar to Honda. In 2017, there were 44 Japanese
suppliers of Nissan. 68.18% were Tier1 and 31.82% are Tier2; 56.82% of them were
the sole proprietorship and 43.18% of them were JV (see Table 4.11). Around 70% of
them followed Nissan to Guangzhou before 2005.
In the whole temporal process of Nissan’s different tiers, the inter-firm partnership
also played an important role although Nissan established alliance with Renault in
1999, which sold the most shares of its suppliers. In its group, there still were three
members that invested seven core suppliers and one intermediary in Guangzhou.
Additionally, it holds 75% share of Jatco that was the core supplier of it. Moreover,
the Fujitsu consortia invested 10 suppliers. Therefore, Nissan still had 19 related
suppliers and intermediaries in Guangzhou, while their inter-firm partnership was the
loosest (see Table 4.7).
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Table 4.7 Nissan group investment in Guangzhou
Lead Firm
Japan
Guangzhou
Group
Calsonic Kansei
Calsonic Kansei Guangzhou Auto Electrics
(8)
Calsonic Kansei (Guangzhou) Auto Technique
Hitachi Group

Nissan Trading
Share holder (1)
Consortia
(Fujitsu) (10)

Calsonic Kansei (Guangzhou) Auto Module
(HIAMS) CH-GZ
(HIAMS) CH-GH
Hitachi Motors Motor System
Hitachi Elevator Electric Engine (Guangzhou)
Guangzhou Nissan Trading

Jatco
Marubeni

Jatco (Guangzhou) Automatic Transmission
Suminoe & Pacific (Guangzhou) Auto Textile
Guangzhou Marubeni Itochu Steel Processing
Taisei Guangzhou
Guangzhou Unipres
Guangzhou Unipres Precision
Unipres (China) Investment
Dongfeng Unipres
NKK
Guangzhou JFE Steel Processing
Sources: Compiled by the author from en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nissan_Group; www.marklines.com;
www.4-traders.com (Available at: 10th April, 2018)

(3) Temporal process of R&D Centers and intermediaries’ investment
Nissan built one R&D center in 2006 and three institutions in 2016 (see Table 4.13).
Dongfeng Nissan established inner Dongfeng Nissan Technical Center in 2006 and
created “Venucia” as its own brand name in 2012. One manager of Dongfeng Nissan
confirmed that:
“Dongfeng Nissan Technical Center was built because the state required every JV assembler to
establish one center to create its own brand name. Therefore, it was built in 2006 by Dongfeng
Nissan. ” (Interview in Guangzhou, February 2017).

Dongfeng Nissan built three R&D centers and one university in Guangzhou. The first
one was Dongfeng Nissan Technical Centre in 2006, which operated and created its
own brand Venucia in 2010. Until 2016, Dongfeng Nissan built Venucia Molding
Centre to enhance the R&D activities of Venucia, Dongfeng Nissan Passenger
Technology R&D Center to help to modify more new models of Nissan to
nationalization, and Dongfeng Nissan University to provide skilled technicians and
managers for Dongfeng Nissan.
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Nissan only had only two related intermediaries in Guangzhou: Guangzhou Nissan
Trading & Trade Co., Ltd. in 2006 and Dongfeng Nissan Sales Co., Ltd. in 2012.
Additionally, Unipres Co., Ltd. established Uinpres (China) Investment Co., Ltd. (see
Table 4.14).
4.3.3 Temporal Process of Toyota-led Production Networks Formation
(1) Strategic coupling of Toyota with GAC
After Toyota established its joint venture assembler in Malaysia in 1992, Toyota
began to develop a global development plan named BRICs in the 21st century
(Shimokawa, 2010). It aimed to target the “Elephant Economy” with a large
population and good economic development: Brazil, Russia, India and China, which
was called BRICs program. Toyota planned to increase production capacity in these
four countries to 10 times of the current level after 10 years. China was the world’s
fastest growing auto market and naturally became the top priority for Toyota’s entire
BRICs program. Tianjin Toyota was established in 2000, but it was a huge loss for
two consecutive years. Toyota discovered that its partner was too weak and then
turned its attention to FAW. At the beginning, Toyota wanted to establish a joint
venture with the weaker. It wanted to control the entire joint venture company, but it
could not develop joint ventures with the weak. Therefore, it could only seek
cooperation with large domestic groups and rapidly expand the scale of development.
In 2002, it established a joint venture with FAW. After completing the layout of North
China, in 2003, Toyota turns its sights to the south. After seeing the success of
Guangzhou Honda, Toyota was shaken because when Guangzhou Honda achieved
success, Tianjin Toyota lost money.
In fact, the first thing to look for before the joint venture between GAC and Peugeot
is Toyota, but Toyota refused. When GAC changed partners in 1997, GAC hoped that
Toyota could enter, but it was rejected by Toyota because Toyota had already invested
in Tianjin. The general representative of Toyota in China elaborated the reasons for
coming lately:
“The Guangdong provincipality invited us to take place of Guangzhou-Peugeot in 1998. However, we
were busy working with Tianjin so that we lost this opportunity.” (Interview in Beijing, September
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2007, cited in Yao & Han, 2008, p.252).

Therefore, when Toyota visited Guangzhou, they negotiated quickly even during the
SARS period. However, Honda was unhappy with Toyota’s coming. In cooperation
with GAC Honda, GAC signed a "gentleman agreement" with Honda: all Honda
facilities should be built in Guangzhou, and GAC would not choose other partners.
However, in 2001, Honda proposed establishing a joint venture with Dongfeng in
Wuhan. The Guangzhou municipality agreed to its request and proposed finding
another company. Honda proposed that GAC can find any lead firms except Toyota,
because Toyota was Honda's old rival. However, the new partner of GAC was exactly
Toyota, and in 2004, GAC Toyota was formally established with its engine (see Table
4.9).
The Guangzhou municipality gave extraordinary support for GAC Toyota green
investment. It firstly provides GAC Toyota with a land near Nansha Port, which is not
only beneficial for the export of GAC Toyota Engine, but also convenient for the
import of the materials or components and parts for assembler and engine production.
More importantly, it provided enough land to GAC Toyota and its core suppliers or
intermediaries standing close to replicating Toyota’s most effective JIT delivery
system. Additionally, it only took 10 months to build the first plant and 18 months to
produce the first car. Moreover, it built a special tunnel, which enabled the
components and parts to be delivered to the assemblers within 10 minutes, so the JIT
operated successfully in Nansha. The manager of Toyota admitted that:
“Suppliers all set around Toyota to operate JIT, which was operated best in Toyota” (Interview in
Guangzhou, September and November 2017).

It firstly released its bestselling model — CAMRY in Guangzhou, which won the
national championship for mid- to high-class car sales in 2006. It built its 1st plant in
Nansha. The production capacity arrived at 0.20 million. Then it continuously
expanded its production to 0.36 million with its 2nd plant in 2009 and 0.60 million
with its 3rd plant in 2017 (see Table 4.10). Additionally, it released seven models in
Nansha plants. Similar to Honda and Nissan, these models all were synchronized with
the world (see Table 4.11).
(2) Temporal process of suppliers’ investment
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The temporal process of Toyota’s suppliers was totally different from Honda’s and
Nissan’s. First, the Toyota’s suppliers invested with Toyota simultaneously within two
years from 2004 to 2005. Its engine and specialized suppliers or intermediaries even
pre-established facilities in Nansha (Hatani, 2010). Only a few suppliers invested in
2011. The temporal process of Toyota’s suppliers is the shortest of the three lead
firms. The general representative of Toyota in China confirmed that:
“Toyota built many assemblers overseas, but this was the first time to synchronize suppliers”
(Interview in Beijing, September 2007, cited in Yao & Han, 2008, p.251).

Second, around half of them were Tier1 and 2/3 of them were sole proprietorship. In
2007, there were 35 Japanese suppliers of Toyota. 45.57% are Tier1 and 51.43% were
Tier2; 68.57% of them were the sole proprietorship and 31.43% of them were JV (see
Table 4.12). About 85% of them followed Toyota to Guangzhou before 2005.
In the temporal process of Toyota’s different Tier suppliers’ investment, the inter-firm
partnership of them played more important roles than Honda’s and Nissan’s. Toyota
had its own famous business groups. It also held shares of some suppliers and
belonged to the Mitsui consortia in Japan. Therefore, four suppliers and one
intermediary of Toyota Group came to Guangzhou with Toyota to establish 14
suppliers and five intermediaries, six suppliers of shareholders invested nine suppliers
and three suppliers in Guangzhou belonged to Mitsui Consortia. Thirty three
suppliers and intermediaries in Guangzhou were related to Toyota (Table 4.8).
Additionally, around 30 core suppliers belonged to Toyota group in Foshan such as
Toyota Gosei (Foshan) Rubber Parts, Aisin Seiki (Foshan) Automotive Parts and
Aisan (Foshan) Auto Parts, Toyata Gosei (Foshan) Auto Parts (Kuchiki &Tsukada,
2008). This inter-firm partnership strategy between collaboration, co-evolution and
joint development of Toyota and its specialized suppliers or generic suppliers was
tightest in the three Japanese lead firms led global production networks from the
perspective of its related suppliers.
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Table 4.8 Toyota group investments in Guangzhou
Japan
Guangzhou
Toyota
Aisin Seiki
Guangzhou Shiroki
Group
Denso
Guangzhou Denso
Denso (Guangzhou Nansha)
Asmo (Guangzhou) Micromotor
Toyota Boshoku
Feng’ai (Guangzhou) Auto Seat
Guangzhou Intex Auto Parts
Toyotetsu
Guangzhou Toyotetsu Automotive Parts
Toyota Tsusho
Guangzhou Jieshiduo Aluminium Alloy
Guangzhou Fengzhong Aluminium Smelting
Technology
Guangzhou Bao-Mttoyotsu Automotive Steel
Processing
Guangzhou Toyotsu Steel Processing
Guangzhou Futaba
ADVICS (Guangzhou) Automotive Parts
Takaoka Lioho (Guangzhou) Machinery
Guangzhou GAC Toyotsu Logistics Equipment
GAC Toyota Tsusno Logistics
Toyota Tsusho (Guangzhou)
Guangzhou Toyotsu Services
Guangzhou GAC Toyotsu Green Resources Recycling
Share
Toyo Tire & Rubber
Toyo Tire & Rubber (Guangzhou)
holder
Akebono
Guangzhou Akebono Corporation
Bridgestone
Guangzhou Bridgestone
Fuji Kiko
Guangzhou Fuji Kiko Auto Parts
Guangzhou Changfu Machinery Industry
Guangzhou Changfu Meishan Auto Parts
Nippon Steel
Guangzhou Nippon Steel Sumitomo Metal
Sumitomo Metal
Guangzhou Shengxu Automotive Accessories
Ohashi Technica
Ohashi Technica Precision Manufacturing (Guangzhou)
Consortia
Mitsui
Guangzhou Yorozu Bao Mit Automotive
(Mitsui)
Guangzhou Huadu Bao-Mit Auto Steel Parts
Guangzhou Tachi Lear Auto Chair
Sumitomo Mitsui
Guangzhou Nishikawa Bubber
Banking
Sources: compiled by the author from www.toyota-global.com/company/profile /toyota_group/;
www.marklines.com; www.4-traders.com (Available at: 10th April, 2018)
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(3) Temporal process of R&D centers and intermediaries’ investment
However, Toyota only set up one R&D center in 2009, which was the only
department of GAC Toyota (see Table 4.13), and did not operate until 2015 and
created its own brand name Leahead, which was not produced until now. The most
important R&D centers of Toyota and Nissan are in Beijing or Shanghai. The
manager of GAC Toyota explained that:
“The major R&D centers located in Changshu near Shanghai instead of Shanghai as there were more
advanced technical and professional staff from Shanghai, and cheaper land than Shanghai to meet the
needs to the massive land of R&D centers. In addition, Changshu government provided more favorable
policies for investment. Toyota built more facilities in the north of China because First Automobile
Works (FAW) was a central enterprise and FAW-Toyota was built earlier than Gangqi Toyota in 2000.
It was understandable for Toyota to consider FAW as its base and build its major R&D centers in the
north”. (Interview in Guangzhou, February 2017).

The temporal process of Toyota’ intermediaries is the longest comparing with the
other two lead firms. Toyota Tsusho (Guangzhou) Co., Ltd. even came to Guangzhou
much earlier than Toyota in 1997. Then, the last one was built in 2015. Until 2017,
Toyota had ten intermediaries including four logistical providers, four trade
companies, one sale and one green recycling resource service. It is obvious that the
number of Toyota’s intermediaries is the largest of the three lead firms while Nissan
is the smallest (see Table 4.14).
Table 4.9 Japanese automotive invested assemblers and engines in Guangzhou
Assembler
Engine
Name
Share Time
Name
Share
Time
Honda
GAC Honda
50%
1998
Dongfeng Honda
50%
1998
Honda (China)
75%
2003
GAC Honda
50%
2016
Nissan
Dongfeng Nissan 50%
2003
Dongfeng Nissan
50%
2006
Toyota
GAC Toyota
50%
2004
GAC Toyota
70%
2004
Source: Compiled from Guangzhou Municipal Statistics Bureau and National Enterprise Credit
information Publicity System (Available at: 26th March, 2018)
Table 4.10 Three Japanese JVs production capacities in Guangzhou (Unit: Million Car/Year)
JVs
1st plant
2nd plant
3rd plant 4th plant Total
GAC Honda
0.03/99-0.05/01-0.12/02 -0.24/04 0.24/06
0.24/16
0.06/17
0.78
Dongfeng Nissan 0.065/03-0.15/04.0.27/06-0.36/07 0.24/11
-0.60
GAC Toyota
0.20/04
0.36/09
0.24/17
0.60
Source: Compiled by the author from Yao & Han (2008) and the profile of GAC Honda, Dongfeng
Nissan and GAC Toyota
Table 4.11 Three Japanese JVs car models in Guangzhou
Japanese JV
Models
GAC Honda
Accord (1999), Odyssey (2007), City (2008), Fit (2011 ),Crider (2013) ,
Beze (2014), Crosstour (2011-216) , Everus (2011-2016) , Acuar (2016)
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Dongfeng Nissan

Tiida (2005), Sylphy (2006 ), Qashqai (2008) , March (2010 ), Livina (2011),
Sunny (2011)
GAC Toyota
Camry (2005), Highlander (2009) ,Yaris (2011), E’Z (2011), Camry Hybrid
(2012) , Leyin (2014), Leyin Hybrid (2016)
Sources: Compiled by the author from http://db.auto.sohu.com (Available at: 31st March, 2018)
Table 4.12 Tier suppliers of Honda, Nissan and Toyota
Nature
Honda (40)
Nissan (44)
Toyota (35)
Total
Tier1
Tier2
Tier1
Tier2
Tier1
Tier2
Tier1
Tier2
Sole Proprietorship
12
10
16
9
10
14
38
33
JVs
13
5
14
5
7
4
34
14
Total
25
15
30
14
17
18
72
47
Source: Compile by the author from the firm data from local government, interview, company profile
Table 4.13 R&D centers of Japanese automotive investment in Guangzhou
R&D Centers
Name
Lead Firms
Honda GAC Honda Automotive R&D Co., Ltd.
(6)
Honda Motor (China) Technology Co., Ltd.
Toyota GAC Toyota R&D Center
Nissan Dongfeng Nissan Technical Center
Dongfeng Nissan Passenger Technology R&D Center
Venucia Modelling Centre
Dongfeng Nissan University

Share
50%
100%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%

Year
2007
2013
2008
2006
2016
2016
2016

Suppliers Honda
F. Tech R&D (Guangzhou) Inc.
60%
2011
(2)
Showa Auto Parts R&D (Guangzhou) Co., Ltd.
100%
2013
Source: Compiled by the author from GAC Honda, GAC Toyota, Dongfeng Nissan and Honda (China)
Table 4.14 Japanese automotive investment intermediaries in Guangzhou
Intermediaries
Name
Logistical
Toyota Guangzhou GAC Toyotsu Logistics Equipment Co.,
Providers
Ltd.
(6)
Guangzhou GAC Mucun Jinhe Storage Co., Ltd.
Guangzhou Toyota Logistics Co., Ltd.
GAC Toyota Tsusno Logistics Co., Ltd.
Honda GAC Honda Logistics Co., Ltd.
Trade companys
Toyota Toyota Tsusho (Guangzhou) Co., Ltd.
(6)
Toyota Technical Research Service (Guangzhou) Co.,
Ltd.

Sales
(3)

Honda
Nissan
Nissan
Toyota
Honda

Finance (1) Nissan
Others (1)
Toyota

Guangzhou Tsusho Auto Services Co., Ltd.
Guangzhou Ota Pros Trader Co., Ltd.
Honda Trader (China) Co., Ltd.
Guangzhou Nissan Trader Co., Ltd.
Dongfeng Nissan Auto Sale Co., Ltd.
GAC Toyota Auto Sale Co., Ltd.
GAC Honda Auto Sale Co., Ltd.
Unipres (China) Investment Co., Ltd.
GAC Toyotsu Green Resources Recycling Co., Ltd.

Share
100%

Year
2005

54%
45%
50%
100%
100%

2005
2006
2006
2007
1997
2004
2007

100%
100%
100%
50%
50%
50%
100%
60%

2010
2006
2006
2012
2015
2015
2011
2005

Source: Compiled by the author from Guangzhou Municipal Statistics Bureau and National Enterprise Credit
Information Publicity System
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Extract 4.1 Narratives on group investments
Supplier
Narrative
GS Tier1
of Honda

Our company was not core supplier of Honda. However, Honda held the shares in our
parent company around 10%, so that we used to follow Honda where it built assemblers.

SS Tier1
of Honda

Our company was the Tier1 and specialized components of Honda. Honda held 25.4%
share of our parent company in Japan so that where was Honda where was our company.

SS Tier2
of Honda

We came to Guangzhou in 2003 because Honda Engine produced Guangzhou in 1999
and continuously expanded its business afterwards. Our parent company was the
suppliers of Honda Engine in Japan. Honda engine did not hold shares in our company,
however, Honda and Toyota both held 4.26% and 3.65% share of our company.

GS Tier1
of Nissan

We came to Guangzhou in 2004. Our major business was handle and lock. Our parent
company was the Tier1 and generic components of Nissan. Nissan did not hold shares in
our parent company in Japan, but still where Nissan was where was our company.

SS Tier1
of Nissan

Our company came to Guangzhou in 2007 because Nissan came to Guangzhou, although
our company planned to go to Guangzhou in 2003 after Nissan came to Guangzhou. It
took four years for Japanese parent company to make a decision. Our parent company
was Nissan's supplier in Japan. Nissan holds a 75% share of our parent company in
Japan.

GS Tier2
of Nissan

Our company came to Guangzhou in 2004 because Unipress came to Guangzhou in
2003. Our parent company was Unipres's supplier in Japan. In Guangzhou, our company
also supplied steel coil for Unipres Guangzhou. Thus, our company was the generic
Tier2 supplier of Dongfeng Nissan. Our company was located in Huadu Auto Park due
to Unipres in Huadu.

SS Tier1
of Toyota

Our company belonged to the Toyota Group, so where was Toyota where was our
company.

4.4 Summary
In summary, this chapter comprehensively traces the temporal process of Japanese
automotive investment from ASEAN countries to Guangzhou of China since the
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1990s and interprets the underlying dynamics behind this specific pattern. Based on
the dynamics of “market imperative”, Japanese production networks have been
reshaped led by three lead firms’ investment in Guangzhou. Additionally, the chapter
investigates the intra-firm coordination strategy of lead firms, inter-firm partnership
strategy between lead firms and suppliers, and extra-firm bargaining strategy between
lead firms and local governments.
Based on the more details of firm-level data, it firstly finds that the temporal process
of Japanese automotive investment in Guangzhou is from suppliers to lead firms, then
more suppliers and R&D centers and intermediaries. This phenomenon is a little
different from the temporal process of Japanese automotive investment in other
countries such as Thailand (Lecler, 2002; Poapongsakorn & Techakanont, 2008) and
the U.S. (Mair et al., 1998). This is mainly due to many factors, such as the strict
LCR regulations of the central government and other business partner in Guangzhou.
Additionally, the temporal process of Japanese automotive investment in Guangzhou
can be divided into two stages: manufacturing growth and service growth. The rapid
investment period is only from 2003 to 2004 when three lead firms all came to
Guangzhou, which called “group investment”.
Then, it concludes that the dynamics of automotive lead firms invested in Guangzhou
focusing on “market imperative”. Honda noticed the huge market of Guangdong—the
forefront of reform and opening up of China, where many private owners could
afford cars. Because of the expansion of Fengshen – a joint venture of Yulong and
Dongfeng, Nissan also noticed the huge market of China. Toyota came to Guangzhou
to expand its southern market of China after it finished its plan in the northern market,
and was shocked by the success of GAC Honda. Therefore, the “market imperative”
is the most important dynamic of the lead firms’ investment in Guangzhou.
The extra-firm bargaining strategy is the primary factor for Japanese automotive
investment because it is decisive for the entry of the kinds of lead firms. Whatever in
the process of the decoupling with French Peugeot or Taiwan Yulong and the
successful coupling with Honda, Nissan and Toyota, Chinese governments at various
levels including the state, Guangdong provinciality and Guangzhou municipality, had
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played the "first factor" role and realized the power of lead firms in coordinating the
spatial relocation and organizational transformation of the global automotive
production networks. Local governments and lead firms both looked for the best
partners and cooperation. In the relationship between local governments and Japanese
lead firms, the local governments were dominant because they controlled the huge
market of south China but it still provided many incentives for the lead firms in lowprice land or even free tax for many years.
However, for suppliers, only district government or administration of industrial park
worked with the crucial suppliers and even provided incentives to attract them to
Guangzhou in the early time. The inter-firm partnership between different lead firms
and suppliers played a more important role, which caused the slightly different
temporal process of suppliers. The intra-firm coordination of different lead firms
affected the investment time and number of engines and R&D centers and even
intermediaries in Guangzhou, which also shaped different temporal process of these
firms. Chapter Five will further explore the characteristics of the spatial organization
and explain the underlying factors behind this pattern, and discuss the impacts of such
pattern on the development of the local supplier industry in Guangzhou.
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CHAPTER FIVE SPATIAL ORGANIZATION OF JAPANESE
AUTOMOTIVE INVESTMENT IN GUANGZHOU

5.1 Introduction
This chapter explores the characteristics of the spatial patterns and organization of
Japanese automotive investment in Guangzhou with special attention to Japanese lead
firms (engine and R&D centers) and suppliers or intermediaries in the reconfigured
production networks in the analytical framework established in Chapter Three from
quantitative and qualitative perspectives (see Figure 3.1). This chapter is composed of
three sections. The next section is to revisit the spatial evolutionary patterns of
Japanese automotive investment over the period from 1991 to 2017 in Guangzhou.
This is followed by comparing the differences and similarity of spatial distribution
organization of the three lead firm-led production networks. Key findings and
theoretical implications are reflected in the last section.
5.2 Spatial Patterns of Japanese Automotive Investment
5.2.1 Geography Distribution of Japanese Automotive Investment
Analogous to temporal evolution, the geographical evolution of Japanese automotive
investment can be divided into two stages in light of the distinctive cluster
characteristics. The first stage was taken from 1991 to 2000, which only shaped one
cluster by Honda and its few suppliers in the eastern area of Guangzhou (see Figure
5.1; 5.2). The second stage was from 2005 to 2017. Primary tripartite confrontation of
Japanese automotive investment was located around three lead firms respectively.
The geographic distribution patterns in this stage were broadly different from the first
one, with three clusters in the east, north and south shaped around GAC Honda,
Dongfeng Nissan and GAC Toyota respectively. Geographical patterns in 2010 and
2017 were slightly different from the one in 2005, with the same increase of
registered capital and number of suppliers and services around their lead firms. From
the information of address and registered capital sources, it concluded that the
majority of suppliers located around their parents for the operation of JIT delivery
system. Only a few of them were in proximity to other customers but still within two hours’
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drive from their major clients.

Figure 5.1 Changing actor composition of Japanese automotive invested registered capital in Guangzhou, 2000-2017

Source: Compiled by the author
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Figure 5.2 Changing actor composition of Japanese automotive investment number in Guangzhou, 2000-2017
Source: Compiled by the author
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5.2.2 Extent of Japanese Automotive Investment Agglomeration
The extent of Japanese automotive investment agglomeration in Guangzhou was
testified by LQ index and GIS technique noted in Chapter Three. Figure 5.3 indicated
that Japanese automotive-related activities had only concentrated in 26 Jiedaos out of
164 Jiedaos in the fringe of Guangzhou, notably Xinhua Jiedao in Huadu district,
Yuzhu and Yonghe Jiedaos in Huangpu District, Huangge town in Nansha District in
2017 (with LQ>1).
In 2000, the number of Japanese automotive-related concentration areas was only
nine Jiedaos with the investment from Honda and some pertinent suppliers. In 2005,
with the effort of the three Japanese lead firms and district governments or
Administration of Industrial Parks, the number of Japanese automotive-related
concentration areas rose to 21 Jiedaos, while clustering around the location of the
three assemblers. In 2010, the number of location of Jiedaos increased to 25 and 26 in
2017.
Figure 5.4 further indicated the differential spatial distribution evolution of the three
clusters vividly. There was just one cluster in the east in 2000, which was Honda’s
cluster. In 2005, three clusters were formed in the east (Honda), north (Nissan) and
south (Toyota), which continuously expanded afterwards such as in 2010 and 2017.
Figure 5.4 also revealed that the agglomeration degree of the three clusters was
various. In 2005, it was obvious that the cluster of the south was the highest although
the cluster of the eastern area was the largest. In 2010, the northern cluster rose up but
it was still lower than the one of the south while it was similar to the one of the south
in 2017. Additionally, Honda’s cluster became larger in 2017 than 2005 and 2010,
which also indicated that the firms of Honda’s cluster more dispersed than Nissan’s
and Toyota’s.
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Figure 5.3 Changing LQ of the Japanese automotive investment in Guangzhou, 2000-2017
Source: Compiled by the author
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Honda

Nissan

2000

Toyota
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2010

2017

Figure 5.4 Changing contour maps of Japanese automotive investment in Guangzhou, 2000-2017
Source: Compiled by the author

The intra-Guangzhou location played a crucial role in the formation and
consolidation of production networks of the three Japanese lead firms. First,
Guangzhou-Peugeot located in Huangpu District—the east of Guangzhou so that
when Honda took place of Peugeot, GAC Honda was still located in the east.
However, this area does not belong to GZDZ—the east of Huangpu District, which is
a national development zone and can offer preferential policies for enterprises. In
order to attract investment from Japanese suppliers, the administration committee
planned a special area for suppliers in Yonghe. With the increase in the production of
cars, the production line was required to expand. However, there was no unoccupied
industrial land for GAC Honda to develop. In this situation, line II and line III of
GAC Honda continued to move to ZCDZ—in the east of GZDZ, another national
development zone where more suppliers clustered. Therefore, the reconfigured
production networks of GAC Honda were formed in the east of Guangzhou and
clustered in the three areas - Huangpu District, GZDZ and ZCDZ.
Second, Yunbao Auto was situated in Huadu district—in the north of Guangzhou so
that when Yulong took place of Yunbao and then Dongfeng took place of Yulong to
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cooperate with Nissan, Dongfeng Nissan had still been in the north part of
Guangzhou. The Guangdong provincipality planned a provincial level auto industrial
park for Dongfeng Nissan so that the suppliers of Dongfeng Nissan nearly set around.
Thus, the reconfigured production networks of Dongfeng Nissan were formed in the
north of Guangzhou and mostly clustered in Huadu auto industrial park.
When Toyota came to Guangzhou, it did not have to take place of any other company
and prepared to establish new facilities directly. In order to balance urban
development and promote the progress of the south, the Guangzhou municipality put
GAC Toyota in the Huangge auto industrial park in the NSDZ—in the south of
Guangzhou. In doing so, the reconfigured production networks of GAC Toyota
formed in the south of Guangzhou and nearly clustered in Huangge auto industrial
park.
5.2.3 Co-location of Assemblers and Suppliers or R&D Centers and
Intermediaries
(1) Co-location of Assemblers and Suppliers
Based on the firm-level data of Japanese automotive investment in Guangzhou and
Guangzhou electronic Jiedao-level map and employing GIS technique, the colocation location between assemblers and suppliers evolved from irrelevant to more
relevant (see Figure 5.5)6. Before 2000, only Honda established its assembler and
engine in Yuzhu Jiedao of Huangpu District in the eastern area, while four suppliers
were located in Nansha District and Panyu District in the southern area and eight
suppliers distributed approximately to Honda. Therefore, the result of Moran’s I
between assemblers and suppliers was negative. Until 2005, Nissan and Toyota set up
their assemblers and engines in the HDAIP in northern area and in HGAP in southern
area, the majority of their “follow-source” suppliers clustered around them. Honda’s
“follow-source” suppliers also continuously distributed approximately to Honda
assembler in the eastern area of Guangzhou. At that time, the value of Moran’s I
became more positive which indicated that the spatial co-location of assemblers and
The expected theoretical values of these Moran Indexes are calculated all based on the random model
using 999 permutations, which are not presented in this chapter one by one.
6
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suppliers was tighter. The figure of 2010 and 2017 became more steady, which
implied that the spatial co-location of assemblers and suppliers became tighter and
tighter.

Figure 5.5 Changing Moran scatterplot of assemblers and suppliers in Guangzhou, 2000-2017
Source: Compiled by the author

(2) Co-location of Assemblers, R&D Centers and Intermediaries
However, the value of Moran’s I varied from 2000 to 2017 (see Figure 5.6). Before
2000, there was just one intermediary located in Xiagang Jiedao of GZDZ. Although
it was distributed in the eastern area, it still kept some distance to Honda assembly.
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Therefore, the value of Moran’s I was negative. Between 2001 and 2005, when
Toyota built its assembly, Toyota Tsusho set up four intermediaries around it.
Additionally, Toyota built one intermediary and one R&D center near Honda
assembly. Therefore, the value of Moran’s I turned to positive.
However, from 2006 to 2010, although Honda, Nissan and Toyota respectively built
their logistic providers and two R&D centers such as GAC Honda and Dongfeng
Nissan near their assembly, four trade companies and one finance company were
established in Tianhe District far away from their assembly. Therefore, the value of
Moran’s I became negative again.
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Figure 5.6 Changing Moran scatterplot of co-location of assemblers and intermediaries in Guangzhou, 2000-2017
Source: Compiled by the author

Between 2011 and 2017, sales companies of Honda, Nissan and Toyota were
established steadily around their assemblies. Additionally, six R&D centers were
located near their assemblers and one Umpires Investment company also distributed
near its company. Thus, the value of Moran’s became positive in 2017.
5.2.4 Organization of Japanese Lead Firms and “Follow-source” Suppliers in
Guangzhou
With Japanese lead firms and its “follow-source” suppliers invested in Guangzhou,
the multi-tier (keiretsu) supply system was transferred to Guangzhou. However, the
supplier networks in Guangzhou were different from that in Japan, which were
comparatively weaker and more complicated than that in Japan but stronger than that
in Thailand (Doner, 1991) (see Figure 5.7). Subcontracting suppliers were three tiers
in Guangzhou, which was similar to Japan. While the number of Tier3 suppliers was
only ten and the number of Tier1 suppliers was 85, which was more than the number
of Tier2 suppliers with 55. This number of three tiers was smaller than in Japan and
the number of Tier1 was larger than Tier2, which is contrasted to in Japan and more
than in Thailand.
Additionally, the relationship between Japanese Tier1 suppliers and assemblers was
multiple that the Tier1 suppliers provided components and parts or machinery to
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Japanese assemblers. The relationship between Tier1 supplier and Tier2 suppliers was
also multiple that Tier2 suppliers provided components or materials to several
suppliers in Tier1 (see Figure 5.7). This phenomenon in Guangzhou was similar to
that in Thailand (Maruhashi, 1995). The major reason was insufficient demand for
assemblers.

Figure 5.7 Strong linkages with “follow-source” Tier suppliers in Guangzhou
Source: Compiled by the author

5.3 Different Spatial Organization of the Three Lead Firms-led Production
Networks

5.3.1 Spatial Organization of Honda-led
Production Network in Eastern Area
(1)

Spatial

Pattern

of

Honda-led

Production Network in Eastern Area
GAC Honda 1st plant and its engine
(Dongfeng Honda) were located in the
eastern area of Guangzhou. Specifically, they
were located in Yuzhu Jiedao of Huangpu
District, where it was the factory of
Guangzhou Peugeot. However, its 2nd and 3rd
plant both were located in ZCDZ due to
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Figure 5.8 Spatial pattern of lead firms-led production networks
Source: Compiled by the author

insufficient land in Huangpu District. The 4th plant was located in GZDZ. Its two
engine factories were also located closed to1st plant and 3rd plant respectively.
Although these four plants were located in a different parts, they all belonged to the
eastern area of Guangzhou.
Accordingly, its suppliers, R&D and intermediaries mainly cluster around its plants in
the industrial parks, particularly in the automotive industry parks of GZDZ and
ZCDZ. In 2017, there were 70 suppliers, three intermediaries and two R&D centers in
the eastern area, especially 35 suppliers in Yonghe Jiedao (see Figure 5.8). One
official of GZDZ noted that:
“The number of Japanese suppliers accounted for 51% in the GZDZ in 2016.” (Interview in
Guangzhou, November 2016).

Besides the partnership between Honda and its “follow-source” suppliers, the
bargaining between the administration of industrial parks and district governments
and suppliers also played a decisive role on the location of Honda’s suppliers. For
instance, suppliers of Honda should be located in the east area such as GZDZ, while
they were located in the HDIAP of the north such as G-HAPII due to the incentives
that were provided by HDIAP. The manager of G-HAPII explained that:
“Our company was the Tier1 suppliers and specialized components of Honda. Honda held 25.4% share
of our company in Japan so that where was Honda there was our company. However, our company did
not require locating next to Honda. The distance between Honda and our company can keep one and
half hour. Therefore, when the administration committee of HDIAP offered considerable incentives
mainly on enough land and good services, our company chose to remain in Huadu. However, the
production volume grew so rapidly that our company required building a new plant after four years. At
that time, HDIAP could not provide more land for us but Qingyuan governments provided enough land
for the new plant so that our 2nd plant was built in Qingyuan in 2005, where it was two hours’ drive
from Honda.” (Interview in Guangzhou, November 2016).

The two R&D centers of Honda were both in ZCDZ but the functions of these two
R&D centers were different. The manager of GAC Honda explained that:
“The first one GAC Honda Automobile R&D center was built depending on the policy of the state,
which stated that every assembler JV needed to build R&D centers to create its own brand name
products. It was invested by GAC Honda. The second one Honda Motor (China) Technology Center
was established by Honda itself as it realized that the car model needed to meet with the requirement
of Chinese car consumer market and wanted to collect the information of the Chinese car market and
develop the Chinese models.” (Interview in Guangzhou, November 2016).

The location of Honda’s three intermediaries was different. Honda Trader (China)
was in Tianhe District, where the financial center of Guangzhou was. GAC Honda
Logistics and GAC Honda Sale were both close to its assemblers to operate JIT
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delivery system. However, because GAC Honda Logistics was not owned by GAC
Honda, its logistics system could not operate very well. GAC Honda could only
realize part JIT delivery system. One manager of GAC Honda explained that:

“Our company had no logistics of our own. We used the third party logistics. GAC Honda logistics
was not invested by GAC Honda. It was cooperated by Guangzhou Business Co., Ltd. and Honda
Logistics Corporation. However, this logistics company only delivered components and parts
transportation to GAC Honda assembly. It had procurement logistics and production logistics models
or a host factory entrusted to take goods flow logistics, supplier commissioned P2P logistics. Our
company was served by other logistics companies. It was very difficult for our company to manage
them because they were multi-layers delivery.” (Interview in Guangzhou, November 2016).

(2) Organization of Honda and “Follow-source” Suppliers in Eastern Area
The procurement relationship between GAC Honda and its suppliers was moderate
although procurement amount and number of Japanese suppliers were around 70%
and 50%. Additionally, the LCR of GAC Honda overpassed 90%. The key
components and parts still were from Japan (Extract 5.1). Therefore, when Japanese
earthquake happened in 2012, GAC Honda and its suppliers all stopped production,
which also illustrated the vulnerability of the reconfigured production network of
Honda in Guangzhou. Additionally, the requirements of its suppliers were not very
strict only on material type. Moreover, the organization relationship between GAC
Honda and its suppliers was inclusive because GAC Honda only provided a technique
guide for its suppliers (Extract 5.1; 5.2).
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Extract 5.1 Narratives on the procurement activities in GAC Honda

GAC Honda
Procurement
strategy

Procurement Activities
There were nearly 200 Japanese suppliers of GAC Honda in China in 2016. In the
same year, 50% procurement number of GAC Honda were from Japanese suppliers,
40% were from other source suppliers, and 10% were from local suppliers.
Additionally, 70-80% purchase amount of GAC Honda was Japanese companies and
the core components were from Japan, such as gearbox. There were more than 10
Japanese parts companies in cooperation with GAC, including lamps, seats, and air
conditioners. The engine was considered as one part of a car. If it were counted
respectively, the percentage of procurement number and amount of Japanese
suppliers would be even higher. The low percentage of local suppliers was mainly
due to the low quality. Actually, procurement strategy of GAC Honda was relatively
open. QCDDME is the way to choose its suppliers: Q (quality), C (cost), D
(delivery), D (development), M (management), E (equipment). By scoring each
item, the total score was divided into four levels - A, B, C, D, which was the basis of
selection of GAC Honda.

Requirement

We did not specify upstream suppliers, but we provided some requirements for Tier1
suppliers to choose their Tier2 suppliers, such as qualification, supply capacity, and
production scale. This was due to the fact that the quality of the Tier2 suppliers
caused the suspension of production of GAC Honda. We also did not specify that
our suppliers must use Japanese materials. For example, we only specified the type
of steel for our Tier1 suppliers

for Suppliers

Vulnerability

We did not stop production during the global financial crisis in 2008 because our
market was domestic, but we stopped production during the earthquake and Diaoyu
Island accident. However, we stopped production twice. One was because some
specialized components should export from Japan such as electronic control
equipment during the earthquake of Japan. The other was due to sales of stagnation
in Diaoyu Island accident. Nowadays, very few components and suppliers needed to
be imported such as basically universal (standard) parts which did not centralize
produce in China. In this case, if a serious earthquake happened again, we would
stop production because some parts still had imported components.

Helping
suppliers

We only provided our requirement for the suppliers such as reduced costs, quality
assurance, physical requirements, and increased efficiency, but have not such a close
relationship with their supplier as GAC Toyota that had close relationship with
suppliers such as regarding suppliers as its one factory.

Management
of Suppliers

We had supplier meeting every year. Its aims were to thank for the suppliers and
give awards to suppliers. In addition, we proposed the request, policy, R&D and
sourcing amount of that year.
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Extract 5.2 Narratives on the procurement activities in suppliers
Suppliers
Procurement activities
SS Tier1
Our company had around 100 upstream suppliers. At the end or the beginning of
every year, we held a meeting to manage these upstream suppliers. In recent years,
we had been promoting localization so that lots of our company’s raw materials were
made by domestic materials such as steel. However, some special die steels still used
Japanese materials such as steel plate and steel pipe because the material
requirements for the core parts should be imported from Japan. Honda also
designated intermediaries for us, such as Honda Trade, Toyota Tsusho.
SS Tier1

GAC Honda did not give any regulations for us. The materials that we used were
made locally in order to save costs, but these local materials were also from
Japanese investment enterprises instead of domestic enterprises. For instance,
Baosteel was our main supplier, which was a JV cooperating Baosteel with Nippon
Iron and Steel.

SS Tier2

We only made single parts. Upstream materials were basically related to raw
materials and equipment, but the LCR was only 50%. Some materials suppliers were
from Japan because they had many patents. Dongfeng Honda Engine provided
certain materials for their suppliers, such as the designation of material grades.

Honda’s suppliers developed new sales channels in China. This implied that they
supplied not only for GAC Honda or other Japanese assemblers, but also for other JV
and domestic assemblers although Honda was still the biggest customer of them,
especially GAC Honda. Additionally, some suppliers even required the permission
from Honda when they intended to supply for other customs (Extract 5.3).
Extract 5.3 Narratives on the sales activities in suppliers of GAC Honda
GAC Honda Sales Activities
SS Tier1
The product of our company in Guangzhou was similar to my parent in Japan. Our
biggest customer was Honda. 70% of our products supplied for GAC Honda.
However, the number of customers of us was more in China than the one of my
parent in Japan. In Japan, there were only five major customers while in China, we
not only offered products for these five customers but also supplied for other
customers. In total, we supply around 10 assemblers, 14 component and part
suppliers to expand our business. Therefore, our company became the largest
company of the entire group. However, we still needed Honda’s permission to
supply for other customs.
SS Tier1

We mainly supplied for GAC Honda, and other Japanese assemblers such as
Dongfeng Nissan and GAC Toyota. Additionally, we offered products abroad that
we had 0.1 billion amount of sales for Japan and America every year.
Simultaneously, we supplied components and parts for Honda’s assemblers
established in the ASEAN countries during the Thai Flood.
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SS Tier2

The engine factory of GAC Honda was our major customer, but we also supplied
for other seven engine factories, such as Dongfeng Honda in Wuhan, Ford and
Hyundai in Chongqing, Mazda in Nanjing, Dongfeng Yulong in Hangzhou,
Hyundai in Cangzhou and Qiya in Yancheng. We did not need Honda’s permission
to supply for other customs.

This character of procurement relationship between GAC Honda and its suppliers
was similar to the inter-firm partnership between them in Japan, where Honda did not
focus on the importance of Keiretsu, and did not organize its own supplier association
as Toyota and Nissan (Sako, 1996). However, it had been continuously strengthened
relationships with its parts suppliers since 1960s (Aoki & Lennerfors, 2013).
Although Honda did not use the word “Keiretsu”, it developed similar activities to
suppliers’ associations as Toyota, such as a New Year meeting, purchasing policy
presentation meeting. Additionally, the procurement activities were exclusive because
the ratio of sales dependence on Honda in its Keiretsu firms reached 80.8% in 1999
even higher than 79.0% of Toyota and 78.1% in 2009 lower than 79.0% of Toyota in
the same year, after they advanced a global-scale competitive purchasing strategy in
the 1990s (ibid).
Conversely, the subcontracting system of Honda had become stronger than the one
that of Nissan. One manager of GAC Honda explained that:
“Honda had established its own parts supply system. However, this system was mixed, including the
European, Japanese (Toyota), and the US supplier system. Its core system was not as strong as
Toyota’s because it had no strong supplier as Denson of Toyota, Bosch of Europe, and TRW of the
USA”. (Interview in Guangzhou, February 2017).

5.3.2 Spatial Organization of Nissan-led Production Network Suppliers in
Northern Area
(1) Spatial Pattern of Nissan-led Production Network
Nissan was located in the north of Guangzhou - HDIAP of Xinhua Jiedao of Huadu
District, where Fengshen factory was situated. In 2017, there were 50 suppliers, two
intermediaries and four R&D centers in the north area of Guangzhou (Figure 5.8). All
the firms except 11 suppliers were all located in Xinhua Jiedao around Dongfeng
Nissan’s two plants. In addition, the official of HDIAP claimed that
“Thirty-three Japanese Tier1 suppliers of Nissan were located in our parks at the end of 2016”.
(Interview in Guangzhou, February 2016).
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Similar to Honda’s suppliers, on the location of Nissan’s suppliers, the bargaining
between the administration of industrial parks and district governments and suppliers
also played an important role. The suppliers of Nissan should be located in the north
of the industrial park, while they were located in the GZDZ, such as Jatco. The
manager of Jatco explained that:
“Our company chose to locate in GZDZ because it was national level development zone environment
and they offered us competitive incentives, such us land and tax incentives and services. It was
difficult to make this decision that it took four years for Japanese parent company to locate in GZDZ”.
(Interview in Guangzhou, November 2017).

The three R&D centers and one university were all in the same area near their
assemblers. The R&D activities in Dongfeng Nissan Technical Centre were more
advanced than that of Honda. It successfully created own brand model—Venucia in
2010 although it was two years later than GAC Honda. Venucia had become the first
in the rank of quality in Chinese own JV brand and Triumph had been awarded the
honor of “the first Chinese brand” since 2012. Additionally, the Venucia Molding
Centre was built to enhance the R&D activities of Venucia in 2016, and Dongfeng
Nissan Passenger Technology R&D Center was established to help to modify more
new models of Nissan to nationalization in 2016. The manager of Dongfeng Nissan
interpreted that:
“Nissan coupled with Dongfeng firstly in Huadu of Guangzhou. In doing so, it still regarded
Guangzhou as its original place in China and attempted to build its R&D hub here, although it set up
many production facilities in many places to dominate the local market. Therefore, there were four
R&D facilities in Guangzhou. Dongfeng Nissan Technical Center was established in 2006; Dongfeng
Nissan Passenger Technology R&D Center, Venucia Modeling Centre and Dongfeng Nissan
University were built in 2016”. (Interview in Guangzhou, November 2017).

Similar to Honda, the Guangzhou Nissan Trader Company was also located in Tianhe
District while Dongfeng Nissan Sales Company was in Huadu District near its
assembler. Nissan had no their own logistics provider, but used Fengshen Logistics
Company, which was established by Dongfeng and Yulong in 2002 when Fengshen
operated. Although Fengshen Logistics did not relate to Nissan, it still belonged to
Dongfeng Group. Therefore, the logistics delivery operated smoothly. One manager
of Dongfeng Nissan explained that:
“We used Third Party Logistics. Dongfeng GEFCO Logistics Co., Ltd. and Guangzhou Fengshen
Logistics Co., Ltd. were responsible for parts logistics and vehicle logistics respectively. Dongfeng
GEFCO was also a JV with French. They both belonged to Dongfeng Motor so they were effective to
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operate JIT delivery system but the extent of zero inventories was still worse than that of Toyota. ”
(Interview in Guangzhou, February 2017).

(2) Organization of Nissan and “Follow-source” Suppliers in Northern Area
After the introduction of the Dongfeng Nissan Action Plan in 2005, the introduction
of external supplier systems was retained as a standard. Afterwards, the closed system
of the original Dongfeng system and Nissan system supplier was broken and an
external supplier system was introduced in the procurement system by the standard of
quality, price, delivery and R&D (QCDD). After years of supplier campaigns,
currently within the Dongfeng Nissan procurement system, there were less than 50%
suppliers of components from the Dongfeng and Nissan parent company systems.
Dongfeng Nissan was called "the most open purchasing system JV".
Therefore, the procurement relationship between Dongfeng Nissan and its suppliers
was weak comparing with GAC Honda and GAC Toyota. The procurement amount
from Japanese suppliers was around 50%, which was the lowest percentage in the
three lead firms (see Extract 5.4). Similar to GAC Honda, the key components and
parts still sourced from Japan. Therefore, when Japanese earthquake happened in
2012, Dongfeng Nissan stopped production. However, it was the first Japanese lead
firm that resumed production. Additionally, the requirements of its suppliers were not
very strict only on material type. Moreover, the organization relationship between
Dongfeng Nissan and its suppliers was inclusive as GAC Honda (see Extract5.4;
Extract 5.5).
Extract 5.4 Narratives on the procurement activities in Dongfeng Nissan
Dongfeng Nissan Procurement Activities
Procurement
The procurement strategy of Dongfeng Nissan was relatively open. When we
strategy
chose supplier1, one component and part of car model chose two suppliers
through procurement committee. After selection, there was no change within 5
years. That was to say, the cars model had been changed within five years.
Taking the form of contract, we mainly considered the three factors of cost,
technology and quality. The number of Tier1 suppliers arrived at 500 due to
the more models while in Guangzhou was 247. The 50% of the procurement
amount were from Japanese suppliers, 40% were from other source suppliers
and 10% were from local suppliers. The low percentage of local suppliers was
because the quality of local suppliers was still low.
Requirement
Suppliers

for

The purchasing criteria was not explicitly stated for Japanese suppliers, but
Nissan held share of some key components so that they would be selected
priority. There were 33 Tier1 suppliers in Huadu Auto City. The number of
Tier1 suppliers in Guangdong accounted for 30% while Jiangsu and Zhejiang
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accounted for 30%. The 50% of the procurement amount was from Japanese
suppliers, 10% were from local suppliers and 20% were from other source
suppliers. Local suppliers were mainly in low quality and unable to keep up
with the procurement standard of Dongfeng Nissan.

Extract 5.5 Narratives on the procurement activities in suppliers
Suppliers Procurement Activities
GS Tier1
Dongfeng Nissan gave some regulations for us in lubricating oil with some brand and
nature. About materials, it did not say anything. To save cost, our main material - the
new aluminum - was from domestic firms and the OEM was also domestic firms.
SS Tier1

Dongfeng Nissan did not give any regulations to us. The materials that we used were
also made locally in order to save costs, but the local materials were also from
Japanese investment enterprises instead of domestic enterprises. Baosteel was the
main supplier of us, which was also a JV of Baosteel cooperating with Nippon Iron
and Steel of Japan.

GS Tier2

Guangzhou Unipress did not give regulations for our company. Instead, Dongfeng
Nissan pointed out the major material suppliers for our company. They were local
suppliers such as Baosteel, Wuhansteel and Ansteel. They all cooperated with
Japanese Iron and Steel companies.

Similar to Honda’s suppliers, Nissan’s suppliers supplied not only for Nissan but also
for other JV and domestic assemblers, although Nissan was still the biggest customer,
particularly Dongfeng Nissan (see Extract 5.6). However, Nissan did not limit its
supplier sales strategies so that they could sale to any other customs.
Extract 5.6 Narratives on the sales activities in suppliers of Dongfeng Nissan
Suppliers Sales Activities
GS Tier1
Our parent company supplied for Nissan, Honda, and Mazda in Japan. After our
company came to China, Dongfeng Nissan was the first client of our company and we
also supplied for GAC Honda, Honda (China), GAC Motor and GAC Mitsubishi, but
we did not supply for Mazda. In addition, we supplied small trimming for Toyota as
Tier2 supplier.
SS Tier1

We had 24 customers, including Japan, Europe, America, and domestic assemblers and
suppliers. We needed not Nissan’s consent if we wanted to supply for other customers.

(2) Organization of Nissan-led Production Network in Japan
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This character of inter-firm partnership of procurement relationship between
Dongfeng Nissan and its “follow-source” suppliers in Guangzhou was similar to that
between Nissan and its suppliers in Japan. Before Nissan’s alliance with Renault, it
highly controlled over Tier1 subcontractors as Toyota. Some of part suppliers thus
had become members of Toyota’s or Nissan’s ‘family’ of subcontractors (Hill, 1989).
These subcontractors were adopted by Toyota or Nissan parent to ensure the benefits
that go with stable markets and access to investment funds (Cusumano, 1985). Nissan
established its suppliers association named Takarakai in 1954 and renamed it
Nishokai in 1991 (Aoki & Lennerfors, 2013).
However, after the establishment of the Renault-Nissan Alliance in 1999, Renault
became the largest shareholder of Nissan Motor. Renault-Nissan Alliance integrated
different enterprise cultures reform of Nissan Keiretsu system, which became the first
automotive manufacturer to break Japanese closed component supply system and
introduce a more competitive dynamism (Shimokawa, 2010). It sold all share of
related firms except for four of almost 1,400 affiliated companies because Nissan was
suffering from over-embeddedness with long-standing suppliers (Wilhelim & Sydow,
2018). Then, it practiced “Global Single Sourcing”, which meant that the best
performing supplier was given the opportunity to deliver parts for Nissan (ibid). The
relationship between Nissan’s suppliers and Nissan became unstable (ibid). The ratio
of sales depending on their main OEM in Keiretsu firms decreased from 63.3% in
1999 to 51.4% in 2007, which was lower than Toyota, Nissan and Honda. To solve
this issue, Nissan organized systematic supplier development programmers since the
mid-2000s such as “Thanks Activity” where about 200 suppliers participated in 2010
in Japan (Aoki & Lennerfors, 2013). Thus, it is could be concluded that Nissan’s
supply system was more open in Japan comparing with Toyota’s and Honda’s.
5.3.3 Spatial Organization of Toyota-led Production Network in Southern Area
(1) Spatial Pattern of Toyota-led Production Network in Southern Area of
Guangzhou
GAC Toyota was located in Huangge Auto Park (HGAP) of Huangge Town of
Nansha District, in the south of Guangzhou. It was well-planned by the local
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government, which was different from Honda and Nissan. The leader of GAC Toyota
recalled:
“We gathered to observe the map of Nansha, which was put on the floor by the mayor of Guangzhou.
The vice director of Toyota said that he believed what the mayor talked” (Interview in Beijing,
September 2007, cited in Yao & Han, 2008, p226).

Nansha was the center of PRD with perfect deep water port, where it could be a new
growth pole of Guangzhou. Additionally, it required that lead firms stimulate
economic growth, such as GAC Toyota. Thus, the mayor persuaded the vice director
of Toyota to locate the company in Nansha District (Yao&Han, 2008, p.226). In 2017,
there were 31 suppliers, six intermediaries and one R&D centers clustered in the
southern area (Figure 5.8). All the firms were located in HGAP in Huangge Jiedao
except 14 suppliers. The core suppliers of Toyota were just located around GAC
Toyota. These suppliers were connected with a special tunnel, which enabled the
components and parts to be delivered to the assemblers within 10 minutes, so the JIT
delivery system operated successfully in Nansha. The manager of Toyota admitted
that:
“The suppliers all set around Toyota to operate JIT, which was operated best in Toyota” (Interview in
Guangzhou, November 2017).

However, the Tier2 suppliers of GAC Toyota were not distributed around the
assembly plant as Tier1 suppliers, but they were also within 2 hours drive from Tier1
suppliers. The manager of one of Tier2 suppliers explained that:
Our company was the Tier2 supplier of GAC Toyota and GAC Honda. It was located in HDIAP
because it was in the center of our major clients, such as Futaba in Nansha (our main customer),
Guangzhou APC in Guangzhou Development Zone and G-HAPPII in Huadu and Qingyuan.”
(Interview in Guangzhou, November 2017).

The R&D center is an internal department of GAC Toyota, so that it was in Nansha
along with the assembler. It did not operate until 2015 and created its own brand
name Leahead that did not produce until now. The manager of GAC Toyota explained
that:
“The R&D center of GAC Toyota operated in 2015. It mainly focused on the appearance design,
regulation to the law, and saving energy cars such as new Levin 1.85T and new Highlander…….To
create own brand name is very complicated. In fact, except for Dongfeng Nissan, the own brand name
of other JVs all failed, which meant that the way was not so easy and unnecessary”. (Interview in
Guangzhou, February 2017)”.
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Except for the two trading companies in Tianhe District and the two trading
companies in GZDZ, the other three logistics companies, one sales company and one
other company were adjacent to the main plant in Nansha District. There were four
logistical providers for Toyota. One of them was a storage company and three of
them were logistics companies that were invested by Toyota Group. One of logistics
companies was registered in Tianjin, but Toyota and GAC both held 65% share. The
manager of GAC Honda elaborated this point:
“We mainly adopted the third party logistics, such as Tong Fang (Tianjin) Logistics, GAC Toyota
logistics, and GAC Toyota Tsusno Logistics, to operate JIT delivery system in Nansha, and we
basically achieved zero inventory management. Additionally, GAC Toyota set up a dedicated
underground logistics channel to seamlessly connect the assemblers with parts and components
suppliers, where raw materials and parts could be directly transported to assembly lines. It could
shorten transportation link, and greatly reduce logistics and inventory cost”. (Interview in Guangzhou,
September 2017).

(2) Organization of Toyota-led Production Network in Northern Area of
Guangzhou
The procurement relationship between GAC Toyota and its suppliers was closest
comparing with that between GAC Honda or Dongfeng Nissan and its suppliers. The
procurement amount from Japanese suppliers was over 70% (see Extract 5.7). Similar
to GAC Honda and Dongfeng Nissan, a few key components and parts still sourced
from Japan. Therefore, when Japanese earthquake happened in 2012, GAC Toyota
stopped production with the longest recover period. Additionally, the requirements of
its suppliers are not very strict only on material type as well. Moreover, the
organization relationship between GAC Toyota and its suppliers was exclusive
because GAC Toyota not only provided technique guide for its suppliers, but also
helped them in environment and security (see Extract 5.7; 5.8).
Extract 5.7 Narratives on the procurement activities in GAC Toyota
Dongfeng Nissan
Procurement Activities
Procurement
The principle of selecting supplier was competitive. In the selection process,
strategy
GAC Toyota adopted a method called “comparing with three candidates to
select one supplier”. Afterwards, it developed with its suppliers sustainable. In
the past 10 years, the profit of components had continued to decline. This was
mainly due to the increase of small and medium models according to local
government policy, the low added value of parts and components, and the
increase of environmental protection cost and labor cost. GAC Toyota actively
participated in the process with suppliers to find the problems between GAC
Toyota and its Tier1 suppliers. It provided technical guidance to its Tier1
suppliers, such as improving the film of glass with Fuyao Glass. Suppliers
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provided better quality products and lower price for its assemblers.
Requirement for
Suppliers

The purchasing criteria were not explicitly stated for Japanese suppliers, but
Nissan held share of some key components that they could be selected priority.
The LCR was over 90% in China. However, the electronic component still
needed to be imported. Over 70% of the procurement amount was from
Japanese suppliers, 20% was from other source suppliers, 10% was from local
suppliers. The low percentage of local suppliers was as the quality of local
suppliers is still low. The number and name of Tier1 suppliers of GAC Toyota
was similar to that of Toyota. The number of Tier1 suppliers of GAC Toyota
was 355, 199 of which were located in South China with share of 56%. The
share of amount of supplier accounted for 76% in South China and 66% in
Guangzhou.

Helping suppliers

Toyota helped its suppliers to improve "environment, security, and CSR" in
Guangzhou. For example, GAC Toyota required all suppliers to comply with
environmental laws and regulations and obtain relevant certification. Therefore,
Guangzhou Zhongjing invested 200,000 Yuan to replace boiler steam with
pipeline steam. In addition, GAC Toyota insisted on the concept of "safety
first", and believed that "only a supplier who can ensure safety" could become a
long-term partner. Asahi Glass (China) had a close proximity to the inside lane
and sidewalk. With the help of GAC Toyota, the company invested 250,000
yuan to transform.

Extract 5.8 Narratives on the procurement activities in suppliers
Suppliers Procurement Activities
Engine
We had 65 suppliers in Guangzhou and our LCR were about 80%~90%, but we did not
stop production during the earthquake in 2012 because we did not import the key
components and parts from Japan. We followed the Toyota’s standard to choose
suppliers and materials. GAC Honda did not give any special regulations for us. The
materials that we used were also made locally in order to save costs, but the local
materials were also from Japanese investment enterprises instead of domestic
enterprises.
SS Tier1

We had around 200 suppliers in China and our LCR were about 80%~90%. We did not
stop production during the earthquake in 2012 because we found all the components
and parts in other countries during those days. GAC Toyota did not give any special
regulations for us. The materials that we used are also made locally in order to save
costs.

SS Tier2

Guangzhou Futaba did not give regulations for our company. However, our company
still used the (steel) materials of Japanese investment enterprises such as Bao Steel
except that the customs pointed out us to use the (steel) materials of the domestic
enterprises for saving cost.

Toyota’s suppliers had been developing new sales channels in China, because Toyota
encouraged its suppliers to supply for other assemblers. This strategy increased the
production of its suppliers and the skills of its suppliers and promoted the
development of Toyota (see Extract 5.9).
Extract 5.9 Narratives on the sales activities in suppliers of GAC Toyota
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GAC Honda
Engine

Sales Activities
We supplied for not only GAC Toyota, but also FAW Toyota, and exported to
Japan, Thailand and Taiwan. We did not stop production during the earthquake
because we had other customers.

SS Tier1

We had other customs not only GAC Toyota, including but also other Japanese
assemblers, European and domestic assemblers. Therefore, we did not stop
production during the earthquake while GAC Toyota stopped……Toyota
encouraged their suppliers to supply for other customs.

GS Tier2

We had four customers that were all Japanese: Guangzhou Futaba (our main
customer), Guangzhou APC, G-HAPPII, and Qingyuan HAPPII.

This character of the inter-firm partnership of the procurement relationship between
GAC Toyota and its “follow-source” suppliers in Guangzhou was similar as to that
between Toyota and its suppliers in Japan, where Toyota and its Tier suppliers was
classic tightly control their multi-tier subcontracting systems (vertical keiretsu). It
was the main factor that triggerred Japan to become the top three counties with most
car production since 1960s (Sheard, 1983; Hill, 1989). Toyota would like to depend
on ‘trust, long-term relationship with a limited number of suppliers to mix element of
market and hierarchy’ (Terdudomtham, Techakanont & Charoenporn, 2013, p.218),
possibly as this long-term supply relationships could share risks (Okamuro, 1995). In
these systems, the Tier1 suppliers were those subcontractors that directly transacted
with the assemblers. Additionally, they were parents of Tier2 suppliers. Similarly, the
Tier suppliers were parents to third, third to fourth (Sheard, 1983). In this case, an
automotive production chain was formed by tier management. Parent firms had
responsibilities to check the quality and coordinate the inflow of parts, materials and
services from the next lower level like an extended family tree (Hill, 1989). The
family tree was like a pyramid that the higher tier had less number. In terms of the
multi-tier subcontracting systems, the relations between Toyota and suppliers used to
tight and stable (Sato, 1982). Subcontractors were partially integrated with the parent
production system and assumed a kind of branch plant role as well (Itami, 1985).
Toyota supplier had association called kyohokai in Japan, which was established in
1943 (Asanuma, 1988). Currently, it had a membership of more than 200 companies.
5.4 Impacts of the Exclusive Network on Guangzhou’s Local Automotive
Supplier Industry
5.4.1 Weak Ties with Local Suppliers
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Although the procurement of Japanese lead firms were different, the sourcing rate of
Japanese suppliers still arrived at 50~70% in number and that of local suppliers only
stayed in 10% in number. This implied that the local suppliers had little opportunities
to enter the supply system. This was because Guangzhou's original industrial base
was weak, and the local suppliers that can (could) enter Japanese supply system all
had their own patents and companies with a long history, a certain position and some
patents in their field (see Extract 5.10). Particularly, there were a few traditional
suppliers in Guangzhou with patents, scale and history, such as Huade Spring,
Zhujiang Tire. Some suppliers were from other regions in China, such as Fuyao Glass,
Linyun Industry and Zhejiang Asia-pacific Mechanical & Electronic. The majority of
local suppliers were in low quality, even Japanese lead firms adopted “QCDD”
system. The manager of a local component and parts firm without entering Japanese
supply system complained that:
“Our company had patents and we also exported goods to Japan. However, Japanese car manufacturers
basically looked for Japanese suppliers. At present, there was no domestic air conditioner entering
Japanese supply system. If Denso purchased our company, it would be possible for us to enter the
supply system.” (Interview in Guangzhou, September 2017).

Therefore, even if Japanese lead firm such as Nissan adopted the open procurement
system, the majority of local suppliers still could not enter their procurement system
due to low quality. However, Guangzhou's electronic suppliers were competitive such
as FlyAudio, so that some of them were listed in Japanese supply system.
Although local suppliers entered Japanese supply system, they were just generic
suppliers and assembly factories. One manager of GS Tier1 local supplier of
Dongfeng Nissan claimed that:
“We only played assembly role in components and parts, followed Japanese investment assembler’s
requirement and even the assemblers specified that the source of the raw material should come from
Japanese firms”. (Interview in Guangzhou, September 2017).
Extract 5.10 Narratives on the procurement activities in local suppliers
Suppliers
Procurement Activities
GS Tier1 of Dongfeng
Because our company entered the market early in 2003 and our
Nissan
company had patents with core technology. Additionally, it only had
one competitor in this product. Our company had a R&D department
and we invested about 4%-5% of the annual income.
GS Tier1 of GAC Honda
and Dongfeng Nissan

One of our two parents that held 51% of this company, was a listed
company with patents and core technologies. It was from Hebei
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province in 2010.
GS Tier1 of GAC Honda
and GAC Toyota

Our parent company had become the world's largest professional
supplier of automotive glass, and its products were certified and
selected by the world's top auto manufacturers and major auto
manufacturers. It came from Fujian province in 2003.

GS Tier1

Our company had patents and core technologies. In this field, it was
relatively early in 2003, and it was a relatively well-known enterprise.

GS Tier1

We currently had more than 10 patents. We had R&D centers and 300
R&D staff, accounting for more than 20% of the total. The company
invested 12% of its annual turnover for R&D activities.

5.4.2 Impacts on Guangzhou’s Local Automotive Supplier Industry
Due to the “exclusive network” between the three Japanese lead firms and their
“follow-source” suppliers, the local supplier industry developed slowly in Guangzhou.
First, the number of Guangzhou’s suppliers was small. There were only 275 supplies
above designated size in Guangzhou by the end of 2016, of which about 140 were
invested from Japan and around 35 suppliers from other sources. Those famous
suppliers in other countries were reluctant to invest because there was no supply
market in Guangzhou. The world's No. 3 supplier - Magna - established more than 30
factories and 10 R&D centers in China, and they had not settled in Guangzhou until
2015. The world's leading suppliers, such as Bosch, ZF and Continental AG, did not
invest in Guangzhou or even the PRD. The director of GAC R&D center explained
that:
“The relations between assemblers and suppliers in Japanese automobile production networks were
closed. The majority of local suppliers could not be involved in Japanese automobile investment
system. Therefore, the component and parts industry in Guangzhou could not grow up. However, the
component and part industry in SAIC was well developed due to the open procurement system of
Germany automobile investment firms. There was one component and part firm in the world top 100,
such as Shanghai Yanfeng, which was placed the 14th in 2017”. (Interview in Guangzhou, September
2017).

Additionally, due to environmental pollution and cheap land, many global suppliers
preferred to choose cities around Guangzhou, such as Foshan, Qingyuan, Zhongshan,
Zhaoqing, Dongguan and even Jiangmen. One manager of SS Tier1 suppliers of GAC
Honda explained that:
“Our company established our second factory in Qingyuan because of the more sufficient and cheaper
land than Huadu District”. (Interview in Guangzhou, September 2017).

Another manager of GS Tier1 suppliers of Dongfeng Nissan contended that:
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“A few pollution suppliers in Huadu District engaged in plating would move from HDAIP to Zhaoqing
or Jiangmen where the local government established a corresponding industrial park to set up a unified
pollution treatment system.” (Interview in Guangzhou, September 2017).

Second, the scale of Guangzhou’s suppliers was low. None of the Guangzhou’s
suppliers entered the global top 100 auto parts in 2016 (there were four parts
companies in China to enter in the list), and only six suppliers entered the China Top
100 auto parts companies in 2016, five of which were invested by Japan. These
suppliers in the list were all after 35. The major reason was also due to Japanese
“exclusive networks”. Except that Toyota encouraged its suppliers to provide spare
parts to other customers, Honda and Nissan’s suppliers were still dominated by them
(Extract 5.4; 5.6; 5.8). Additionally, Japanese-owned suppliers in Guangzhou were
not competitive with local suppliers to supply for domestic assemblers due to the low
price advantage, which prevented the development of Japanese suppliers in
Guangzhou. The manager of SS Tier1 suppliers of GAC Honda complained that:
“Domestic components and parts enterprises had price advantages. Therefore, it was very difficult for
us to take orders for domestic assemblers”. (Interview in Guangzhou, September 2017).

The official of HDIITC also worried about that:
“First, Japanese suppliers were basically simple manufacturing enterprises. Even those well-known
Japanese suppliers were also contract manufacturers. Second, those Japanese suppliers largely
depended on Japanese parts companies and lacked of support for local parts companies.” (Interview in
Guangzhou, September 2016).

Third, the R&D activities in Guangzhou’s supplier were weak. Nearly all R&D
activities of Japanese suppliers were conducted in Japan, and they were involved in
the development of new models of Japanese lead firms. Japanese suppliers in
Guangzhou had no real R&D activities, there were only depending on localization
transformation, technique guide and communication instead of core technique
without patent. The suppliers had paid the patent fee to their parents in Japan since
they came to Guangzhou as they utilized the patent from their parent (see Table 5.11).
It can be concluded that Japanese suppliers in Guangzhou is a processing factory, so
it is difficult to develop further.
Extract 5.11 Narratives on the R&D activities of Japanese suppliers
Suppliers
Narrative
GS
There was technological department with 10 full-time employees in Guangzhou
Tier1 company, which was focusing on the testing of the mold and design drawing. However,
our company mainly used the patented technology of Japanese parent company.
Simultaneously, our company provided a lot of money for R&D activities to Japanese
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parent companies. We spent over 20 million RMB last year, but the majority of them
were patent royalty, which implied that we were outsourcing R&D activities. Our R&D
funds were mainly paid to overseas enterprises to help us to conduct R&D activities. We
also planned to slowly move the R&D activities to China. After all, there was more than
10 billion output value yearly. As Chinese people, we certainly wanted to improve the
technological power of our country. But like our business, the R&D cycle from zero was
too slow, and the parent company had no intent to send an R&D staff to support it. We
sent some staff to Japan to study several times. I heard that they could not learn anything.
Many companies tended to rent patents directly because it was relatively difficult to
achieve R&D activities successfully. When the country wanted to change technology
through the market which eventually disappeared, and key technologies could not be
learned from foreign firms.

H
O
N
D
A

GS
Tier1

Our company engaged in R&D activities from 2010 mainly on lighted technology of car.
Now, we had around 200 employees in our R&D department. The lighted technology
was to use thin steel with high strength taking place of high strength steel to make car
frame to attain the purpose of reducing the weight of the body. We conducted R&D
activities with Japanese parent company or Japanese assemblers, so there was no
patented technology until now. It was difficult for us to develop the patented technology
in this field. Therefore, we paid patent loyalty for our parent company in Japan.

SS
Tier2

We did not conduct any R&D activities in Guangzhou company. The products did not
change in Guangzhou. We only used the patent from my parent company in Japan and
paid them patent fee.

GS
Tier1

We only conducted design and technical communication. Our company had three
apartments in R&D departments in Guangzhou: experiment department, design
department, design management department including over 80 professionals.

N
I
SS
S
Tier1
S
A SS
N Tier1

We had R&D department with 8 employees. We were focusing on transmission shaft
connector. We used the patent and technical license of my parent in Japan.
There were 210 employees in our company of Guangzhou, which was 10% share of total
employee. We only had a technique department to guide assembly and processing.

GS
Tier2

Our company did not conduct any R&D activities in Guangzhou. We paid general
management fees instead of patent fees for Japanese parent company because of low
technology.

GS
Tier1

We only conducted design and technical communication. Our company had three
apartments in R&D departments in Guangzhou: experiment department, design
department, design management department, including over 80 professionals.

T
O
SS
Y
Tier1
O
T SS
A Tier1
GS
Tier2

We had R&D department with 8 employees. We were focusing on transmission shaft
connector. We used the patent and technical license of our parent in Japan.
There were 210 employees in our company of Guangzhou, which was 10% share of total
employees. We only had a technique department to guide assembly and processing.
Our company did not conduct any R&D activities in Guangzhou. We paid general
management fees instead of patent fees for Japanese parent company because of low
technology.

The official of HDIITC also points out that:
“Only there were a few R&D centers of Japanese suppliers in Huangpu District so that the dynamics of
innovation were insufficient”. (Interview in Guangzhou, September 2016).
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5.5 Summary
In summary, this chapter comprehensively tracks the evolution of spatial organization
of Japanese automotive investment on the analysis of firm-level statistical data by LQ
and GIS methods and semi-structure in-depth interview data by coding methods. It
finds that the spatial patterns of Japanese automotive investment are relatively
agglomeration. Additionally, the co-location between lead firms and suppliers is
positive, while the one between lead firms and R&D centers and intermediaries is
changeable, which depends on the specific location of them. This finding continues to
enrich the literature through quantitative investigation of distinctive location spatial
patterns, co-location inter-firm linkages of Japanese automotive investments in
Guangzhou at Jiedao level.
Moreover, it is identified that the local suppliers established by Japanese lead firms in
the explicit form of local sourcing are rather weak. In doing so, the organization of
reconfigured production networks led by Japanese lead firms in Guangzhou with
special attention to the inter-firm partnership with “follow-source” suppliers could be
regarded as an “exclusive network” referring to close inter-firm linkages between
Japanese lead firms and Japanese suppliers as well as weak ties with local suppliers.
Similar to entry mode of lead firms in Guangzhou, the extra-firm bargaining
strategies also determine the location of lead firms in the east, north and south of
Guangzhou, where local governments establish industry parks for assemblers and
suppliers. These strategies play vital roles in the tripartite confrontation
agglomeration. The intra-firm coordination strategies of lead firms decide the
location of their R&D centers and intermediaries.
The inter-firm partnership strategies between Japanese lead firms and suppliers are to
understand the underlying factors behind the “exclusive networks” of Japanese lead
firms and suppliers in Guangzhou in terms of their traditional tightly controlling their
multi-tier subcontracting systems (vertical keiretsu) and long-term supply
relationships.
The chapter also explores that these “exclusive networks” of Japanese lead firms and
suppliers have not substantially been conducive to on the development of
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Guangzhou’s local automotive industry.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION

This study attempts to reveal how various lead firms establish their reconfigured production
networks, particularly the organization with local and “follow-source” suppliers by local
procurement. It is inspired by the research on the reconfigured production networks in LDCs
in the context of the “strategies” concept of GPNs theory. The study also explores its
implications for the development of local suppliers in LDCs. The experience of Japanese
automotive firms in the city of Guangzhou has served as an explicit case for such purpose.
This concluding chapter begins with a summary of major research findings. Theoretical,
empirical and policy implications are elaborated in the second and third sections. The final
section discusses the limitation of this study and recommends further research topics.

6.1 Summary of Research Findings
This study has sought to add to the limited empirical analysis of the distinctive reconfigured
production networks led by lead firms, particularly the organization between lead firms and
“follow-source” suppliers in China. It also presents an explicit case study of the reconfigured
production networks of Japanese lead firms in Guangzhou with more detailed and
comprehensive firm-level data and semi-structure in-depth data. Drawing upon the GPNs
theory with a particular focus on its concept of “extra-firm bargaining, intra-firm
coordination and inter-firm partnership” strategies, the case study of the reconfigured
production networks led by Japanese lead firms in Guangzhou has contributed to our
understanding of the determinants of Japanese lead firms and its implications for the
development of local automotive supplier industry in Guangzhou.
First, this study depicts the temporal process of three Japanese lead firms establishing their
reconfigured production networks in Guangzhou. It reveals that the dynamics of “market
imperative” triggered Honda, Nissan and Toyota to shift from ASEAN countries to
Guangzhou of China with their “follow-source” suppliers and intermediaries to establish their
reconfigured production networks after the Asian Financial Crisis. Additionally, it
demonstrates that Japanese suppliers came to Guangzhou earlier than their lead firms, which
is different from that in other countries such as Thailand and the USA. Moreover, it finds that
Japanese automotive investment can be called “group investment” or “network-based entry”,
which causes that the rapid investment period is only from 2003 to 2004 when there lead
firms all came to Guangzhou although the investment period lasted over two decades.
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Furthermore, the temporal process of these three reconfigured production networks formation
in Guangzhou is different: the Honda’s takes the longest time, followed by Nissan’s and
finally the Toyota’s. Honda and Nissan both strategic recoupled with GAC by decoupling
with Peugeot and Yulong respectively.
Second, this study investigates the spatial organization of three Japanese lead firms to
establish their reconfigured production networks. It finds that the spatial pattern of Japanese
automotive investment in Guangzhou is relatively agglomeration, which is similar to that in
other countries such as Thailand and the US. Three automotive clusters have formed around
three lead firms in the eastern, northern and southern suburban Guangzhou around each lead
firms since 2005. Additionally, the co-location between lead firms and suppliers are positive,
while the one between lead firms and R&D centers and intermediaries is changeable.
Moreover, it demonstrates that the close inter-firm procurement linkages between Japanese
lead firms and their following Japanese suppliers are relatively tight. In contrast, the
procurement linkages between Japanese lead firms and local suppliers are relatively weak.
Therefore, the characteristics of the automotive reconfigured production networks led by
Japanese lead firms in Guangzhou with emphasis on the specific sourcing pattern of Japanese
suppliers was termed an “exclusive network” referring to the relatively close linkages
between Japanese suppliers and weak ties with local suppliers. Moreover, the extent of
exclusive is different
Third, this study delves into the formation of temporal process and spatial organization of
Japanese lead firms led reconfigured production networks. It emphasizes organizational
relationships between Japanese lead firms and their Japanese and local suppliers in
Guangzhou are greatly related to actor-specific strategies, particularly extra-firm bargaining
strategy, inter-firm partnership strategy, intra-firm coordination strategy. Extra-firm
bargaining strategies are the primary factor for the strategic coupling of automotive lead
firms with local institutions, and the temporal process and spatial distribution of crucial
suppliers. The inter-firm partnership between different lead firms and suppliers plays a more
important role, which causes the slightly different temporal process and spatial organization
of “follow-source” suppliers. The intra-firm coordination of different lead firms affects the
time and number of engines and R&D centers and even intermediaries in Guangzhou, which
also shape different temporal process and spatial distribution of these firms.
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6.2 Theoretical Implications
This study advances the theoretical understanding of the “extra-firm bargaining strategy,
inter-firm partnership strategy and intra-firm coordination strategy” to examine the rise of
lead firms in the reconfigured automotive production networks in China. It enriched the
“strategies” concept of GPNs theory in the interpretation of the reconfigured automotive
production networks led by lead firms, particularly organization between “follow-source” and
local suppliers. This implies that the role of lead firms has become more crucial in the
reconfigured automotive production networks. Additionally, it evaluates the applicability of
GPNs theory to the reconfigured automotive production networks led by various lead firms
with a particular focus on the concept of “extra-firm bargaining strategy, inter-firm
partnership strategy and intra-firm coordination strategy”.
This empirical study extends the strategic coupling of local states with various lead firms in
the coastal regions and adds to the limited case studies to enrich the developing literature on
the reconfigured production networks and strategic coupling resulted from the rise of lead
firms.
It also primarily provides evidence regarding the different distinctive formation of
reconfigured production networks led by the three Japanese lead firms, particularly
organization between lead firms and their “follow-source” suppliers in large market potential
LDCs. This study primarily focuses on comparing study on automotive reconfigured
production networks led by various lead firms.

6.3 Empirical and Policy Implications
This study has also provided some implications for policy making in the development of
local automotive supplier industry. First, this study verifies the importance of understanding
the background of lead firms such as networks and business groups that is “inter-firm
partnership strategy” between lead firms and their suppliers, which determine the
characteristics of reconfigured production networks to impact on local automotive supplier
industry. This implies that when local policy makers aim to couple with a lead firm, they
should understand the background and character of it and adopt appropriate countermeasures
to deal with the negative impacts. For example, Japanese lead firms have strong linkages to
their “follow-source” suppliers and weak linkages to local suppliers, which limit the
development of local suppliers for two decades. Until recently, the Guangzhou municipality
did not pay attention to it until recent years. It set up own brand assemblers and formulate
incentive policies to cooperate with other sources lead firms and global suppliers and attract
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domestic automakers and suppliers to promote local automotive supply industry. If
Guangzhou municipality could understand the networks and business groups and adapt the
incentive policies earlier, the local automotive supplier industry would not be so weak.
Second, this study finds that “extra-firm bargaining strategy” between local government and
lead firms can be beneficial to not only for local economic development but also for the
development of lead firms. For example, failure of cooperation with Peugeot was mostly due
to the low share of Peugeot and the lagging models. Additionally, Toyota also has failure
experience with Tianjin Group. Therefore, to choose good partners and bargaining condition
are very important considerations for local government and lead firms.
Third, this study explores that “intra-firm coordination strategy” of lead firms can determine
the location of their important facilities such as R&D centers, which are the curial factors for
industrial functional upgrading. Honda put all its R&D centers and Nissan also established its
major R&D facilities in Guangzhou. However, Toyota regarded that the northern and eastern
China are its base so that even it did not built one independent R&D center in Guangzhou.
Guangzhou municipality should pay attention to this issue and attempt to bargain with
Toyota. Additionally, local government can attract more lead firms and global suppliers to
build more R&D centers in Guangzhou to attain functional upgrading.

6.4 Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research
Although this study has provided a new perspective based on the “strategies” concept of
GPNs theory to achieve a better understanding of the characteristics of temporal process and
spatial patterns of reconfigured production networks led by three Japanese lead firms and
organization between their “follow-source” suppliers in Guangzhou, there exist several
limitations that require future study.
First, this study places emphasis on the characteristics of temporal process and spatial
patterns of reconfigured production networks of Japanese automotive investment, particularly
led by three Japanese lead firms, and their impacts on the local automotive industry in host
regions. As Liu and Dicken (2006) present that all the lead firms have invested in China, the
reconfigured production networks led by other countries’ lead firms such as GM, Ford, VW,
PSA, Chrysler, Hyundai, Renault and Fiat could be analyzed systematically and compared
with other lead firms to explore the different characteristics of temporal process and spatial
patterns of their reconfigured production networks and their effects on the local automotive
industry in the region. This study provides the findings for local government to understand
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what kinds of lead firms that they should cooperate and formulate effective policies to trigger
the reconfigured production networks to upgrade local automotive industry.
Second, this study concentrates on Japanese automotive investment firms in the reconfigured
production networks in Guangzhou. Actually, the three Japanese lead firms invested in more
than a dozen cities of China such as Beijing, Shanghai, Wuhan, Changchun, Tianjin and even
hundreds of their “follow-source” suppliers and intermediaries distributed in the cities around
Guangzhou such as Foshan, Zhaoqing and Zhongshan. Therefore, the study area of the
characteristics of temporal process and spatial patterns of Japanese automotive reconfigured
production networks should be further expanded to PRD or Guangdong province or even
China.
Third, this study only simply analyzes some impacts of procurement organization between
lead firms and suppliers on local automotive supply industry. However, more automotive
industrial upgrading or value creation produced by Japanese investment reconfigured
production networks such as R&D organization and intermediaries, particularly the logistic
organization should be further explored as they indicate the local automotive industry (Coe &
Yeung, 2015; Henderson et al., 2002; Gereffi, et al., 2005).
Last, due to the limitation of travelling to Japan, I could not interview Japanese parent firms
in Japan. Information of Japanese lead firms is all from the previous studies or those
profiles—the second hand data, which cannot reflect the latest strategies and cultures of
Japanese firms. It may also affect the understanding of the relations between the subsidiaries
in Guangzhou and their headquarters in Japan. Therefore, if possible, it is necessary for
researchers to go to Japan to interview with Japanese parent firms, particularly Honda, Nissan
and Toyota in Japan.
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APPENDICES

Appendix One: Syllabus of Semi-structure Interview with Local Governments

1 Role of the development of Guangzhou’s automotive industry
2 Extra-firm strategies between local government and lead firms, particularly on land
and tax incentives, infrastructure and public services
3 Extra-firm strategies between local government and suppliers, particularly on land
and tax incentives, infrastructure and public services
4 Name lists of Japanese firms in the industrial park
5 Activities of Japanese firms in the industrial park
6 Location of Japanese firms in the industrial park
7 Tier suppliers of Japanese firms in the industrial park
8 Problems in the industrial park
9 Preferential policies for the automotive industry
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Appendix Two: Syllabus of Semi-structure Interview with Firms
1 Firm profile
1.1 The date of establishment in Guangzhou
1.2 Location of Guangzhou
1.3 Development of major products
1.4 Employment
2 Reasons of investing in Guangzhou
3 Reasons of locating in the place of Guangzhou
4 Process of investing in Guangzhou
5 Lead firms’ strategies
5.1 Intra-firm strategies of lead firms such as the activities and location of R&D
centers and engines in Guangzhou
5.2 Inter-firm procurement strategies between lead firms and “follow-source” and
local suppliers in Guangzhou and between suppliers in Japan
5.3 Extra-firm strategies between lead firms and local government, particularly on
land and tax incentives, infrastructure and public services
6 Extra-firm strategies between suppliers and local government, particularly on land
and tax incentives, infrastructure and public services
7 Procurement strategies and R&D strategies of “follow-source” suppliers’ with lead
firms and other customers
8 Procurement strategies and R&D strategies of local suppliers and difficulties when
they aim to engage in the production network
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